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The Basic Safety Standards for Radiation Protection

and Their Implications for Optimizing Radiation Protection

by Abel J. Gonzalez*

Publication of the third edition of the Agency's Basic Safety Standards

for Radiation Protection in 1982 maiked another step in the long march to

provide protection against radiological hazards. Scientists had recognized

this need since the early years of this century, and by the 1920s proposals

were being made to establish standard units and adopt quantitative

international radiation protection recommendations. In 1928, with the

formation of the International X-ray and radiation Protection Committee (the

present International Commission on Radiological Protection [ICRP]) it became

possible to issue quanti-

tative recommendations for limiting doses received by radiation workers.

Another quarter-century passed before the ICRP began to recommend limits on

the exposure of members of the public.

The role of the ICRP has always been to consider the fundamental

principles upon which radiation protection should be based and their practical

application; detailed implementation was left to national authorities. When

the IAEA was formed, its Statute spelled out the establishment of safety

standards for protection of health as one of its basic functions. Then, in

1962, the Agency published the first edition of the Basic Safety Standards for

Radiation Protection. The third edition of this document, jointly sponsored by

the World Health Organization (WHO), the International Labour Organization and

the Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD, was issued in 1982 as IAEA Safety

Series No. 9.

These Standards take the ICRP recommendations and expand and interpret

them in practical terms, giving detailed guidance that will serve not only for

the Agency's own operations but as a basis for Member States to develop and

implement their own regulations. When the second edition was published in

1967, the Agency's Board of Governors recommended that all Member States

should conform their own regulations to the Standards.

* Mr. Gonzalez is the Head of the Radiological Safety Section, in the

IAEA's Division of Nuclear Safety



The system of dose limitation

A salient feature of the latest revision of the Basic Safety Standards is

that they incorporate the ICRP system of dose limitation which, with its

complimentary requirements, may have enormous implica-

tions for protection against man-made hazards. This new system sets

individual-related requirements, i.e. individual dose limits which are not to

be exceeded; such requirements are common to norms for health protection. But

the new system also introduces source-related require-

ments, a device rarely used in other protection systems. These requirements

imply that, regardless of how low individual doses may be, two conditions must

be fulfilled: (a) the introduction of practices involving ionizing radiation

must be justified, taking into account the radiolo-

gical harm they may cause; and (b) further efforts to reduce radiation

exposure must be undertaken whenever the benefit - in firms of dose reduction

- warrants the efforts to achieve it. This second condition is known as

optimization of radiation protection*.

Individual-related requirements - As for the individual-related requirement,

the Standards establish primary dose limits in order to identify a forbidden

range of individual doses. Secondary limits - related to the primary dose

limits - are also specified, e.g., in terms of limits of intake of radioactive

material into the body.

Staying below the dose limits keeps the individual radiological risk

originating from all controllable sources of ionizing radiation at such a low

level that is should be of no concern for the individual. The aim is not to

control the overall radiological harm delivered by a source, but to limit the

individual risk from exposure to all sources. However, since an individual may

be exposed to several sources, the dose limits can not be used for limiting

the individual dose delivered by a single source; rather, fractional limits or

source upper-bounds should be used for each source in order to ensure that the

sum of the doses from all sources can not approach the dose limits. The

* Optimization of radiation protection is an abbreviated term used t~o
identify the requirement that all exposures shall be kept as low as
reasonably achievable, economic and social factors being taken into
account.



fraction of the exposure due to natural sources not technologically enhanced

is not considered. Individual exposures of medical patients, apart from

research, are also excluded since in such cases the individual benefit is

assumed to override the risk.

Source-related requirements - The requirement of justification of a practice

means that in order to prevent unnecessary exposure, no practice involving

exposure to ionizing radiation shall be authorized by the competent

authorities unless the introduction of the practice produces a positive net

benefit. The requirement of optimization of radiation protection means that

planning, designing, using or operating of sources and practices shall be

performed in such a manner that exposures are as low as reasonably achievable,

economic and social factors being taken into account.

The optimization requirement - Optimization applies to all situations where

radiation exposures from a source can be controlled by protective measures. A

similar requirement could conceptually be used for planning protective actions

where a source may get out of control. Optimization requires that the

"optimum" level of protection that must be used should be determined from an

appropriate balance between protective efforts and benefits derived from such

efforts in terms of radiation harm reduced. The Standards introduce

cost-benefit analysis techniques as practical guidance for performing

optimization of radiation protection.

Basic Concepts and Quantities in Relation to Optimization

Risk and detriment - To understand and apply the dose limitation system, it is

essential to comprehend the concepts of risk and detriment as used in the

Standards.

The risk associated with a given radiation dose is defined as the

probability that an individual experiences a particular radiation effect from

receiving that dose. A number between 0 and 1 represents the probability (i.e.

the degree of belief) that a radiation dose will harm the recipient. It

follows that the objective of the individual-related requirement is to keep

the individual probability of radiological harm below appropriate low levels.

Detriment is defined as the mathematical expectation of harm from a

source. For evaluating the detriment, both the probability and the severity of

the possible harmful effects are taken into account. The number expressing the



detriment can be very large depending on the harm expected fr^m the source. It

depends not only on the individual doses received but also on the number of

people being exposed by the. source. The detriment is used to quantify the

source-related requirements of radioactive protection. It is an extensive

quantity, i.e. it can be divided into components which can be summed up.

Collective dose commitment - One relevant component of the detriment is its

"health component", or mathematical expectation of effects, which - assuming

proportionality between dose* and risk in the range of doses allow the dose

limits - is proportional to all doses added up from the source, regardless of

level, place and time of exposure. The addition results in a quantity called

collective dose commitment, which results from two summations (or integrals if

differential components are summed), one spatial and one temporal: (i) all

the individual dose rates produced by a source are summed, in order to obtain

the collective dose rate from the source as a function of time; and (ii) all

the collective dose rates are summed over time to obtain the collective dose

commitment.

One conceptual concern as regards the summation of individual dose rates

originates from the question as to whether it would be reasonable to truncate

the sum when the individual dose rates are very low (e.g. when they are

negligible for the individual). This might have been the case if, for example,

the individual dose rates were comparable to the natural background

fluctuations. Such a dose rate level is sometimes called the "ds minimis" dose

and regarded as of no concern to be regulatory authorities. However, although

a dose may be trivial for an individual, there may be substantial harm to

society resulting from the sum of many trivial cases, a fact that the

authorities cannot ignore. On the other hand, if both individual and

collective doses are negligible, the "de minimis" concept could conceptually

be used for regulatory purposes. In general, therefore, the Standards do not

provide any justification for neglecting individual dose rates - however small

- in the collective dose-rate assessment. However, the Standards do not

prohibit the regulatory authority from ignoring negligible individual doses

provided that they result in a negligible collective dose.

* The term dose is used to mean effective dose-equivalent, a quantity
introduced in the Standards to designate the absorbed dose appro-
priately weighted by taking into account the type of ionizing
radiation and the radiosensitivity of organs and tissues.



Another concern is the practicality of integrating collective dose rates

over an infinite period of time. In particular, some practices may involve

long-lived radionuclides which can cause exposures over thousands or even

millions of years. For justification, the full exposure pattern must be known

by the regulator, but the great uncertainty of collective dose estimates for

very long time periods must also be recognised. In optimization assessments,

however, only fraction of tha dose which is affected by protective measures

should be considered and the time periods of concern are those during which

the radiation exposure can be controlled. Exposures at later times do not

affect the optimization result. Therefore, infinite time integration of

collective dose rates are not neeiled for optimization assessments. They do not

use absolute collective dose commitments but differences between commitments

from available options. The difference between two integrals over infinity is

a finite integral. '
i
i

Implementation of Optimization fof Radiation Protection

Cost-benefit analysis - Cost-benefit analysis for performing quantitative

optimization is by no means exlusive. Other approaches - some quantita-

tive, some more qualitative - can also be used for optimizing radiation

protection. However, cost-benefit analysis is a simple technique to

demonstrate that a balance has been reached between the achieved benefits, in

terms of radiation detriment reduction and the protective efforts. This is the

case if the sum of the values assigned to the efforts made for further

improvement of the protection and the resulting decrease in the detriment is

at a minimum. While protective efforts can easily be quantified in terms of

the cost of protection, the assignment of a value to the detriment to obtain

the so-called cost of the detriment is a particularly difficult problem.

Assigning a value to the health detriment - The Basic Safety Standards require

that all doses delivered by a source should be included when determining the

health detriment, without discrimination as to dose distribution. The

Standards recommend use of a constant, "alpha", to be applied to the

collective dose commitment for obtaining the value of the health detriment.

Since for comparative purposes the cost of detriment should be presented in

the same units as the cost of protection, alpha is usually expressed in

monetary units per collective dose unit. This has produced a widespread

misunderstanding regarding the philosophical and ethical consequences of such



an approach because the intrinsic connotation is that a monetary value would

be assigned to a human life. However, the Standards clearly state that they do

not place a monetary value on human life and that there is no limit on the

cost of protection needed to keep individual exposures within recommended

limits. Optimization requires that, if there is any further reduction of

exposure, economic and social factors should be taken into account so as to

ensure that there is an optimum use of the resources available in achieving

that reduction.

The recent ICRP recommendations on cost-benefit analysis in the

optimization of radiation protection suggest that, although cost-benefit

analysis techniques require the valuation of the change in life expectancy of

unknown individuals, no value is being assigned to identified individuals. In

fact, the factor alpha represents the amount allocated by society to avoid a

unit of collective dose, and its magnitude determines the attainable level of

radiation protection. It has nothing to do with a valuation of human life, but

is a rational device for conserving lives. It contributes to society's

acceptance of a level of radiation protection which is the highest possible

that can be attained without conflicting with other legitimate needs and

duties of society.

Distribution of problems - An interesting question is whether or not

detriments occurring at different places or different times should be valued

on an equal basis. The basic ethical principle that efforts to improve life

expectancy should not be discriminatory regardless of where and when the life

is expected to be lived, appears to be the only rational approach. In the

Standards there is no discrimination in the evaluation of different spatial

and temporal components of a detriment. However, it has been suggested that

the valuing of components from different times might justify applying

different weighting factors to the respective costs. Some advocates have

suggested using negative factors for future cost on economic grounds, using

the accounting concept of discounting future costs to bring to present time;

others have recommended positive weighting factors, on the ethical grounds

that future generations who will experience the detriment cannot participate

in establishing the costing procedure.

In this connection, the Agency's Principles for Establishing Limits for

the Release of Radioactive Materials into the Environment (IAEA Safety Series



No. 45) established that the assignment of present values to future costs is a

matter for careful judgement by regulatory authorities, who must decide

whether it is reasonable to attach less weight to doses far in the future than

to doses in the near future. A recent draft report of a group of experts

convened by the Holy See's Pontifical Academy of Sciences recommends that

future doses that can be avoided by protective measures should always be given

the same weight as present doses. The controversy may at the end prove to be

of no practical implications since for many optimization assessments only

detriments to be incurred in the relatively next future will be considered.

Trans-boundary aspects - Since radiation detriments originating from a source

in one country can be incurred by people in another country, it appears

obvious that international agreements will be necessary to assign values to

the trans-boundary components of such detriments. ICRP suggested that the

relevance of this problem could be reduced if some internationally acceptable

minimum limit for the value of alpha could be established. In any case, the

value applied to other countries should not be lower than the value applied

within the source country. In implemen-

ting the Standards, the Agency has already started to promote such an

international agreement*.

Other components of detriment - According to the Basic Safety Standards, the

collective dose commitment provides the objective, health detriment from a

source. Commitment components having higher individual risks, are not treated

any differently than others. This approach is supported by one of the

philosophical bases of the dose limitation system, which is that the

dose-limit constraint should keep individual risks at such low levels as to

make them meaningless for the individual concerned. Accordingly, values

assigned to different components of the collective dose commitment resulting

from doses lower than the limits need not to be different. The Standards,

however, recognize that other subjective factors such as those involved in

risk perception, may be included as separate components of the radiation

detriment. Thus, taking advantage of the extensive property of the detriment,

an extra component can be added

* A group of IAEA and TOO consultants have prepared a document, recommen-
ding a mini-mum value of alpha, which will be considered by an Advisory
Group meeting in December this year.
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to the health component of the detriment - without modifying it - to take

these factors into account. In the Standards, this component is assumed to be

a function of average individual doses in the exposed people concerned.

Outlook

The optimization feature of the new dose-limitation system have provided

a challenge for the radiation protection discipline. The Agency has organized

seminars and symposia which have proved the feasibility of the system. Plans

are under way to direct Agency efforts in radiation protection to the

implementation of the Standards and, in particular, of the optimization

requirement. Some of the practical questions have already been answered. For

others, appropriate practical responses have to be. "rveloped.

The system of dose limitation incorporated in the Agency's Standards is

based on an extremely sophisticated philosophy which, although primarily

evolved f~om radiation protection, takes into account ethics, social sciences

and other sciences. It has been suggested that a similar approach could be

applied to control other toxic and mutagenic agents. The Standards provide a

basic framework, for implementing the Agency's statutory objectives to

accelerate and enlarge the contribution of atomic energy to peace, health and

prosperity throughout the world, taking appropriately into account the

detrimental effects of ionizing radiations. They can also serve as a model

for attacking other threats to human life. In particular, the extensive use

of the optimization requirement may substantially improve health protection in

general.
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Emergency Planning and Preparedness for Nuclear Facilities

An Overview of Activities of the International Atomic Energy Agency

Harold E. Collins

Bruce W. Emmerson
Division of Nuclear Energy

Department of Nuclear Energy and Safety
International Atomic Energy Agency

Vienna

Since January 1981, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) has

pursued the development and implementation of an expanded programme in

emergency planning and preparedness for radiation emergencies at nuclear

facilities and in the transportation of radioactive materials. The

programme consists of four main parts which are: (1) the development of

additional technical guidance needed to complement existing published

Agency technical guidance; (2) the establishment and Implementation of a

training programme; (3) the provision of Special Assistance Missions to

requesting Member States to assist in the development and evaluation of

emergency plans including the evaluation of exercises to test these

plans; and (4) the upgrading of the Agency's capability to respond,

along with its Member States, to a request for assistance in the event of

a serious nuclear accident or radiological emergency.

Technical Guidance

The foundation of the Agency's nuclear safety and radiation protection

programmes is the development and publication of Safety Standards and

supporting Safety Guides, Recommendations, and Procedures and Data

documents. Taken together, these publications constitute the technical

guidance of the Agency for its Member States.

In the area of technical guidance, we have in 1981 and 1982, published
1 2 3/

three Safety Series documents—*—2— dealing with emergency planning and

preparedness supportive of nuclear facilities, and one Technical
4/

Document— concerning emergency planning for transport accidents

involving radioactive material. To complement these publications, the

Agency also has under development two new handbooks; "Preparation,

Conduct and Evaluation cf Emergency Preparedness Exercises in Support of

Nuclear Facilities" and "Assessment of Off-Site Consequences of an
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Accident in a Nuclear Facility; Techniques and Decision-Making". We

expect to publish these handbooks in 1984. The need for additional

technical guidance in specialized areas has been identified by the staff

and consultants and the Agency plans to develop this guidance over the

next three years. These areas encompass; long term post-accident

assessment and recovery operations in a radiation environment; require-

ments for emergency response facilities; on-site habitability to

maintain control of the course of an accident in a radiation environ-

ment; application of intervention levels for nuclear power plants; and

monitoring of the accident release source.

Training

Recognizing a need for a training programme in this area, the Agency

through special arrangements with the United States Government, developed

and conducted in February 1982, the "First Interregional Training Course

in Planning, Preparedness and Response to Radiological Emergencies" at

the Argonne National Laboratory in the United States. Based upon the

evaluation of the participants, this training course was well received by

those attending. A second training course in this area is scheduled for

1984 at Argonne. This second course will have a new added teaching

module concerning the latest developments in computerized aids for

accident assessment which are receiving a great deal of attention now in

many of our Member States. These systems have the potential both to free

the operators of nuclear facilities from laborious error-prone manual

calculations in the stressful environment of an accident and also to

greatly improve and aid the decision-making process in an emergency.

Special Assistance Missions

On 7 April 1981, the Agency formally offered to Member States— Special

Assistance Missions in emergency planning and preparedness. These

missions are for the purpose of assisting in the development and

evaluation of emergency plans and preparedness (including exercises)

supportive of nuclear facilities, particularly nuclear power plants.

They are sent to a Member State upon its request and the mission consists

of 3 to 4 experts for a period of about one week in the host country.
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In November 1982, the Agency, at the request of the Yugoslavian

Government, sent a 3 person team to assist in observing and evaluating a

two day emergency preparedness exercise to test emergency plans and

arrangements supportive of the KRSKO Nuclear Power Plant at KRSKO,

Socialist Republic of Slovenia, Yugoslavia.

During the sixteen month interval between a 1981 mission for review of

emergency plans and the 1982 mission, the Yugoslavian authorities, upon

recommendation by the Agency, sent five persons (two from the KRSKO plant

staff and three from- technical institutes and government) to attend the

aforementioned training course at Argonne. This group was then the

trained nucleus of people that, along with the assistance of other

Yugoslavian National, Republic and local governmental organizations,

commenced the further development of emergency plans both at the nuclear

power plant level and at the governmental (public) authorities level. It

should be noted that Yugoslavia was the first Member State to request a

mission for a review of emergency plans and also the first Member State

to request a mission to assist in the evaluation of an exercise to test

their emergency plans and overall preparedness. This concentrated

effortj in such a relatively short time period, is highly commendable,

especially considering the number of recommendations arising from the

first mission which had to be implemented, the manner in which this was

accomplished by the cooperation of all of those involved and the

culmination of all of these aspects in the planning and c^._uoting of a

full scale emergency exercise. The team concluded from its observations

and assessment of the emergency preparedness exercise, that the KRSKO

Nuclear Power Plant staff and the supporting emergency response

organizations should be capable of providing an effective response in the

unlikely event of an accident at the KRSKO Nuclear Power Plant.

International Mutual Emergency Assistance in Connection with Nuclear

Accidents

The IAEA recognizes that there is a need for establishing an improved

international mechanism for providing mutual emergency assistance in

connection with nuclear accidents, should a country that might experience

•such an accident at one of its plants request such assistance. Although

the Agency has had its own Radiation Emergency Assistance Plan and
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programme since 1959, by which it will, upon request, arrange to provide

assistance to any Member State following an accident involving radio-

active materials or involving the operation of a nuclear facility, there

is a need to extend this plan and programme into a more comprehensive

internationally recognized scheme.

In late June and early July of 1982, the Agency convened an international

Group of Experts to study the most appropriate means of vesponding to the

need for mutual assistance in connection with nuclear accidents and of

facilitating appropriate co-operation in the area of nuclear safety. In

its report to the Agency , the Group of Experts recognized that a

multilateral agreement establishing in advance the legal framework to be

applied in an event necessitating emergency assistance might be more

effective that other schemes in removing impediments to the provision of

emergency assistance. However, the Group believed that negotiation of a

multilateral agreement would take time. Instead, as one of two major

recommendations to the Agency, the Group recommended that the Agency's

Board of Governors consider the prompt development of a document setting

forth the terms and conditions that could be applied to emergency

assistance. This document could be published as an IAEA/INFCIRC

(Information Circular) document which: (a) could serve as a model for

the negotiation of bilateral or regional agreements between Member

States, which are to be encouraged, and (b) could readily be agreed to by

special agreement between a requesting and assisting State at the time of

a nuclear emergency. The second major recommendation of the Group of

Experts concerned nuclear accidents in border areas between countries.

Here the Group recommended that the Agency address the need for prior

arrangements on issues such as establishing a threshold of reportable

events, integrated planning and information exchange in those cases where

nuclear accidents might have significant radiological impact in other

States.

On 18 September 1982, the Agency's Board of Governors authorized the

Agency to start implementing in 1983, within the limits of funds

available, the recommendations of the Group of Experts. In April 1983,

an Expert Group developed "Guidelines for Mutual Emergency Assistance

Arrangements", the substance of which might serve as the aforementioned

IAEA/INFCIRC document . It is planned to submit the Guidelines to
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the Agency's Board of Governors for the Board's information at its

October 1983 meeting, before issuing such guidelines in the form of an

IAEA/INFCIRC document intended for use by Member States a3 advisory

material. Other recommendations made by the Group will be considered in

a step-by-step approach as progress is made in addressing the two major

recommendations.

In summary, the Agency plans to continue its existing activities in the

area of emergency planning and preparedness and to address these

additional recommendations during the next two years as resources permit.
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Recent Recommendations on Radiological Protection

Standards in tsrael

Y.G. Gonen^ , E.

1. Background

A large part of the Israeli legislation, especially the one

dealing with health and safety matters - both occupational and public

is of the enabling type. Thus, the law delineates its matter of

concern, defines the necessary legal and administrative frames and

details and empowers a ministry or a function within a ministry

to execute the law, i.e. to regulate, control, supervise and to

inspect all matters relevant to it.

A law must 6e enacted by the Knesseth, while lower levels of

legislation (regulations or orders Issued under existing laws)

are approved - after appropriate coordination - by the responsible

minister.

When a new problem arises, the usual practice of the ministries

is to try to resolve it witfiin the frame of existing legislation,

by issuing additional regulations, and thereby also to widen their

powers.

in the field of radiological protection this system led to

a wide scatter of directives and powers and to neither full nor

fully consistent treatment of the different relevant aspects.

7 to 8 ministries published regulations bearing on radiological

protection, on radioactie materials or on facilities containing

radioactive material and/or radiation sources (Trade, possession,

use, handling, storage, transport, protection, etc., have been

addressed).

0 ) Advisory Committee for Nuclear Safety and NRCN

(2) Licensing Diyision - Israel AEC.

2/...
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The following authorities have major interest in the subject:

(1) the Ministry of Labour (M.o.L.) and Welfare (Labour Inspectorate),

which considered radiation as another occupational hazard.

(2) the Ministry of Health (M.o.H.), which on one hand defined

radioactive material as another poison, (toxica) and on the

other hand as a public health hazard.

(3) the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) as responsible for the safety

of its own operations and as the licensing authority for major

nuclear facilities (in the future).

The strongest and most controllable of these regulations are those of

the M.o.H. According to them the possession of radioactive material

(.like toxica) is subject to authorization.

The AEC has the highest professional capability in the field.

The AEC and the M.o.H. have advisory bodies, advising respectively

the Director General of the AEC and the responsible officer of the M.o.H. -

among other matters - also on protection against effects of ionizing

radiation.

There are three departments within the AEC with significant professional

capability and a small one in the M.o.H. Several tens of health physicists

work in hospitals, universities and other "rad?oactive''facilities.

An agreement was reached between the M.o.L. and the M.o.H. by which

the inspection of workplaces and in general the control of radiological

protection on behalf of the M.o.L. will be taken care of by the M.o.H.

Much of this control is effected by an R.P. team from the AEC's

Soreq Research Centre on behalf of the M.o.H.

About three years ago the advisory body of the AEC, the Advisory

Committee for Nuclear Safety undertook in collaboration with the AEC's

Licensing Division the review and updating of the radiological protection

standards ,in view of the changes in the international recommendations.

3/...
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A subcommittee for standards was established, which Includes expert's

from all the existing professional groups. In parallel it was agreed

with the advisory committee of the M.o.H., that the recommendations

of the subcommittee for standards will be adopted by it and will be

accepted as national standards of radiological protection.

A partial summary of the work of this group is presented in this

paper.

2. General Approach

It was agreed that for the future radiological protection standards

a system based on the ICRP recommendations, outlined in publications

26 and 30, should be adopted. This system was judged to be philosophically

more sound and logically more coherent than the previous one. Its

more restrictive nature was not considered an advantage. These recommen-

dations received positive international endorsement. No practical ways

could be seen, by which any independent system, or significant deviations

from an internationally accepted one could be maintained by a small

country.

It is recommended that the IAEA's Basic Safety Standards for Radiation

Protection CEd. 1982, Safety Series No. 9) shall be the basis for the

new standards. This document was preferred over the corresponding ICRP

publications because it is more comprehensive and still more concise,

omitts scientific, technical and other information which in our opinion

Should not become part of a legal document, because its structure,

formulation and wording is more suitable for a standard and because it

was accepted and recommended by international organizations of statutory

standing. Furthermore, it was agreed that if a specific problem will

arise which is not covered fully in the B.S.S. the ICRP publications 26 6 30

shall be consulted.

V...
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The review of the document revealed that it cannot serve as national

standard as it is - and that it has to be complemented by definitions,

interpretations , clarifications and advisory information. The document

itself leaves certain issues to the jurisdiction of a "competent national

authority". Without filling these voids one has no effectual national

standard. Some of these issues are discussed in the following.

3, Justification of a practice

The committee recommended in line with the corresponding NEA position,

that the requirement to prove for each practice involving exposure to

radiation, that it carries a positive net benefit,should not be strictly

imposed. The computation of such a value by the methods stipulated by

the ICRP should only exceptionally be required. (Such an exception could

&e a practice which involves large costs, benefits and exposures).

in our view such cost-benefit analyses will usually be associated with

large uncertainties, probably of an order of magnitude or more, due to the

subjectivity of the analysis, the many judgements and intangibles involved

in the evaluation of both the benefits and the detriments of a practice,

furthermore, in many cases the decision to adopt a practice will not be

within the powers of the radiation protection experts.

It was agreed that a qualitative justifcation for the adoption of

a practice should always be shown and that in principle a decision at

a high political level or a suitable precedent in an other country can

serve as justification.

5/...
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k. Optimization of radiation protc Mon
/

Optimization should be fully app i J in the design of new facilities
and operations.

Regarding existing operations, the view expressed in the B.S.S.

(p. A IV. 216) on the necessarily limited applicability of formal

optimization procedures was accepted. We expect that a practical

approximation to an optimal protection level will be achieved via the

interplay of outside inspectors and facility managements.

It is foreseen that techniques proposed for the optimization of R.P

will be useful in resolving possible disputes between inspectors and

managements of inspected facilities in cases of disagreements regarding

specific requirements of inspectors.

5, The monitary equivalent of a man-rem

Several proposals of differing complexity are discussed presently

with si values ranging between 50 7 350 $/man-rem. A "de minimis" range

with » = 0 is also considered. The main factors taken into account are

the following:

Population group involved (occupationally exposed workers vs. public

and groups of public as adults, children or mixed groups).

Levels of exposure in terms of tie annual dose equivalent limits (ADL).

Some deterrance against approaching the ADL.

The likelihood of a non-linear dose - effect relationship.

Complexity vs. simplicity.

The societal value of the risks of exposure.

Equity considerations, including the absence of a mechanism leading to

the internalization of the detriments and of compensation.

A relatively complex proposed is shown on the slide. It is likely that

a simplified version will be adopted.

6/...
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A proposal for the ot- valuer, the monttary

equivalent of a man-rem

EXPOSURE LEVEL
(UNITS OF AOL)

0 - 0.02

0.02 - 0.2

0.2 - 1.0

POPULATION GROUP

RADIATION
WORKERS

0

50 f 100

100 f 200

ADULTS

0

50 T 150

100 f 250

MIXED
POPULATION

0

100 r 200

150 T 300

CHILDREN

0

150 T 250

200 f 350

Ranges of of- values considered in $/man rem.
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6. Annual Dose Equivalent Limits

The values for these limits, as stipulated in the (AEA's B.S.S.,

have been fully adopted.

Thus, the limits for annual effective dose equivalent are 50 mSv

and 5 mSv for workers and member of the public, respectively.

The annual dose equivalent limit for individual organs for workers is

500 mSv, except for the lens of the eye, for which the limit is 150 mSv.

The recommendation regarding the reduction of the limit for individual

members of the public, expected to be exposed for prolonged periods, was

also adopted and set at 1 mSv.

7. Derived Limits and Guiding Values

Derived limits an(j guiding values have been tabulated (in Hebrew) for

more than hundred isotopes. The isotopes have been selected according to

their relative importance in risk assessment (reactors), nuclear medicine

and industrial uses.

The tables contain the following derived values (as shown on the slide),

(a) ALi.-s for inhalation and ingest ion for workers and for members

of the public at large.

Cb) DAC
W~

S (derived air concentrations for workers),

(c) DWC -s (derived water concentration for the public).

As recommended in the IAEA's B.S.S., the ALI values for the population

at large were taken as one hundredth of the corresponding values given

for workers. The DWC were derived assuming an annual consumption of 1000 lit/

person.

No values were given for DAC and DWC >as guidance on these values

was not considered necessary.

9/...
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It U emphasized that since only continuous exposure to DAC and OWC

levels during a whole year may result in doses at or near the annual

limits, these values should be considered more as warning and intervention

levels, and not as maximum permissible concentrations.

Considering exposures to mixtures of isotopes, the following conditions

hold

>x C. x H. ̂ _ t ~ — - for member of the public.

where i is an index of the isotopes, C. (Bq/m ) is the air concentration

of the i-th isotope, H. (mSv/Bq)is the specific whole body weighted committed

dose equivalent per intake of unit activity of the i-th isotope, BR (m7sec)

is the average breathing rate and t(sec) is the duration of the exposure.

Similar equations hold for oral intakes.

3. Emergency Act ion Leve1s

The main purpose of the emergency action levels (EALs) is, to serve

as guiding values concerning the emergency actions to be taken during

the early stage of intervention in cases of incidents/accidents in nuclear

facilities. The main emergency actions at the early stage may include

sheltering, distribution of.Kl pills, evacuation and even decontamination

of roads, houses etc. The "early stage" is assumed to last about 2k hours

after the onset of tfie accident.

Two action levels, A (1 Rem) and B (10 Rems) were set. The doses which

should be compared to the action levels (for purposes of decision-making)

are whole body (effective) equivalent doses from al1 the sources, namely

cloud and ground external exposures and internal exposures due to inhalation

of radioactive material both during and after the passage of the cloud.

10/...
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If the projected dose tfrom all sources) to members of the public for

the first 24 hours is less than action level A, the competent authorities may

refrain from taking any emergency action. If the projected dose is above

action level B, action must be taken in order to reduce the exposure as

much as reasonably achievable,but at least to values below action level B.

It is recommended that ths risks associated with the protective actions

should be weighted against the expected benefits derived from them.

The range between levels A and B is Heft to ad-hoc consideration of

the authorities.

tt is emphasized that exposures for applying level A should be projected

for a "fully exposed" person, who stays in the center of the cloud during

its whole passage and does not take any preventive action to the end of

the early stage, while exposures for the application to level B should

be projected considering the effects of protective actions already

taken or planned to be implemented. This, in order to enable prudent

decisions on further actions, if necessary.

9. Further subjects dealt with to date are:

(a) guidance on surface contamination.

(b) exemptions.

(c) investigation levels in urine.

The authors wish to thank the members of the Standards Subcommittee

especially to Prof. E. Lubin, Prof. A. Donagi, Dr. D. Litai, Prof. T.

Schlezinger and Mr. G. itfefser, for their contributions.

10/...



TABLE OF DERIVED LIMJTS*1* (EXAMPLE)

ATOMIC
NUMBER

38

kit

ISOTOPE

Sr90

Ru'°3

I N H A L A T I O N

CLASS OF
COMPOUND

D<2>

Y

D

W

Y

WORKERS

2 x 1O1

3 x 10°

2 x 103

1 x 103

5 x 102

P O P U L A T I O N

iJAcytei/cm3)

8 x 10~9

.2 x 1Q~9.

8 x 10"7

5 x 10"7

3 x 10"7

ALI^Ci)

2 x 10"1

3 X 10"2

2 x 10*

1 x 101

5x 10°

t N G E S T t 0 N

CLASS OF
COMPOUND

h

ALL
COMPOUNDS

WORKERS

ALI^Ci)

3 x 101

5 x 102

2 x 103

P O P U L A T I O N

ALlfllfci)

3 x 10"1

5 x 1 0 °

2 x 101

DWC(^Ci/cm3)

3 x 10"7

5 x 10" f

2 x 10"5

(1) In this example the former units (Ci, Rem) are used,

(2) In case of difficulty in the classification of specific chemical compounds the user is referred to

the lAAE's B.S.S.
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DOSIMETRY - PROTECTION OR EXHIBIT

THE TRENDS IN HANDLING THE REGULATIONS OF RADIATION PROTECTION

Dipl.-Ing E. Huber

Social Ministry of Austria

ABSTRACT

For radiation protection personnel has to be controlled by law with

physical methods. The dose controlled^,personnel is often under the

v~;res3icn taat the dosimetry is not only for protection of health

but also for the exhibit of an incorrect Joehaviour in the radiation

area. It is shown that persons can be found out with the results of

dosimetry, who did not follow up correct behaviour without receiving

a dose contrary to regulations. In contrast to this maximal permissibl*

doses are infringed without that controlled persons has been in any

restricted area. Under these circumstances licensees and persona of

responsibilities are often confronted with evidences from incorrect

behaviour of the personnel or of themselves in the radiation area.

The results of inspections indicate that the results of the dosiraetry

alone is hardly a handsome exhibit for a violation of regulations.

Just the incontestable clarification about the source of unallowed

radiation will be sufficient to start a trial. However assumption

for this is the knowledge and the practice of the inspectors to make

-..£ rig:r: conclusions. Nevertheless it is surely in the interest of

the licensees and the responsibilities to interpret the results of

dosimetry correctly and the control organs primarily will be their

partner and not by all means cause for a trial.

L_
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Introduction

Since radiation protection regulations come in Austria into

force, the far-reaching supervision of occupational exposed

persons was started. Until to this date the requirement to

control the exposition by dosimetry consisted just in a few

laboratories and institutions. But also with the beginning of the

regular dosimetry the use did not start fromaie.jca#«"to another.

A lot of years had to pass away until the behaviour in radiation

protection become more corresponding with the official liability.

But now after moxethan ten years use of legal radiation protection

regulations considerations are started to simplify the handling of it.

Thist because the present results of the dosimetry shows that the

j.rra iiation of the most controlled persons was as low as it come

from natural radiation. Similar are the circumstances with the

medical examinations of the occupational exposed persons pursuant

to the Austrian "Strahlenschutzgesetz".

Statistical results

The following statistical results of the physical and medical

examinations shall be the basis for the further considerations.

Principal the evaluation of the dosemeter is implemented in

Austria by "Porschungszentrum Seibersdorf" and by "Priifanstalt

fur Radiologie und Elektromedizin". Besides there are some more

institutions as in Innsbruck and G-raz which are authorized to

evaluate dosemeter. However there numbers are not taken into the

following considerations. The "PriSanstalt fur Badiologie und

Elektromedizinnmade 1974- 58799 readings of personal dosemeter

used by medical radiation application and 7819 readings from

nonmedical use of personal dosemeter. In "Forschungszentrum

Seibersdorfwe have results from altogether 8532 persons in 1980,

5617 persons working in the medical application field. The

labour inspection in Austria recorded 1980 for whole Austria 12676

medical examinations according to the radiation protection

regulations; 10099 examinations of this were made from medical

usersof radiations. The investigations shows that 10517 medical

users had been controlled physically, besides 3566 non medical

occupational persons.
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On the other side there are made medical examinations of 10099

persons in medical ordinations and plants and 2577 non medical

users of radiations. The result of these investigations seems to he

satisfactory at least for the medical application of radiations.

But we cannot forget the missing results of Innsbruck and Graz

and the variation since 1974. Also it is known that each person who us<

a personal dosameter is by all means not occupational exposed

pursuant to legal definition. The real number of physical controlled

persons therefore will be higher as the number of occupational

exposed persons pursuant to the "Strahlenschutzverordnung".

If you have a look to the changes of the numbers of the medical

examinations since 1975 you will see that the examinations of medical

users of radiation has been doubled from 1979 to 1980. Before 1980

we have had a very unsatisfied discord between the results of the

physical and medical controls. This difference could have had

various reasons:

1.The physical controlled person does not work in the controlled

area and is therefore non occupational exposed.

2.The occupational exposed person is not medical examinated.

3.The medical examination is not included in statistical results.

4-.The medical examinated occupational exposed person is repeated

controlled physically.

The reasons for the difference can practically be the fact that some

of theauthorized representatives think that "Strahlenschutzbeauftragte1

are not occupational exposed and therefore need no medical

examination. Another rsason is that workers terminating their

employment often not agree to have their medical end examination.

The consideration of the results of dosimetry shows that just a small

percentage reaches 30 # of the maximum annual dose. The statistical

output of "Forschungszentrum Seibersdorf" give for 1980 24- persons

with medical use of radiations and 22 persons with other radiation

applications. This is 0,5617 # of the medical exposed persons and

0,7547 $> of other occupational exposed persons,,

Because of these results simplifications of the frequency of

medical examinations are licensed. The corresponding regulation in

the "Strahlenschutzverordnung" is the paragraph 17. Part 3 of § 17

lays down that the authority can permit medical examination frequencies

of more or less than one per year. By request a frequency of two

years can be licensed. But there is made a condition that 30 # of the

maximum permissible dose are not infringed.
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Conclusions

It is seen from the results of the medical examination that many

of the use is of dosemeter are evidently not occupational exposed.

This is compatible with the definition of the controlled area and

supervised area in accordance to the Austrian regulations and the

working condition A and B in accordance to the ICEP recommandations

35* where just the persons in the controlled area and respectively

in working condition A need to use dosemeter. Both are defined as

conditions wtere the annual dose equivalents might exceed three-

tenths of the relevant annual limits. The handling of this limits

would be much easier, when the kind of work is defined by authorities

as for instance the person who operates the switch of dental X-ray

apparatus* As it is clear today from more than ten years praxis in

Austria that especcially these by authorities intent occupational

exposed persons hardly reach the three-tenths of the annual limit

we will have some simplifications under such and similar working

conditions. But the Austrian legislation will surely agree with

the ICEP recommandations 35, Appendix A,when the dental radiography need

no more routine individual monitoring. The assumptions for that

will yet be that the operating procedures,the building and technical

installations are of a high standard. Therefore it must be impossible

to enter the controlled area when radiation equipment is in

operation without disconnection the irradiation. Already the users

of dental X-ray machines start to establish their radiation

application rooms, especcially when they want to make radiographs

of the jaw from panoramic view, absolutely safe for workers.

The switching persons stay oufeide of the controlled area and are

enough shielded when they shot the pictures. likewise no assistents

of screenings are necessary or need not to be a occupational exposed

person because the technical standard allows a position behind a

sufficient dimensioned shielding without risk of any irradiation.

Problems with the occupation, of juvenile or pregnant persons will

become simply. But further assumptions have to be made. The

quality assurance as it is described in the ICKP recommandations 35

has to have a high standard. The quality of equipment and instruments

has to be checked regularly. New Austrian standards try to guarantee

this already. And the yearly legal investigations need not to be

only visible but have to be also of technical mods. The traiMng

and experience of personal will become a very important point of view.
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The regular instructions and supervisinga will be of special

importance. The records about the yearly instructions now .̂

necessary by law and too often neglected have to be under better

control by authorities, then it often can be seen, still today

workers holding teeth films, staying too close to the radiation

source without shielding or wearing any protection clothings.

To wear the dosemeter underneath the protection clothing would

give the authority a direction if lead aprons are used or not but

agreeing with the ICRP reconunandations 35 it is very important to

have the dosemeter outside the apron high on the trunk to provide

information on the dose equivalent to the skin, eye and unshielded

parts of the body. High narrow beam irradiations of a dosemeter

which lead to a wrong overestimated whole body result as it is

described in the literature have to be prevented with regular and

sufficient monitoring of the workplace. For purposes of optimization

of radiation protection routine personal monitoring can be used.

But monitoring of the workplace as assumption for the operation

further gives the basis of keeping exposures as reasonably

achievable and the possibility to explain dosemeter results from

personal misbehaviour. To use the diameter results as exhibit for

personal misbehaviour you have to demonstrate the relationship

between the measurement results and the limits of the recommandations

of the ICRP 26 and respectively the national limits as it is

described in the recommandations of the ICBP 35.

Possible accidental exposures should not be the only cause of personal

monitoring because chromosome aberration analysis to check the

whole body dose from X-ray and gamma radiation in excess of 0,1 Gyhelp

In addition to this there will be found just three typical situations

namely large amounts of radioactive materials

failure of interlocks in X-ray sets,accelerators

radioactive sources used for radiographic purposes,

if we dispense with mention fissile materials and nuclear reactors,

which will produce large dose equivalent rates.

According to the recommandations of the ICRP 35 the uncertainty of

the measured quantities of the order of the relevant limits should not

exceed a factor of 1.5 at the 95$ confidence level and a factor of 2

if the dose equivalent is less than 10 mSv.The legal requirements are

absolutely.Therefore it is to assume that an annual dose equivalent

exceeding 33,3 mSv is not licensed otherwise the result could become

75 mSv. Because the 3/10 limit has also to be reduced, to specify the

accuracy in routine monitoring yield generally a reduction of the limi
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ÄEZTLICHE UNTERSUCHUNGEN NACH DEM STRAHLENSCHUTZGESETZ

1975 - I98O aus den J a h r e s b e r i c h t e n der A r b e i t s i n s p e k t i o n
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2-61,9

3o

2,5-52,5

1,1 - 60(140)

1,3-51,7(210'/

1,1-84(130)

10-22,5

35
STRAHLENBELASTUNG PER ARBEITSPLÄTZE

bei Röntgenologen und Lungenfachärzten in mrem/Woche

Meßergebniaae bei der Nennspannung von

9 0 - 1 1 0 kV 60 - 100 kV

Durchleuchtungsdauer mit aufrechter - umgelegter - aufrechter

Ort der Messung Patientenatiitzwand
, ^ 14-50 mAh/Woche 2,5-7,5(63,3)mAh/Woche

ünt erauchsrplatz T

100 mAmin-25 mAh/Woche

15 cm vom Leuchtschirm

Bereich der Betätigungaelemente
Hinter d.Bleigummilappen '
unterhalb des Zielgerätes 3,9-133

seit l ich vom Zielgerät 38s5-220

Sitzfläche d.Sehutzkansel 2,9-45 0,7-45(840)

Augenhöhe des stehenden 2,1-55 3,75-150(6875) 2O-55(UO)

des sitzenden Untersuchers 3,8-200 3,75-144,4(1140) 1,7-6,5(112)

Bereich der Püße 2,1-14,2 1,25-450(875) 0,3-70(120)

Bauchhöh« d.stehenden 0,5-60 0,4-16,5 0,2-10,3(28,5)

Untersuch«rs( hinter einer Schutzschürze von 0,25 mm Bleigleichwert)

Assistentin beim Patienten

in 1 m Abstand 30

in Bauchhöhe(hinter 0,25 mm Pb) 2,75-15 8

im Bereich der Flifle 1,2-17,5 9

in Augenhöhe 12,5-200 38

Arbeitsplatz der Assistentin

hinter dem Bleiglasfenster 0,3 - 17,5 0,13-8,7 4,5

hinter der Schutzwand 0,4-13,7(33,6) 0,13-5 4

vor dem Schalttisch 0,2-30 0,1-6,2 3

Aufnahmebetrieb: Nennspannung 110-125 kV/ELektrizitätsmenge 6000 mAs/Woche

hinter dem Bleiglasfenster 0,15-18,3 0,38-1,8

hinter der Schutzwand

vor dem Schalttisch

( ) in Einzelfällen

Spalt im Bleiglasrahmen

Ellenbogen rechts/links

0,24-13,3

0,15-8,3

0,2-0,57

0,18-1

4900

280/700
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BERUFLICH STRAHLEKEXPONIEBTE PERSONEN

nach den Ergebnissen der physikalischen Kontrolle

Instalt Punktion Dosis (mrem) im Monat Dosis Bern.

JänPebMärAprMaiJunJulAugSepOktNovDez 1980

Spital

Eö.Facha.

Hö.Facha.

BÖ.Amb.

Zahnamb

Zahnarzt

Sannarzt

Zahnarzt

Dentist

Service

Arzt
As s
Ass

Arzt
As 8
Ass
Ass
ASB

Asa
Asa
Arzt
Arzt
Ass
Ass
Ass
Arzt
Ass
Ass
Ass

Asa
Ass
A8S
Arzt
Aas
Asa
Arzt
Aas
Aas
Arzt
Ass
Ass
Arzt
Asa

Techn.
Techn.
Techn.
Techn.
Techn.

9
13
2o

2o
31
26
1o
21
31
31
16
1o
21
3o
11
8
1o
"ÎO

9
11
1o
9
25
11
13
U
11
12
8
11
1o
1o
12

11
8
8
8
8

6
6
18

17
24
16
7
23
23
12
33
13
23
4-2
11
6
7
11
9

9
8
12
9
1o
18
1o
9
4
H
28
18
9
8

7
7
1o
9
7

7
13
24

15
21
16
7
23
2o
18
24
13
2o
25
1o
1o

7
14

12
9
8
9
1o
25
12
8
9
n
1

1o
7
13
11

9
9
8
8
8

7
16
25

12
16
17
12
35
31
15
19
14
14
4o
8
9
8
7
13

9
8.
9
8
9
28
12
9
11
8
16

7
1o
9

17
8
1o
9
8

7
5
17

2o
23
23
1o
23
27
2o
16
a
2o
32
7
9
a
9
".2

9
8
5
6
5
9
1o
9
8
7
7
5
1o
12

12
9
8

1Ü

9

7
8
29

12
12
2o
1o
3o
14
6
27
12
16
38
2o
8
12
7
9

5
6
9
12
1o
1o
88
8
7
6
18
6
9
7

8
7
7
9
9

5
5
5

7
2o
32
12
16
64
15
11
11
26
17
7
8
5
8

e
19
7
8
12
12
57
14
9
1o
6
7
6
11
13

8
7
5
8

V
Jl

6

V
Jl

7
11
21
18
7
13
26
8
21
1o
8
16
5
8
9
9
11

2o
1o
7
13
1o
43
1o
1o
1o
6
7

V
Jl

. 9
14

1o
15
8
9
16

1o
9
11

12
14
21
8
22
3o
11
37
9
H
38
8
12
9
7
6

8
7
8
15
14
42
1o
13
8
6
19
6
11
13

8
7
9
13
7

6
5
12

22
2o
19
7
29
37
11
26
8
24
25
9
9
7
8
6

8
8
7
8
13
28
1o
9
9
6
13
6
13
11

9
7
1o
12
1o

6
5
9
16
16
23
8
22
27
7
31
12
18
22
9
8
9
1o
12

9
8
1o
13
11
54
15
11
12
6
7
5
9
9

9
9
8
8
1o

8
8
11

18
19
21
1o
19
2o
3o
25
9
15
19
1o
7
8
9
9

11
1o
11
8
9
45
8
9
9
6
6
6
1o
1o

1o
1o
8
1o
9

84
92
187

182
237
252
1o8
276
35o Exp.+

184
286 Bxp.+

129
199

115
1o2
1o4
1o2
118

13o
99
1o3
138
124
372 Erp.
133
115
116
86
149
87
124
129

118
1o3
99
113
1o6

Strahlenerponiert bei Überschreitung von 277 mrem/jahr, davon sird
11o Erem die mittlere natürliche Zirahlenbelastung pro Jahr und
167 mrem der Dreißigstelwert der jährlich höchstzulässigen Strahlen-
belastung. Beruflich strahlenexponiert ist im Sinne der Strahlen-
schutzverordnung eine Person dann, wenn die Strahlenbelastung pro
Jahr 1,5 rem überschreitet.
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MICRODOSIMETRY OF GAMMA AND NEUTRON RADIATION

STATE-OF-THE-ART AND RECENT EXPERIMENTAL DATA1)

Dusan Srdoc , Radiological Research Laboratory, Department of Radiology,

Cancer Center/Institute of Cancer Research, Columbia University, New York,

N.Y., USA.

ABSTRACT

A wide range of neutron and photon energies has been used to obtain energy

deposition spectra in small tissue volumes ranging from 100 nm to 8 jam in

diameter. The experimental data were obtained by means of a Rossi-type

wall-less proportional counter filled with tissue-equivalent gas. The

counter was irradiated with monoenergetic neutrons from the Tandem Van de

Graaf accelerator at the Radiobiological Radiation Facility of the

Brookhaven National Laboratory. Neutron beams varying in energy from 0.22

to 14 MeV in discrete steps and two gamma emitters ( Cs and Co) repre-

sented a wide range of radiation sources used to produce basic data in

form of d(y) vs y spectra for subsequent use in microdosimetry, radiobio-

logy and radiation protection.

A selection of microdosimetric spectra of low, medium and high energy

neutrons is presented and discussed, as well as gamma ray spectra at very

small site sizes. The mean values yD and y_ for all measured spectra are

given in keV/um. The present state-of-the-art in experimental technique

and some basic limitations of the experimental method are presented. The

implications of microdosimetry data on radiation protection standards is

briefly discussed.

INTRODUCTORY REMARK: Due to limited space this report is restricted to a

brief description of the experimental method and the results of measurements

in form of graphs and a table. Ample references should help the reader to

find detailed descriptions of measuring technique, discussions of results

and their implications in radiobiology and in radiation protection.

This investigation was supported by grant CA 12536 to the Radiological
Research Laboratory/Department of Radiology, and grant CA 13696 to the
Cancer Center/Institute of Cancer Research awarded by the NOI, DHRW and
by contract DE-AC02-78EV04733 from the Department of Energy.

On leave from Ruder Boskovic Institute, Zagreb, Yugoslavia.
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EXPERIMENTAL

Microdosimetric spectra of gamma and neutron radiations for various radia-

tion energies and a range of cavity sizes were obtained by using a Rossi-

-type proportional counter (1) filled with a tissue-equivalent gas mixture

(2).A Co gamma ray source and neutrons produced by the 4 MV Van de Graaff

accelerator were used for irradiation of the counter with essentially mono-

energetic radiation. For the counter calibration a source of collimated

Cm, a Fe source and an x-ray tube emitting soft x-rays (3) were used.

Data analysis was performed on-line with software specifically developed

for handling microdosimetry data.

Whereas measurement of gamma spectra poses no problem, resulting in "clean"

spectra shown in fig 2, neutron radiation is accompanied with soft gammas

as shown in fig 1. Although the energy of gammas is not known precisely,

they produce a spectrum which is quite similar to that of Co. Consequen-

tly, it was possible to eliminate the influence of gamma contamination of

neutron beams by subtracting the Co gamma spectrum from the composite

spectrum, after adjusting properly the energy and frequency ranges (see

fig 1, left side).

RESULTS

By applying the described techniques and methods a set of spectra shown in

figs 2, 3 and 4 was obtained. The mean values calculated from these spectra

are tabulated in Tab 1. A comparison with previously published data (4)

showed an agreement varying from very good to fair, depending on the energy

and type of radiation. On the other hand,-a comparison of our experimental*

data and calculated data (5) shows a systematic discrepancy which is stem-

ming from (a) the difference between calculated and actual physical volume

of the cavity, (b) the difference between the ICRU tissue composition and

the gas and plastic composition used in experiments (c) W-value (energy

per ion pair) variation with particle type and energy, and (d) the in-

complete and inaccurate input data used for calculations. Since the

described experimental method is based on the measurements of electric

charge produced by radiation in the gas rather than deposited energy,

there is always uncertainty as to the exact ratio between these values,

expressed as the W(E). Because of this and other experimental uncertain-

ties, the presented results are accurate within a few percent and represent

the most complete set of microdosimetric data published so far.
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Figure 1. The procedure used for subtracting the gamma-ray contribution
from a neutron microdosimetric spectrum. The Cô O spectrum
(curve 2) was adjusted in height to the left hand peak of the
0.22 MeV neutron spectrum (curve 1). Curve 3 represents the pure
neutron spectrum obtained after subtracting the Co^^contribution.

0-OS 0.1 0-2 Q.S 1 10 20 SO 100 ZOO S00

Figure 2. Co gamma rays, yd(y) vs log y spectra. Spherical site
diameters: 1, 2, 4, and 8jum.
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Figure 3. Microdosimetric spectra for neutron energies from 0.22 to 14 MeV
measured in a wall-less counter for 1 jum diameter site size.

y koV/pm

Figure 4. Microdosimetric spectra for 1.5 MeV neutrons measured in a
wall-less counter for site sizes ranging from 1 to 8un in
diameter.
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The radiobiological and radiation protection implications of microdosimetry

are widely and thoroughly discussed in the Proceedings of a series of

Symposia (6).

Table 1.

Data for y.. and y_ as, a function of neutron energy
D r

and site size (y and y in keV/>im).

Diameter (fim)

E (MeV) 0.25 0.5 1.0 2.0 4.0 8.0
n

0.22 yD - 74.8 65.1

yF - - 38.2

0.44 yD 80.4 77.0 73-5

yp 56.0 48.4 47.0

1.5 yD 67.2 64.2 64.6

yF -

6 yD 60.5 58.2 56.7

14 yQ 79.6 88.9 90.6

yF - -

REFERENCES:

1. R.C. Rodgers and W. Gross. Proc. of the Fourth Symposium on

Microdosimetry, Euratom Document EUR 5122 d-e-f, p. 1027 (1974).

2. D. Srdoc. Radiation Research 4_3_, p. 302, (1970).

3. D. Srdoc, B. Clark. Nucl. Instr. and Meth., 78_, p 305-313, (1970).

4. D. Srdoc, L.J. Goodman, S.A. Marino and M. Zaider. Progress Report,

Col. Univ. C00-4733-3, p. 42-60, (1980).

5. R.S. Caswell and J.J. Coyne. Radiation Research 52_, 448 (1972).

6. Proceedings of Simposia on Microdosimetry, I-VIII, ed J. Booz,

H. Ebert, Euratom Document.
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HEALTH EFFECTS OF AIR POLLUTION HI JAPAN AND COMPARISON OF HAZARD INDICES

OF EFFLUENTS FROM FOSSIL-FUEL AND NUCLEAR PLANTS

Y. Nishiwaki (a), S.M. Shah*
E. Kanoh, T. Tsunetoshi (b), M. ASOU, T. Saeki**
E. Ishikawa, M. Imagawa***
Y. Yamaguchi, Y. Hirozumi****

* Division of Nuclear Safety, International
Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria

** Department of Public Health, Miyazaki Medical
College, Miyazaki, Japan

*** Department of Biochemistry, Miyazaki Medical
College, Miyazaki, Japan

****Department of Public Health, Osaka Prefectural
Government, Osaka, Japan

Abstract

The dose-response relationship between prevalence rates of chronic
bronchitis and sulphur dioxide has been introduced. Based on the Air Quality
Standards, various efforts have been made to reduce the concentrations of
sulphur dioxide in the atmosphere. Consequently, the sulphur oxides concentr-
ations decreased. However, the atmospheric concentrations of nitrogen oxides
tended to incease gradually. It was therefore considered important to study
the health effects of nitrogen oxides. In six different areas in Japan with
varying atmospheric concentrations of nitrogen dioxide, an extensive epidemi-
ological survey was conducted with over 10,000 school-children 6 to 15 years
old during the period 1979 to 1981. The prevalence rate of asthma was estim-
ated to be 4.7$ for males and 2.1$ for females in the high N0 p concentration
area, and 1.9/& for males and 0.9$ for females in the low N0_ concentration
area. For asthma-like symptoms, 12.2$ for males and 11.9$ for females
was observed at the high NO- concentration area, and 7.1$ for males and 5*9$
for females in the low N0 ? concentration area. Passive smoking by school-
children and the indoor combustion of fossil—fuels seem to have a significant
effect on prevalence rate of wheezing. The natural radioactivity from
fossil—fuel power plants is also discussed. From the comparison of hazard
indices of effluents from fossil-fuel and nuclear power plants, the hazard
indices of air pollution by SO and NO may be considered most significant.
In decision-making on environmental protection and safety, it should be
carefully considered whether a reduction of one type of risk might increase
another type of risk. In order to ensure clean environment and to prevent
acid rain disaster on forest it may be important to encourage development of
cleaner nuclear power plants with smaller hazard indices.

(a) Honorarprofessor der Universitat Wien, Institut fur Medizinische Physik;
on leave from Atomic Energy Research Institute of Kinki University,
Higashi-Osaka, Osaka, Japan.

(b) Chairman of Working Group on Health Effects of Air Pollution of the
Environment Agency of Japanese Government.



1. Air Pollution Control ( l , 2)

Table Ii Ambient Air Quality Standards, Japan ( l )

Subilance

Environmental
conditions

Measuring
method!

Sulphur dioxide

Daily avenge of
hourly vatuct ihill
not exceed 0.04
ppm, and nomly
values shalt not
exceed U.I ppm.

Conduclumctiic
metlmd

Cubon monoxide

Dally iveiage of
hourly values
shall not exceed
10 ppm, and
•vetageof hourly
values in eight
consecutive
houn shall noi
exceed 20 ppm.

Nondispeiiive
Infrared trulyser
method

Suspended paitiruliie1

mil lei

Daily average of hourly
values shall not exceed
0.10 mg/m*. and hourly
values shall not exceed
0.20 mg/m*.

Weight concentration
meaiujing method*
based on filtration
collection, or light
scattering method
yielding values having a
linear relation with the
values of the above
method

Nitrogen dioxide1

Dally average or hourly
values shall be within
the range between 0.04
ppm and 0.06 ppm oi
below,

Coloiimetiy employing
Saltzman reagent (with
Saltzman's coefficient
being 0.B4)

Photochemical'
oMidanls

Hourly values
shall not exceed
0.06 ppm.

AbsoTptiomciry
using neutral
potassium Iodide
solution, or
coulometiy

100% Prior to September, 1970
(no effective rcslriclloncl

July, 1970 (iht blsK-b/ gi% restriction)

July,1972 (tha evaporative tmittion reilricifonl

April , I97J fiht )973-r t iT ic l iool

WIApr i l , IWSClh . lOTS.reslrlcllon)

Fig. 1: Regulation of hydrocarbons enitted \>j passenger oars

1. Suspended paniculate matter shall mean airborne particle! of 10 microns or ie» In diameter.
2. Photochemical oxldants ate oxidizing tubifancei such as ozone and paroxiacetyl .lllrste produced by photochemical

reactions lonly those capable of Isolating iodine from neutral potassium iodide, excluding nitrogen dioxide).
3. >) In an area where the daily average of hourly values exceeds 0.06 ppm, efCorts should be made to achieve the level or

0.06 ppm by 19Bj.
b) In an a m where Ihe daily average oC hourly values is wilhin Ihe range between 0.04 ppm and 0.06 ppm. elTorl!

should be made so thai Ihe ambient concentration be maintained around the prewrtl level within the range or not
signulcantly exceed the present level.

c) Not nnly emission control measures against individual sources but slso other various counlermeasures should be
implemented In an integrated, effective and appropriate manner in order to maintain or achieve the ambienl air
quality standard.

Table II: Annual changes in average days of oxidant concentrations
exceeding the concentration threshold for issuing oxidant
warningB (Ceneral Air Pollution Monitoring Stations)

^^^'^^iscal year

Area ^^^^.^^

National Total

Tokyo Bay Area

Osaka Bay Area

4

11

6

75

.6

.4

.7

•76

3

6

5

.0

3

0

f

3

4

6

77

.0

.9

.9

'78

2

S

5

.9

1.

2

'79

1

3

2

• 5

.1

.0

Number of
stations

618

148

116

I In ihousandtf
ol tons)

5.000

• ,000

J,000

2.000

1,000

•70 '71 "7Z '71

Amount removed by
Lnrf-uilluriiailon
ol fuel*

Amount removed
by Hue gas
de(ullurl»llon

Amour* emllled

•7} '76 '77 '7B

Fig* Si Trenda in sulfur dioxides frnn industrial activities
(Estimates* SO2 equivalent). Deeulfurication of
fossil-fuels became an important industry for sulfur
production*



2. Health Effects of Air Pollution (l, 2, 3)

1 Average annual concentration (ppb)r 1979

s
I

10

Pollution N02 HO so2

\ H«*»y 57-68 29-38 (13-22)
^ federate 27-42 5-17 (20-23)

\ low 14-22 4-5 (8-9)

- \

\

Ihtwy pollulionl

Wwiini Imodmit pollution)
wtnointdowBOlluiiont

- - Antum llanv pollution)

-.Anhm(tOHaonii(ion)
^ Asthma (imftnw poltoitail

1 i To ii u
THUS OF AGB

• x ^

/ ^

SULPHUR OXIDES (mg/100
i • i i i i

a

y

cm'.Jay)

II

II

h
i.
y

iT

5 «

! •

•h

Fi£. 4: Correlation between the prevalence of chronic bronchitis
and SOj precipitation for different Bmoking rates in the
Bebjocto after correff iOt) for Bex and age (l)

1
Wheezing

I I i
Asthma

nr "i
Htallng clean dlrly elctn dirl/ clean dlrly clc*n dlfly

Fig. 3< Prevalence rates of wheezing and asthma as a function
Of age and degree of air pollution (NOX)

Fig. 3) Prevalence rates of wheezing and asthma as a function of ago
and degree of air pollution (HOX)



Table IIIl Proportion of Beruo IgE concentration in asthma
and vhoezing croups

(Jt- In parenthesis)

iethm* liheaiing

3i> Comparison of Hazard Indices (2, 3)

Tablo IV: Hazard indiceo («?/«PC) of S0x and N0x for 1000 HW(e) foonil-fuel
power plants compared with those of radioactivity ( in 10" a^)

Pollution Santa Concentration Sonin IgE Concentration

299 or lai« 300 or morn 299 or lesi 300 or nori
fl.U./nl) (l.U./ol) ( I . O . / B I ) (l .U./pl) Type of power plant SOX NOX (SOX+NOX) Radio-

Heavy

Moderate

Low

Toul

(1)

1 S (14.J)

r 0 ( - )
J
{ 1 ( 8.3)

17 (16.3)

23 (14.6)

For the asthma

16 (64.2)

12.(85.7)

8 (100.0)

11 (91.7)

87 (83.7)

131 (85.4)

group, higher

9 (36.0)

9 (36.0)

8 (28.6)

3 (25.0)

119 (43.6)

148 (40.8)

values than

16

16

SO

9

154

215

300

(64.0)

(64.0)

(71.4)

(75.0)

(56.4)

(59.2)

Coal-fired power plant*

Lower estimate1*

Higher estimate0

Oil-fired power plant'

Lower estimate11

Higher estimate0

Nuclear power plant

Lower estimate
Higher estimate

4.23 X

10.6 X

1.42 X

3.56 X

—
-

10s

10»

10s

10a

2.39 X 10s

3.59 X 10s

2.19 X 10'

3.3 X 10s

—
-

6.62 X 10'

14.2X10'

3.6! X 10s

6.86X10'

—
-

110

700

2.8

8.0

0.3
40

For the asthma group, higher values than 300
I.U./ral wore observed in 855C (83.7-1OOJS), for
the wheezing group in, 59Jo (56.4-75JS)..

(2)

(3)

With the Plow-Volume Curve Recorder Model 8l-H,
Slow-Volume curve and Spirogram were recorded
simultaneously. According to the results of
respiratory function teats for males and females
the asthma group showed the lowest, the wheezing
group intermediate, and the healthy group the
h i h t l (PVC FEV PPR % §% § **
gp , e ea lh
highest value. (PVC, FEVQ^J, PPR,
The validity of classification into throe symptom
groups Dosod on tho queationairs seems to be
supported by the results of immunological serum
IgE tests and respiratory function tests .

' Airborne effluents given in UNEP ERS-l-79 are used as ihc value of Q (in t/1000 MV/(c)-a).
SOX: l.l X 10s (coal), 3.7 X 10« (oil);
NO^: 2.7 X 104 (coal). 2.48 X 10* (oil);
CO: 2 X 103 (coal), 7.1 X 101 (oil);
Hydrocarbons: 4 X 101 (coal), 4.7 X 10* (oil);
Alduliydcs: 2.4 X 10* (oil);
Particulars: 3 X 10' (coal), 1.2 X |0 3 (oil).
Higher ambient air quality standards given in Table I are assumed as MPC values.

c Lower ambient air quality standards given in Table I arc assumed as MPC values.
d The overall hazard index for radioactivities isr

I (MPC),
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4. Natural Radioactivity (2, 3f 4)

In order to estimate the relative importance of U and Th released from
fossil-fuel plants, it may be necessary to know the level of these radio-
nuclides in environmental samples, soil and dust. In December 1976f preci-
pitation of dust collected by water basin at about 30 km south of Industrial
areas of Osaka City was 4«74 g.m" .month as measured with evaporated
residue, of which uranium 11 ug.m~2.month"1, and thorium 31 ug.m~2.month"1.
The concentration of uranium in the residue was 2.3 P-g/g and that of thorium
6.5 jxg/g, while the concentration of uranium in the surface of soil was about
2 p-g/g and that of thorium about 7*7 Pg/g» ^he uranium concentration of
agricultural products near Nara City and at Okutsu and Tsuyama districts of
Okayama Prefecture in Western Japan were in the range 0.002 - 0.88 jig/g-ash.
The uranium concentrations of soils of these areas were relatively high with
the range 2.8 - 5«6" /zg/g-dried soil, while those at Kinki University in
Higashi Osaka City were in the range 1.5 - 2.1 with the average value 1.8
ug/g-dried soil. The uranium concentrations of irrigation waters were in
the range 0.015 - 0.13 ug/l« The concentration factors of plants of uranium
from soil were in the range 10~5-10~-*, and those from irrigation water about
1 - 100. The uranium concentrations in foliage vegetables were in the range
0.16 - 0.88 ug/g-ash<, Of the various vegetables the concentrations in
spinach, Allium fistulosum and Brasica japonica were relatively high with
the average value 0.43 ;ig/g-ash. The concentrations in cabbage were lower
with the average value 0.055 Ag/g—ash, which is about the same order of
magnitude as those in fruits and cereals. The uranium concentrations in root
vegetables were in the range about 0.01 - 0.8 pg/g-ash. Of the root vegeta-
bles, carrots were higher and radish lower in uranium concentrations.
However, it should be noted that in addition to root absorption, there are
possibilities of foliage retention and absorption of U, Th, etc. from
atmospheric contamination due to fossil—fuel combustion.

In conclusion, in order to reduce, for environmental protection, the
naturally occurring alpha-emitters of high radiotoxicity and the large amount
of conventional pollutants (S0x, N0 x, etc.) emitted from fossil-fuel power
plants and to prevent acid rain disasters on forest and other agricultural
plants it may be important to encourage development of cloaner nuclear power
plants with smaller hazard indices.
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AN OUTLOOK ON DEVELOPMENT AND TREND OF MICROPROCESSOR BASED

RADIOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION

Aleksandar M.KOTUROVIC", Radomi r B.VUKANOVIC"

Inst i tute of Nuclear Sciences "Boris Kidric", Beograd, Yugoslavia

ABSTRACT Microprocessor, as an electronic component, combined with memo-
ries has a great software versatility and is able to handle a large quan-
tity of data. When it is used in measurement instrumentation new quali-
ties may appear, and here the possible cosequences when microprocessor
is introduced in radiological instrumentation are analysed.

The role of a microprocessor strongly depends on the purpose of the instru-
ment. Due to that reason we devide all radiological instruments into three
classes: general purpose instruments, special instrumentation and measu-
ring systems. For every of these closes the place and tasks of a micropro-
cessor is discussed in detail. Some solutions are reviewed, peculiar featu-
res due to microprocessor are underlined, but solutions where the micro-
processor gives a new quality in the measuring method or results were pre—
fered. At the same time interesting possibilities are pointed out and new
facilities which might appear are discussed.

Particular aspects of microprocessor application in radiological instru-
mentation are discussed: the influence on measuring methods, accuracy,
measuring possibilities, the new type of data, and new user's psychology.
Consequently, the idea arises that the radiological instrumentation might
be characterised in future by software support rather than by built in
electronic components.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, microprocessor as an electronic component becomes

an important element of measuring instrumentation and systems.

Although i t is an electronic component its impact when applied,

does not depend on i ts structure only. I t can be programmed in

broadly defined range, what makes microprocessor different

from all others electronic components and makes i t the crucial

part of instrument. In combination with memories microprocessor

has great software versatility and is able to handle enormous

quantity of data what may be considered as fahr enough for ge-

neral measuring instrumentation requirements. All this, and

high speed of operation (several nanoseconds computer cicle,

in latest models) justify i t s use in design of radiological

instrumentation and systems.
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TYPES OF RADIOLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS

The purpose of the radiological instruments determines the pla-

ce and the roll of the builtin microprocessor. Due to that

reason it is convenient to devide all radiological instruments

into three major groups.

The first group comprises the general purpose instruments as

for example various monitors, personal dose meters, surveying

instruments etc.

Special instruments belong to another group. Radiation spectro-

meters , efluent and gas monitors, personnel monitors, scaler-

-ratemeters and similar devices for particular purpose are in

this group.

In the third group we discuss such systems as radiation monito-

ring data processing systems, acquisition/measuring systems with

intelligent peripheral instruments, microprocessor radiological

warning systems etc.

The degree of engagement of microprocessor software capabilities

increases from first to third group and consequently the benefit

of the microprocessor usage incereases as it will be shown in

following items.

THE PLACE AND ROLE OF MICROPROCESSOR

Although, benefit of tha microprocessor usage is the greatest

in instrumental and measuring systems one should not neglect

the role of microprocessor in general purpose instrumentation.

There the microprocessor performs simple measuring algorithms,

elementary logical and numerical data treatment, with display

and readout cappabilities. The display may be twofold: digital

and analogue, what is for general purpose instruments very

convenient.

In this case the microprocessor provides extended versatility in

manipulation when general purpose instruments is stand alone, up

to a situation when such instruments are peripheral elements of

measuring system.

As in the previous case, in the special instruments microproces-
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sor has two main'tasks such as to perform an algorithm of mea-

suring procedure and data treatement. But, now the measuring

procedure may be very complicated and the data treatment sop-

histicated.

The microprocessor features are fully exploited here by intro-

ducing keyboard and video display. Besides the alpha - numeric

mesages on video dysplay, the time diagrams of measured parame-

ter or calculated value may be shown,This may be combined with

mnemonic diagrams of monitored objects or area, and so the com-

plete information are available. This permits communication with

the instrument such as intervention in the measuring procedure,

data interchange and intervention in data treatment, and the

choice of intermediate and final results to be presented on vi-

deo display. Of course, selected data can be memorised in con-

venient storage media such as magnetic tapes and discs,or prin-

ted out as a measurement protocol, and eventually data can be

transmitted to an available computer.

The role of microprocessor in measuring systems is multipurpose.

Functionally, microprocessor is a central part of a system, but

it can be also placed in peripheral parts of a system with cor-

responding functions on both places. Beside the tasks the mi-

croprocessor has when built in the general purpose and special

instruments here it performs more complex functions as for exam-

ple: the synchronisation of the measuring system, the control of

the measuring procedure in the system, communication with peri-

pherals and/or measuring instruments to provide multilevel nume-

rical and logical data treatment, and the editing of an arbitra-

ry complexity.

By different editing forms the results of data treatments in

these systems can be conveniently presented to different users.

Data edited can be of various types as: protocol and documents,

analitical and synthetical reviews and finaly prognostical re-

ports .

All possibilities reviewed here for three classes of instru-

ments are not inherent to microprocessor but they are normal

options and possibilities offered by digital techniques in ge-

neral. What a microprocessor has done here is that we can have
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all this options and conveniences realized in acceptable size

and at a suitable price.

CONCLUSION

We are obviously not at the very begining of the microproces-

sor's epoch in science and technology. Microprocessors are

already present in radiological instrumentation and it is

justified to face the facts and to be aware of inevitable con-

sequences that may take place.

h variety of instruments and systems are now commercially ava-

ilable, where microprocessors are not always adequately angaged.

As usual, the first steps are characterized by simple approach

where all possibilities of the new technolgy are not used to the

full.

Our intention was not to prognose the future developments but

to see which are accepted applications of microprocessors in

radiological instrumentation and to notice some of possible

outcomes.

Certainly, the microprocessor usage shall lead to some changes

in measuring methods, enrich the measurements possibilities

and influence the philosphy of radiological measurements in ge-

neral .

At the same time it is essential and important to notice that

all this shall have significant consequences on the users re-

lations toward the measurement and the measuring results and

thus toward the microprocessor based instrumentation.

In spite of rapid developments in technology, to accept changes

offered by microprocessor needs certain period of time. The fu-

ture practice shall approve already existing good and adequate

applications, formulate new sollutions, and develope new pos-

sibilities and at the some time provoke new requirements.
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SIX YEARS OF RADIATION PROTECTION EXPERIENCE
AT

THE SAFEGUARDS ANALYTICAL LABORATORY

R. Ouvrard, R. Hartmann

I n t e r n a t i o n a l Atomic Energy Agency Labora to r i e s
Radiation Protection Service Section

Seibersdorf, Austria

ABSTRACT

For implementing its responsabilities in international safeguards, the IAEA is
operating, since 1976, at Seibersdorf, an analytical laboratory, made available by
the Austrian Government and doted with a very comprehensive health physics system.
Results of six-year operation, presented here, show that this system is well adapted
and that the exposure of radiation workers is being kept at a very low level.

1. Safety Organization

The Safeguards Analytical Laboratory (commonly referred to as SAL) currently
employs 20 to 22 people, and consists of five sub-units: chemical analysis of uranium,
chemical analysis of plutonium, mass spectrometry, emission spectrometry, radiometry.
Together, they constitute a Safety Subconmittee, chaired by the Head of SAL, himself
a member of the Seibersdorf Safety Committee, which is chaired by the Head of the IAEA
Seibersdorf laboratories. This Committee deals with all safety related aspects of
operations in the Seibersdorf laboratories, including radiation protection aspects.
The IAEA Health and Safety Officer attends the meetings, as a link between the Safety
Committee and the IAEA Radiation Protection Committee at Headquarters. A professional
Health Physicist and a Health Physics technician are responsible for routine radiation
protection aspects of the operation of SAL; both are members of the Division of
Nuclear Safety, so that the administrative independence from the operational staff of
SAL is ensured.

2. Radiation Protection Features

SAL is divided into two zones. Zone One is primarily used for the handling of
open radioactive materials containing radionuclides of toxicity class two to four and
with sealed sources of toxicity class one, as well as with open radioactive materials
of this toxicity, provided that the activity of the latter material does not exceed
3.7.10^ Bq (1 uCi). In Zone Two are handled radionuclides belonging to toxicity
class one in the form of samples containing or consisting of plutonium, samples of
irradiated fuel, or U-233, as well as radionuclides of lower radiotoxicity classes.

A very comprehensive ventilation system has been designed to prevent the dispersal
of any radioactive material into the working atmosphere or from the laboratory rooms
to other rooms, as well as to keep the discharge of such material into the environment
within permissible levels. It is divided into 5 components, regulated by an automatic
control system, and is protected against failures by redundancies {fans, filters) and
connected to an emergency power supply.

Fune cupboards are used for normal chemical work, the treatment and analysis of
uraniun samples, as well as the handling of small amounts of plutonium and other radio-
active materials. The fume cupboard exhaust system is so designed that an air velocity
of 0,5 m-sec"1- at the opening is maintained. The air exhaust is passed through pre-
filters and absolute filters of Class S. Working surfaces are of stainless steel.

SAL is also equipped with numerous glove boxes (22), each of them fitted with a
filter group consisting of two absolute filters for the inlet and for the outlet.
Underpressure in the glove boxes is held automatically between 20-30 mm H2O. All
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glove boxes are connected to a common exhaust duct and the waste air is passed through
four air filters of Class S.

To prevent the occurrence of a fire in SAL, technical and operational measures
have been taken concerning fire sectors, constructions and furnishing, preventive
measures in the ventilation system and in the power supply system. Quantities of
burnable materials are limited for the different rooms of the laboratory.

Precautions have also been taken to reduce the risk of dispersing contamination
through flooding: zone separation, water sensors in fume hoods and on floors, automatic
closing valves for water supply, closed cooling circuits, etc.

Finally, SAL is equipped with a comprehensive alarm system for the early
detection of abnormal events and potentially hazardous situations including: fire,
contamination, ventilation, power supply, water, glove box and access alarm systems.

3. Radiation Protection Monitoring Programme

3.1 Control of external exposure

3.1.1 Area survey
In SAL, there is no monitoring system installed for detection of

external gamma or neutron dose rate, but a sufficient number of portable
instruments have been distributed so that each worker can measure the
dose rate of his working place at any time. In addition, and at least
once a week, routine monitoring is done by the Health Physics Group, as
laid down in specific Working Procedures. Instruments used for these,
routine or special monitoring measurements are calibrated yearly by the
same Group.

3.1.2 Individual monitoring

The Agency uses the Harshaw TID System. The cards are read
monthly in the Health Physics Laboratory, at the IAEA's Vienna Head-
quarters. Previously, reading and dose recording were done manually,
but an automatic, system is now in operation.

Pocket Ion Chambers, type Physiotechnie SBQ5, are also provided
so that individual workers can check their own exposure.

A particular problem arose in SAL due to the incoming of high
radiation samples, taken at the input stage of reprocessing. These
samples contain large quantities of fission products, with isotopic
composition depending on the type of reactor or b u m up, characterized
as follows :

- dose under 7 mg.anr^ to dose under 300 mg.aif"2
ratio about 4.5

- about 80% of gamma dose rates are due to Cs-134 and Cs-137

- about 80% of beta dose rates are due to Sr-90 + Y-90.

During the ion exchange separation, the fingers of the operator
could come in direct contact with the sample vial (pyrex) or at least
very close to it, leading to a rather high finger exposure. Finger
dosimetry was then routinely performed and, in addition, special health
physics surveys are performed when receiving such samples.

3.2 Control of contamination

3.2.1 Area survey

A permanent air monitoring system is installed to detect, at an
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early stage, any air contamination, either in laboratory rooms or in
general and glove box exhausts.

In laboratory rooms where plutonium is handled, monitors have
been located in the air stream near the fume hoods1 exhaust air duct
or where there are frequent transfers of materials in and out of glove
boxes. Alarm levels have been set at 40 MPC.h, corresponding to about
25 cpm on the rate meter-. Glove box and general exhaust monitoring
equipment are, in addition, located downstream from the high efficiency
particulate air filters.

3.2.2 Surface contamination

Measurements for surface contamination levels are made at
strategic locations in all those rooms where open radioactive sources
are stored 6r handled. For these checks, portable instruments are used,
and smears are also done. Smears are counted for gamma and alpha con-
tamination with a simple sample changer, developed by the Health Physics
Group, and presented at this meeting.

3.2.3 Individual monitoring

SAL staff is regularly checked for internal contamination by
means of:
- whole body counting, twice a year (one total gamma measurement, one
thorax plutonium measurement)

- urine analysis, twice a year. Samples are, each time, analyzed for
total gamma and alpha activities and plutonium. Gamma measurement is
done by directly counting the sample with a GeLi gamma spectrometer,
coupled to a multichannel analyzer and a table computer. Plutonium
activity is measured after a precipitation on a calcium phosphate
carrier, isolation by anion exchange, and evaporation to dryness of
the eluate for alpha counting, or electro deposition for alpha
spectrometry. A Pu recovery of 90% is obtained.

3.3 Waste Management

All residues, wastes and effluents generated by SAL's operation are
considered and handled as alpha contaminated waste, and transferred to the
Austrian Center for treatment, storage and/or disposal, as appropriate.
Unused portions of uranium and thorium samples in recoverable form are
collected in an Austrian fissile material storage, waiting for recovery or
foreing facility export. Unused portions of plutonium or mixed U-Pu samples
are stored in the Agency's fissile material storage, awaiting export.

3.4 Environmental survey

At five locations in the vicinity of SAL, samples of surface growth
and soil from a depth between 0-5 cm are taken every three months. At two
of these locations, precipation samples are also collected. Measurements
are done of Pu-239 in all samples, and of total beta in surface growth.(*)

4. Results

4.1 External exposure

During the considered period, the maximum annual individual dose was
3.05 mSv (305 mrem) and the maximum annual finger dose was 32 mSv (3200 mrem)
the chemistry people being the most exposed.

*) Magerments dene by the hel-th-physics group of the FZS.
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4.2 Internal exposure

No internal contamination was detected during this period. Registered
values are similar to those published in the last UNSCEAR Report for European
countries.

4.3 Environmental survey

There was also no noticeable contamination in environmental samples.
Values registered are comparable to those published elsewhere. Apart from a
few incidents, the rooms' air radioactivity concentration was always well
below the authorized limits, and the average concentration in the exhaust air
was also below authorized limits.

4.4 Waste

The amount of residues and contaminated waste accumulated in the last
6 years is presented in Table • There were no difficulties in handling them.

4.5 Incidents

In six years of operation, we had the following incidents: 25 small floor
contaminations, 12 skin contaminations (one of them needing an extra decontamination
intervention), 4 small air contaminations. All of these incidents were quickly
taken care of and none led to personal or committed doses.

5. Conclusion

During the first six years of SAL's operation, the average uniform body exposure
per year was always maintained at a very low level, well below the annual limit of
dose equivalent (50 mSv) for the stochastic effects of uniform body exposure for .
personnel, as recomnended by ICRP. During the same period, there was no internal
exposure of the personnel. This was achieved by ensuring the conf inment function of
radioactive materials. Therefore, the exposure of personnel fully satisfied the
following formula:

Hi

Hwb,l

where H. is the annual dose equivalent index,

1 t'ie annua^- lin̂ -t of dose equivalent,

I . the annual intake-of radionuclide j

I . ^ the annual limit of intake of radionuclide j
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Application of new knowl-Ige on the evaluation or

the doses after a severe research reactor accident

Konrad Muck

Osterreichisches Forschungszentrum Seibersdorf Ges.m.b.H.,

A-1080 Wien, Lenaugasse 10

At least after the TMI accident che too conservative approach in estimating the dose in cpse
of severe accidents in powei eeactors becasns evident. Since then new research efforts have
been carried out the results of which show considerably lower estimates for the released
activities and the maximum dose to be expected in the environment in case of such extreme
accidents.

Applying these new research results estimates of the dose in case of a MCA at a 12 MW pool
type research reactor with a containment with controlled leakage were made. Only the deposition
of iodine isotopes in the reactor containment was taken into account, while *"he effects of the
closed atmosphere of the containment on aerosols such as coagulation and sedimentation were
completely ignored.

Results show considerably lower release values and resulting doses, in particular for the
inhalation dose in comparison to previous conservative estimates. The whole body dose at
the point of highest concentration for example is in the range of annual na,tural background
dose.

Re-evaluation of the contents and the necessity of off-site emergency plans for reactors of
this size and containment therefore is advisable.

1. Introduction

In recent years several experiments of the release of activities

in case of severe accidents in power reactors have been carried

out (1 , 2, 3, 4). At the same time a re-evaluation of releases on

actual accidents have baen performed (3, 5, 6, 7) both of which

resulted in considerable progress in the comprehension of the

basic physical laws governing the radioactive release to the

environment in case of accidents. This eventually led to

predictions of much lower activity releases to be expected in

class 9 accidents at power reactors than predicted by RASMUSSEN

et al. (8) in 1975.

So far only calculations of the releases to be expected with

severe accidents on large power reactors have been performed

(2). No calculations with regard to research reactors with a

lower power level and different containment lay-out are known

to have been published. In our research centre therefore

calculations for a 12 MW pool type research reactor with a low

pressure single-barrier containment have been performed which

yield much lower doses in the environment in case of extreme

reactor accidents than previously predicted.
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It should be emphasized that also in the present calculations

several conservative approaches were used, in particular with

regard to the release from the molten fuel, the operation of

the reactor previous to the accident and the stability of

meteorological conditions over several days which result in

an overestimation of possibly an order of magnitude or more

but not as great as in previous estimates.

2. Accident assumptions

The MCA at a light water pool type research reactor is usually

considered to be an accident due to a large reactivity insertion.

Experiments at several reactor test facilities (BORAX, SPERT,

SNAPTRAN (6)) were performed by deliberately expelling absorber

rods out of the core with high speed. Only when this reactivity

insertion was sufficient fast and the core sufficient "fresh"

with a low neutron background level, a reactor period of less

than 5 ms was achieved which led to a partial destruction of

the core. With reactor periods greater than 5 ms no distruction

with release of activity was observed.

With higher burn-up levels and high.neutron background levels

at beryllium reflected cores - as in the case of the Seibersdorf

reactor - no reactivity insertion, not even by erroneous mani-

pulation seems feasable to produce periods of less than 5 ms.

Despite this fact the MCA-calculations were based on this accident

thereby covering other types of accidents with considerably less

activity release (1). The activity release in the SPERT-test amounted

to 7 %, in the SNAPTRAN-test to 3 - 4 % (6) , in the SL-1 accident to

5 % (7). A maximum release fraction of 10 % from the activity

inventory in the core was therefore assumed, in the calculations.

The residual assumptions were as follows:

- reactivity accident occurs at the end of a continues reactor operation at 12 MH for 180 days

(maximum operable tine with one "equilibrium" core)

- fraction released into the containment atmosphere:

rare gasesi 60 % from molten fuel into water

70 t from the water into the containment air*

iodine and bromine: 60 t from molten fuel into water

0,5 % from the water into the containment', air*

less volatile nuclides: 10"u into the containment air

- no radioactive decay nor any cleaning systems in the water (filter, ion exchanger) are taken

into account
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3,I3nin

32,3s

a,6s
8,89(1

12,Od
2.2d

5.29(1
15,3nin

9,I7h

3,83r»1n
U.imin
39,7s
13,5s
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1,996.10';
4,344.I01

3,476. Id1 '
8,876.1011

1.356.101'
1.723.101'
1.809.1011

8,389.10
5,297.107

a,614.IO13

6,067.10 U

2.520.1016

3.932.1015

3.382.1015

2,225.101S

2.423.101S

1,996.10 lS

1.498.1016

0,0138 (0,0685)
0,0343 (0,1536)
0,9987 (0,9997)
0,0094 (0,0484)
0,0214 (0,1016)
S.10-5 (0,0014)

• n _S

2.10"

2,67

7,13

1,46

3,49

12.19

0,04

113,28)

(31.38)

(1,46)

(18,113)

(57,83)

(1.01)

2.10'
(

•26,,

0,6345 (0,8967)

0,7009 (0,9214)

0,3002 (0,6824)

0.5080 (0,8379)

0,0013 (0,0094)

0,0687 (0,2713)

0,0001 (0,0018)

0,0012 (0,0086)

3.10"9 (0,0001)

1.tO~7 (0,02)

C2.10"6)

3,78 (4,97)

10.66 (24.24)

625,99(1032.56)

0,57 (4,09)

59.20 (233,91)

0,08 (1,69)

1,19 (8,75)

2.10"S (0.05)

129,,.

132a,.

133J

1 3 5J

136j.

0,333

0.65

2.S2

0,0134

4,20

8,75

0,342

7,55

6,37

4,02

3.7

2,4h

1,57.107a

3,04d

34 min

2.381)

20,311

3,5«in

52,0min

6,59h

83 s

24.2s

I,996.IOIE

5,297.107

1.056.!01S

5.034.1013

1,573.10t6

2,528.10"

3,152.10

2,865.io"

,15

2,386.10'°

1.506.1016

1.386.1015

!,!O.IO"°(5,63.!O

CH,J:1,S4.1

J,:i.r-
CHJJ:1,00.10"!(4,95. '10"|)

J,:7,18.1O"'(3.S5.1O ")
CHjJ:5,22.10"7(2,76.10"5)

J,:1,46.1O"'(7,77.1O"')

5,:i;77'.lO"7}-!l7'.1O*7]

CH,J:4,54.10i(2,26.10j)
j . is .w. io- 'd.gs. io" 6 )

CH,J:9,94.1O"iO(2,41.1O"!)
J,:4,98.10"s (1,21.10"')

CH,J:2,97.10"I (1.64.1O"5)
J,:1,21.10 ' (6,63.10 ' )

CH,J:2,21.10"f (1.11.10'i)
J,:2,60.10"' {1,31.10"")

Of,J:8,66.10"'5(2,42.10;?)
3,:l.11.10 '"(8,31.10 b )

CH,J:3.39.10"!!(1,92.10"!i)
J.:1.7i.1li "(8.46.10 '")

2,6.10!J(t.3.10J
l,7.10"'*(8,5.10"'*)
3.2.10"! (l,6.10"i )
2,3.10"° (1,1.10 = )

7,9.10"' (4,2.10"?
2.2.n"_ d,2.10"
5,9.-.0"i (2.2.10"
8,4.V0"' (4,3.10"

3,4.10"| (1.7-tO"
3,0.10"" (1.5.10"
9,4.10*'°(2,3.10i
4 7 1 0 9 (1110 '

(2,3
4.7.10 9 (1.1
2,6.10"! (1,4.
1,0.10"6 (5,7
1,6.10"! (7,9
1.9.10"6 (9,4.
3.9.10*'J(1,1
5,0.10 lo(1,4

)
10 ' )

5
10 ° )
10"! )
10 ° )

10i )
'

i ^.lo.Jca.o.io
7,4.10''*(3.5.10"

lu3r

"Sr

99,HO

106,Ru

1 Z 9Te
1 3 2 T ,

137,.

140.

4,S0

5,36

6,08

6,13

3,12
0.927

0,39

0,035

0,(25

0.35

0.65

4.20

0,125
0,65

6,25

6,34

50,5d

28,5a

9,511

56,Oh

6,Oh
39,35d

4,44h
368d
109d

9,35h
33.6d
59,5mm
78h
3.35(1

4,32h

30.1a

12,79d

1,646.10"

2.628.101'

2,195.10

2.277.1011

2.296. tO11

1.119.1011

3.472.1011

4,200.101'

3,935.101:

4.682.I01'

2,434.10*

1,573.10

4.682.101*

2.434.1015

2,645.1014

2.374.1016

1S
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3.10

3.10

3.10"

3.10-

3.10"

3.10"1

3.10-

3.10"

3.10-

3.10"'

3.10"

3.10-

3.10"

3.10-

3.10"

3.10"'

•4,*4J0"5 ( ) ,5 . )0" 6 )~
7.9.10'!2 . .

•7,5.10" (6,6.10* ) • •
6,5.IO"ij . ,

•5,6.10 "(8,4.10 ' I "
5,3.10""

5.9.10-"

3.4.10""

1.0.10""

1.3.10"12

2.7.10"'3

l ,4..0"'J

3.8.10-'2

7.3.10*'2

4,7.10""

1.4.I0-12

7.3.10"'"

7,9.10-}3 „
*4.1.10 ' (1.9.10 a)"

7.1 .10"" .„
-4.5.10 9 (3.2.10 ' °V

Table 1: Activity Inventory in the core a t the Mm, of shutdown and release to the environment over the total
duration of tnc accident

«riBut1o«to1hl S L r & s ^ I
— formd by radioactive decay of rare 91s nuciides after relejse through the exhaust aerosolfi lter
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Instant mixture of released radionuclides with the containment a ir i s assumed (no decay during
the movement from release point to exhaust point)

- no a ir cleaning devices inside the containment such as venti lat ion of the containment air via
HEPA-filters - although ins ta l l ed in many reactors - are accounted for

- only "natural" processes in air cleaning for iodine inside the containment (deposition on
surfaces) and radioactive decay are taken into account. Coagulation and sedimentation of the
aerosol though leading to a considerable decrease in aerosol release (2) i s not accounted for

- retention of the f i l t e r in the exhaust stack: rare gases: 0 aerosols : 99,97 %
iodine: 99,99 % for J , , 97,5 % for CH,J

the values for iodine retention are very conservative (volume of charcoal: 64 1 » retention
time: 3,8 s) and take into account any possible aging ef fects

3. Influence of containment on activity release

The amount of activity in the containment air varies with time

according to the formula:

q amount of activity in the containment air [in ' ]
q . . . . . amount of act ivity on the surface? [m * 1
L release rate - two values were used foe the calculations

1 oVmin (0,0167 m'/s) - value usually achievable with appropriate measures
S mVmin (0,0833 mVs) - maximum value typically assigned in licensing

V volume of containment (10622,2 m1)
0 surfaces in the containment [m2] "!
v a deposition velocity on surfaces [m/sj J s e e t a b l e 2

r resuspension rate [s"1 ]
L recirculation rate through HEPA-filter inside containment
fc retention factor of recirculation f i l t er

v^, r > 0 for rare gases and aerosols (conservative procedure)
L « 0 for a l l nuclides (no circulation inside the containment)

type of
surface

cencret
witn

painting

metali
with

painting

PVC-flaor

Aluminum

galvanized
Iran

glass

deposition
velocity vd

[cat/si

0,J

0,13

5.10"1

0,1

0,24

7,8.10"*

surface
area
CirM

3320,4

335,6

1095,8

91,5

30,1

35.4

resuspensioir
rate r [s"M

5.10"'

5.10' r

7,5.10'*

5.10-'

1,3.10' '

-

fraction
in form
of CH,J

0,074

0,059

0,074

0,050

0,055

-

table 2 Parameters used in the calculation of deposition and resuspension of
iodine in the containment

* very conservative values; measurements in case of a melting of
fuel plates due to a cooling channel blockage yielded values
lower by one to two orders of magnitude (9)
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Integration over time and evaluation of the resulting formula

(9) yields - by using the values given in table 2 - the fraction

released via the exhaust stack(see table 1 col.5). This fraction

also includes the retention on the exhaust filter. Table 1 also

shows the activity inventory after 180 days continous 12 MW

power as well as the actual activity release to the environment.

4. Results and discussion

The resulting downwind doses were calculated by use of the program

PONTA (10) applying the same dose conversion factors as used in

WASH-1400 (8) and the following specific parameters:
cross section of building: 560 m2

. i washout factor: 10" " 1

release height: 27,6 m

deposition velocity: 10 *m s"

The doses are plotted in fig.1 for three different types of typical

diffusion categories. From fig. 1 and table 3 it is obvious that

nowhere in the environment the whole body dose due to submersion

in the open air will exceed 0,4 mSv(40 mrem) ,respectively 1,1 mSv

in case of a release rate of 0,0833 m3/s. The doses to be expected

Submersion (whole body)
class 4 , 3,5 ni/s
class 4, 1,5 m/s
class 7, 1,0 m/s

(bone narrow):
class 4, 3,5 oi/s
class 4, 1,5 n/s
class 7, 1,0 m/s

Inhalation
(thyroid I:
class 4 . 3

0.3 Q.S 0.3 1 1.5 2 3 -i 5 S 3 50 Is za 15 10
0.01

0.4

Fig. 1 Oose versus distance from the reactor building integrated over the whole
accident
release rate: 0,0167 m'/s
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in case of a MCA therefore are in the range of natural back-

ground radiation and below the maximum permissable annual

dose to the general public. Considering some of the very con-

servative assumptions in the calculation, the realistic dose

to be expected should be lower by about 1-2 orders of magnitude.

The doses due to inhalation and ground deposition are orders of

magnitude lower than annual natural background doses. Even the dose

due to ingestion via the cow-milk-child exposure pathway is below

the PRG-limit of 0,9 mSv/a. No countermeasures to reduce the ingestion

dose such as e. g. diverting of milk therefore seems necessary.

According to the author's opinion therefore no planning for any

off-site emergency response is necessary to protect the public

in case of very severe accidents at this type of research reactor.

diffusion
characteristics

class 4 (neutral)
3,5 m/s wind speed

class 4 (neutral)
1,5 m/s wind speed

class 6 (neutral)
1,0 n>/5 wind speed

distance
from reactor

[ml

600

600

1800

d o s
submersio"

(whole body)

0,17 (0,53)

0,36 (1,08)

0,26 (0,84)

: | a S « ! d u
i n b l l

(bone marrow)

0,003 (0.007)

O.OOS (0,015)

0,007 (0,013)

e to
i t i i n

(thyriod)

0.0010 (0,0029)

0,0026 (0,0063)

0,0023 (0,0054)

Ingestion
(thyroid*)

0,12 (0,37)

0,33 (0,30)

0,29 (0,69)

deposition**
(whole body)

1.10* (7.10s)

3.10"' {1.10s)

3.10"* (1.10s)

table 3 Downwind dose in point of maximum concentration aver the whole accident duration (in the open air)
release rate: 0,0167 m>/s (values in parenthesis for0,0833 mVs)
* thyroid dose received by a child drinking the milk from a cow grazing in the point of maximum deposition during

the whole accident duration
** one day duration of stay
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XI. REGIONAL CONGRESS OF IRPA - AUSTRIAN - HUNGARIAN -

YUGOSLAVIAN RADIATION PROTECTION MEETING, WIEN

M. Toraasevic, J. Simonovic, R. Radovanovic

Clinical Centre of Medical Faculty-Beograd, Institute of

Occupational and Radiological Health-Beograd,Yugoslavia

EVALUATION OF RADIATION RISK RESULTING FROM DIAGNOSTIC

PROCEDURES THAT INVOLVE RADIONUCLIDES

Abstract

During 1981 in SR Serbia there were performed 72,04-3 dia-
gnostxc procedures that involved application of l^adionucli-
des. From this quantity it has been selected 71»819 of pro-
cedures for evaluation of radiation risk.

The thyroid has been the most frequently investigates organ.
The investigation of thyroid function has been done in
31,46$ of cases by application of 131j-sodium iodide, scinti-
graphy by application of 131j-sodium iodide in 21,80$ and in
0,26# of cases by application of ̂ mqjc.per-fcecbne-ta-fce.

The most frequently applied radionuclides were 131j/godium
iodide and Hippuran - 76,36$/ and 99mTC. The other radionuc-
lides have been applied in considerable less extend.

Using of an extended dose concept of absorbed fractions for
evaluation of internal absorbed doses as well the model for
evaluation of radiation risk, there have been evaluated the
number of malignancy which could occure in observed popula-
tion because of application of radionuclides- in diagnostic
purposes.

The evaluated number of malignancy resulting from thyroid
investigation was found to be 6,128/ O,34-4- in men and
5,784- in women/ and from the investigations of all other
organs it was found to be in total 0,403 /O,159 in men and
0,244- in women/.

During diagnostic treatment either by X-Ray diagnostic or by

application of radionuclides in nuclear medicine the patients

are exposed to radiations that result in health risk which is

greater and more possible as the irradiation in higher.

Internal absorbed doses in patients who are irradiated during
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diagnostic procedures are evaluated based on an extended dose
concept of absorbed fractions / 1,2,3,4 / as well on related
data of absorbed doses in target-organs per unit of accumula-
ted activity in source-organs / 5 / and by biokinetic data on
radiopharmaceuticals that have been applied / 1,6 /.

Based on the obtained data on irradiation of patients by appli-
cation of radionuclides in medical diagnostic purpose during
1981, the effective equivalent doses HE and somatic effective
equivalent doses Egg / 1,7 / have been evaluated for exemina-
tions of five organs.

Evaluated values of somatic effective equivalent doses HSE are

presented in Table Bfo.l.

Table No.l

Somatic effective equivalent doses HgE /mSv/MBq/

ORGAN RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL % £ / mSv/MBq /

thyroid 151J sodium iodide 14,200

kidneys 1^1J Hippuran 0,204
kidneys 99mTc DMSA 0,019
liver 1984u colloid. 1,390
liver 99mTc S-colloid 0,016
liver 99mTc Sn-colloid 0,020
brain 99mTc Pertechnetate 0,016
skeleton " mTc PyP 0,005

Estimation of radiation risk in population of SR Serbia that is
induced by radiation exposure during application of radionucli-
des~ in medicine, has been presented in accordance with reco-
mmendations and values of risk factors for individual organs
that had been presented in the ICRP Publications No. 26 and
27 / 8, 9, 10 /.

Because of having irradiation risk evaluated on the basis of

somatic effective equivalent dose and risk factors that are
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related mainly to the persons who are axposed to radiation
occupationaly and which age structure differs from those in
patients essentially, thus these values have been corrected
by corresponding values.

Evaluation of radiation risk in population of SR Serbia that
is induced by radiation exposure during application of radio-
nuclides in medicine, has been carried out in relation to num-
ber of new malignancy that could be expected of radiation
effect.
For evaluation of number of malignancy we used the model that
could be presented by the following form:

= 21 DSE

where:

Nj. number of malignancy evaluated for the population
N. number of irradiated patients during carrying out

the diagnostic procedure i
Fg risk factor
f 5 correction values for risk factor related to sex and
a age of patients

Dgg somatic effective equivalent doses /mSv/
i diagnostic procedure

Evaluation results

The obtained results on the number of new fatal malignancy in
the population of SR Serbia are presented in Table No. 2
especially for thyroid diagnostic examinations by application
of radiopharmaceutical 1^1J sodium-iodide and all other ema-
minations-.
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Table No. 2

The evaluated number of new fatal malignancy induced by
diagnostic application of radionucliedes in population
of 3R Serbia in 1981

P R O C E D U R E Male Female Total

Thyroid examination 0,344 5,784 6,128

Other diagnostic 0,159 0,244 0,403
procedures

Total 0,503 6,028 6,531

Conclusion

According to the presented data and to the number of expected
new fatal malignancy, the radiation risk in population of
SR Serbia was found to be evident and the most present in
application of radiopharmaceutical * J sodium-iodide for
diagnostic examination of thyroid. In female population it
was found to be greater incomparably due to diagnostic exami-
nations of thyroid to which women have undergone in 88,59%
of cases.

The radiation risk, though it was found to be measurable, is
lower in the case of other diagnostic procedures incompara-
bly.

According to above results and to the necessity of lowering
the radiation risk as well procuring the population protection
at first the application of radiopharmaceutical 1^1J sodium-
iodide in axamination of thyroid function must be reduced as
much as possible, and recently that has become the practice
in our Republic.
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BHOAD BEAM ATTENUATION IN BARYT CONCRETE

FOR 50 TO 400 k7 X-RAYS

B . R i s t i c * . P .Markovic+ + and S.Vukovic"1*

+ Radiation Protection Department,Boris Kidric,Institute of
Nuclear Sciences,
Physics Departmer
jevac,Yugoslavia

Nuclear Sciences,Vinca,Belgrade,Yugoslavia
Physics Department,University "Svetozar Markovic",Kragu-

ABSTAGT-Using broad "beam geometry attenuation for "baryt concre-
te have been measured and determined for X-ray tube potentials
from 50 to 400 kV. A special experimental arrangement and proce-
dure, to meet the IEG recommendations for these measurements we-
re used.

1. INTRODUCTION

Baryt concrete, which can be used for structural purposes

instead of conventional one, could be very successfully used as

a barrier material against X-rays used in medical and industrial

applications. There is a little attenuation data available for

baryt concrete for low energy X-rays. For these reasons a baryt

concrete, made out of domestic baryt and on our own prescription

was made^ • and its attenuation properties were investigated for

X-rays obtained for tube voltages from 50-400 kV. Some of the re-

sults of these investigations are presented in this paper.

2. GEOMETRY, EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION

The measuring geometry is shown in Figure 1. This geomet-

ry is to some extend result of our own experience in this field* ̂

but also it meets all requirements of the IEG recommendations for

determination of the protective propreties of materials used for

the protective shielding against X-radiation of radiation quali-

ty up to 400 k V ^ .

As a source of X-radiation two types of X-ray equipments,

with constant tube voltage, were used. Physical characteristics

of the useful beam are shown in table 1.
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Stomttry fop Saryt Conarmtm broad

The attenuation material consisted of sheets of baryt

concrete 50 x 50 cm square. Its thickness varied from 1 to 5

and density of samples was 3,6«10^ kg/m .

Tabt* 1. Phjjfmiaat aharaetmr€»tiea of thm u««/ul haam

kv

150

200

250

300

300

350

400

Total
filtration

t a u

l a l a

First
half-value

layer

in nm

27,00

34,25

42,00

4S.50

10,09

12,50

15,20

Second
half-value

layer

in mm

73.75

101,00

123.00

160,00

23,00

211,30

32,70

Hovogenlty
coefficient

2,73

2,95

2,95

3,52

2,30

2,26

2,15

'at 1 in

1617,10

2305,23

4009,00

5567,44

18366,41

23741,14

27397,73

Ilo Tube
type

C:-A 306

(UNDBCX)

"I5OVOLT 4 2 0 -
(EtIEERT)

Data were taken to establish adequate size of the beam

to insure "broad beam" conditions. Hesults are shown in Figu-

re 2. A 4 0 B I square field was found to be adequate one, what

agrees rather well with other authors^ .

Measurements were perfomed by Yictoreen ionization cham-

bers model 130, 227, S83 and 228, with measuring ranges

S,4-5*1O~5 G/kg, 2,58-lQ"4 C/kg, G ^ - I O " 4 C/kg and l,29-10"3 C/kg ,

respectively.
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Sid* of Square Field, am

Fig.2. Relative trartatritttd Exposure Rate aa a function
of aide of aquae* field at SM4S cm Baryc Concrete
Bariet.

3. HESULTS

The baryt concrete attenuation curves for kilovoltages

from 150 to 300 kV are shown in Figure 3- and. those for 300,

350 and 400 kT in Figure 4. In Figures 5 and 6 are shown results

of corresponding curves of the attenuation factors. Curves for

voltages lower than 150 kT are not presented here, simply beca-

use of the fact that only one or two points could "be obtained

at these kilovoltages.
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ACCIDENTAL IERADIATIOJI BY 192 Ir OP ACTIVITY OP 296 GBq(8 Ci)

Btf Markovic, D, Panov, D". Petrovic , M. Jeremic, S . Dodic

Cl in i ca l Center of Medical Faculty; Ins t i tu te of Occupational
and Hadiological Health "Dr Dragonor Earaaevic" i-a Beograd

Summary
This work describes a case of accidental irradiation of

engaged in gammaradiography by 192-Ir of activity of 296 <3q.
In this case eight persons were exposed to over-doses.
Chromosome aberrations in lymphocytes of peripheral

blood and marrow were investigated. The frequency of aberrant
cells was found to be the highest in worker I>.H* who was expo-
sed to the highest dose.

Immediately after irradiation, number of aberrant cells
was found to be 67 and total number of chromosome aberrations
was 119 (dicentrics 11, rings 5 and the others 103) while in
the other persons chromosome aberrations was found to be of
lower frequency.Four more analyses of chromosome aberrations in
lymphocytes of peripheral blood and one analysis of marrow were
done in worker L.M. in various time intervals after irradiation.

Introduction

Accidental irradiations are known from literature and
are also described in high developed industrial countries (1,2,
3,4)? The industrial development of our country brought us to
the identical risk. Industrial gammaradiography results in ra-
diation risk in occupationally exposed workers considerbly* The
risk could happen to be extended considerably and it may inclu-
de the other workers who are not exposed to radiation occupati-
onaly, and sometimes even the surrounding inhabitants.

Material and method

During August 1982* a radioactive source 192-Ir of iuiital
activity of 296 CEBq used in gammaradiography got lost. The source
had fallen out from the cap of defeotoscope hose, and this was
not noticed by the personnel who handled the apparatus. A watch-
man had found this source and had been carrying it for some time
in his suit pocket and after kept it in the house-table drawer*
That is the way how seven more persons got involved in a radia-
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t ion risk and none of them was engaged in gammaradiography but
they were the members of watchman*s family.

The investigation coverad the following persons: luM.,
a watchman who was carrying the source; f irst in l e f t upper
pocket of his working blouse and afterwords 5JI right lower poc-
ket of his trousers, then the members of X.M.'s family who
stayed in the house rooms while the radioactive source was in
the house=table drawer: worker PCL'^'S wife, his elder son (E.X.),
his younger son (IT.L.), his daughter (Ljj.P.), grandson (Xg',2*),
elder granddaughter (Lj.Oi1) and younger granddoughter (C.B.).

Dosimetry estimation of dose (5) for skin irratiated l o -
cal ly in the case of LJK? was found t o be 10 Gy minimal, and
200 Gy maximal. Homogenous irradiation was found to be 0,19 Gy
minimal, and 0,40 Gy maximal. Irradiation estimation in some mem-
bers of the family was found to be:

- wife 0,20 Gy min. 0,25 Gy max.
- son(H.L.) 0,19 Gy min. 0,21 Gy max.
- sonOT.L.) 0,12 Gy mis- 0,25 Gy max.
- granddaughter (L3.OV) 0,074 Gy ain. 0,098 Gy max.

The worker M.LV has been s i x times undergone the analyses
of chromosome aberrations. Two days after irradiation was over
the f i r s t one; a month later the second one when analyses of
chromosome aberrations in limphocytes of peripheral blood (6)
and marrow cel ls (7) were done at the same time. The following
analyses were performed 3,5 and 10 months after irradiation.

Investigation Besults

The analysis results on chromosome aberrations in lympho-
cytes of peripheral blood of examinee H.L.are presented in Table
Hb.l.
TABV 1 Chromosome Aberrations in Peripheral Blood Lymphocytes

at Various Times after an Accidental Over-exposure

Time
Interval

Two days
One month

Total
Cells,
scored

200
200

Three months 200
Five months

Ten months

200
200

number
Aberrant
cells

67
61
46
44
20

Dicentrics

11
24
36
34

9

Centric
rings

V
Jl

7

V
Jl

5
3

Other
aberrations

103
115
113
112
40
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The results presented in Table 1. showed that tota l
number of aberrant ce l l s i s being decreased as the time from
exposure i s longer. However, the number of dicentrics incre-
ases up to the third month after irradiation and then i t starts
to decrease,

TAB." 2 Distribution of Dicentrics among Cells
at Various Times after Accidental Over-exposure

l i a n a -w - -U3.scr3.l3UGi.on ol" •Ui.cen'Crics
d formal

•L'Tinft liana -w -

Interval scored formal

Two days
One month
Three months
Five months
Ten months

200
200
200
200
200

153
139
154
156
180

189
176
164
166
191

11
20
14
19
9

-
2

6
-

-
-
1
1
m

The distribution of dicentrics i s presented in Table 2
from which i t i s evident that a number of damaged limphocytes
have more than one dicentric' This i s particular^- evident by
the analyses which were done three months after irradiation,
where 2 of ce l l s were found with 5 and 6 dicentrics respectively.
Ten months after the irradiation there were no ce l l s having more
than one dicentric.

The finding of a number of ce l l s having a greater number
of dicentrics points out that probably one fraction of lympho-
cytes was exposed t o an over-dose of radiation. This statement
i s confirmed by the radiation burn of II degree and of 15 cm in
diameter on the breast of examinee.

Analysis results of chromosome aberrations in marrow ce l l s
extracted by sternal puncture are presented in Table 3.

TAB. 3 Chromosome aberrations in marrow cel ls of worker L.M.

Interval Celle Aberant Acentric Trans- Aneuplo- Tetra-
acored ce l l s fragments location idia ploidia

One month 100 9 3 1 3 2

Number of aberrant cel ls including the numerical changes
also was found to be 9. No ce l l was found having more than one
change as well no dicentric and ring chromosomes were found.

In Table 4 . are presented the analyses results on chro-
mosome aberrations in peripheral blood lymphocytes of seven
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members of M.I<«'s family who spent most of the tins in presence

of radioactive source 192 Iridium

TAB. 4- Chromosome aberrations in M,L.'s family members
days after irradiation

EXAMHK3 (1)

bir th 1931

Halation wife

Total
cel ls 200
scored

Aberrant -, -,
cel ls J"L

Chromosome _
breaks d

Acentric g
structure

Dicentric 1
Tetraploid -
Aneuploid -

( 2 )
C.D.
1979

grand-
daus$i.ter

200

10

5

5

-
tm

-

(3)
•a -jj •

I960

son

200

9

4

5

-
-

( 4 )

11 L
1963

son

200

6

2

2

-

1

1

(5)
Ln.P.
1954

daugh-
ter6

200

5

3

3

•
-
-

C6)

1977

grand-
daughter

200

3

2

-

1

-

(7)
V

1972*

grandson

200

2

-

1

.

1

-

The greatest number of aberrant cells was found to be 11
in worker's wife O.L, One dicentric chromosome was found too*
The worker H.L. 's three years old granddaughter was the second
person to the found number of chromosome aberrations. The third
person was found to be elder son hating it 9» then younger son
with 6, and daughter with 5o The lowest chromosome aberrations
were found in five years old graddaughter and two years old gran-
dson.

Conclusion

Analyses results on chromosome aberrations in peripheral
blood lymphocytes and those of marrow analysis in persons acci-
dentally irradiated by 192-Ir, present a very clear illustration
of biological response to the dose of exposure. According to the
chromosome aberrations analyses the worker M.L. was found to be
exposed to the highest dosev In the members of -his family the
exposure was found to be significant in his wife, then in 3 yrs.
old granddaughter and the worker's elder, son, while his younger
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son, daughter, granddaughter and grandson were exposed to lo-
wer doses considerably.'
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I S P A -INTERNATIONAL RADIOATION PROTECTION ASSOCIATION

Wienna, September 20-24-,1933

Faculty of Veterinary Medicine

University of Beograd -Yugoslavia

—Department^of Veterinary Radiology
and Radiatf.jn hygiene-

SDUCATION OP VETERINARY SPECIALISTS FOR RADIA-

TION CONTROL OF ANIMAL PHOBOCTION

3, Petrovic, G-ordana Djuric •

One of the most importent possessions of this "scien-

ce sentury"' is the nuclear energy exploatation . Presence

of radioactivity becames the most serious problem, beacous

radiation fon of environment is larger and larger and ac-

cording whit that there is bigger radioational of popula-

tions .

Radioactive contamination of live stock animal and

theirs products has importent role in radiational load of

populations by means the food chain, so the necessity for

the systematic control of the technological processes in

Dr Branislav Petrovic is professor and head of the Depart-
ment of Veterinary radiology and radiation hygiene;
Dr Gordana Dguric is docent in the same Department.
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live stock production of feed and in technology of live

stock food production has been impased •

The possibility of the radiactiove contamination

of all fassis of live stock production and thaire importance,

as mediator in radiational load of populations through food,

caused the development of the news scientific, pedaghogical

and professional discipline "RADIATION HYGIENE" as a fild

wide social importance . This discipline has purpose to with

scientific investigation ans specialistic work include,

first of all, elements of detection and identification sour-

ces of radioactive exposer, sorts and ways of the radioacti-

ve contamination, all in ordre to undertake necessery mea-

sures of protection live stock production chain, with basic

assignment to broke oil radionuclide transfer in thaire

whay to the man in oil phases- of biological and production

cycle of live stock production •

Heaving in mind role and fild of activity veteri-

nary expert, radiation hygiene of live stock production is

of great importance from medical, as well as from techno-

logycal and preventive aspects of veterinary activity fild

and is a colaborative part of education in all veterinary

faculties- in Yugoslavia . Volume and content of teaching

material, as well as a form of educational processe are

concipated so that they make integral part not only of re-
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gular studies of veterinary medecine, but also thex make pos-

sible postgradiuated improvement as well as permanent comple-

ment and broaden of basic nolidge and deepen of expertly

autority •

ISELthen the regular studies of the veterinary medi-

cine on all veterinary faculty in Yugoslavia the problems

of radiation protection of live stock production is been

studed withen the subject of radiation hygiene i.e. radiobi-

ology with duration from one to two semester and with fond

from 2-3 hours of teory and 2-4 hours of practical teaching

per week • Subject of education is obligatory for all stu-

dents and et the and of the teaching semester is obligatory

to past one examination witch also has practical and teore-

tical part •

During postgraduated educations for getting acade-

mic title "MA veterinary science" students enlarge basic

knowledge through specific subjects, as there are : radia-

tions biophysics, radioecology, nuclear instrumentation and

protection of live environment •

Besides already monetioned educational forms, im-

portant place in training veterinary experts for work in

the fild of radiological protection of the live stock pro-

duction, represents also differents forms- of permanent edu-

cation, witch is taking place through short-term courses
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on specialised, seminars • In the system of permanent educa-

tions veterinary experts have its place and function also

professional sections Unions of veterinaries and vet» techni-

cians SPRJ, through whitch on specialistics trainings of

veterinary experts for needs civil protections and their ac-

tivity in accidental condition is been carryed out •

So developed system of education of veterinary ex-

perts make a good base for developing radiation hygiene mo-

nitoring systems of live stock production in our country,

whous realisation in now in fase of realisation .
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RADIATION PROTECTION PROBLEMS BY NONIONIZING ELECTROMAGNETIC

RADIATION IN AUSTRIA

K.E. DUFTSCHMID

Austrian Research Center Seibersdorf

ABSTRACT

Since about one year an interdisciplinary study group has been
established to investigate possible radiation protection problems
caused by nonionizing electromagnetic radiation in this country.
The aim of this project is to identify major fields of concern,
to establish appropriate techniques of measurement and control
and eventually develop a sound basis for future legislation.
The paper gives a summary on the present results of this study.

INTRODUCTION

Worldwide increasing industrialization and rapidly expanding

application of numerous equipment and techniques producing

nonionizing electromagnetic radiation (NIR) has lead already

to a significant man-made electromagnetic pollution of the

environment. In several countries and international organizations

such as WHO and IRPA concern has been raised on potential hazards

of NIR to workers and the general public. Consequently national

standards and legislative measures limiting maximum permissible

emission and exposure have been or are being issued presently.

In Austria the Federal Ministery of Health & Environmental

Protection initiated an extensive programme to identify the

major sources of electromagnetic NIR in this country, to

study their biological effects and appropriate measurement and

control techniques. The types of electromagnetic radiation

covered in this study include static and low frequency electro-

magnetic fields, radiofrequency and microwaves as well as

lasers.

Within the limited space of this paper only some typical

examples of such radiation sources and suitable techniques

of measurement can be discussed.
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TECHNICAL LOW FREQUENCY RADIATION

This part of the electromagnetic spectrum extends over the

range from 0-10 kHz, corresponding to a wavelength from

30 km upwards, with the major point of interest at 50 Hz.

In this frequency range the human body is an electrical conductor

and a short-circuit for the electric field leading to field

distorsion, influenced charges and displacement currents.

Prevailing electrical fields i.e. of high electric and low

magnetic field strength are caused by equipment operating

on high voltage and comparatively low currents such as electric

power lines. In Austria the maximum voltage is presently 380 kV

however, some countries like USA, Canada and USSR already

apply 750 kV and voltages up to 1500 kV can be forseen in

future.

The electric field strength on the ground below a 380 kV

power line is about 5 - 6 kV/m, within switching and transformer

stations up to 14 kV/m. If a man steps below a 380 kV power

line with the cables 20 m above ground the field strength at

his head is 70 kV/m causing a displacement current of 100 uA.

For comparison an electric field strength of 13 kV/m (AC)

can already be felt due to vibrations of the hairs, the minimum

noticeable current is about 1 mA. The magnetic field strength

around a power line is relatively low partly due to compensation

of the AC fields. With 380 kV and a load of 2 kA the magnetic

flux density on ground is about 20 uT corresponding to a field

strength of 15 A/m. This is about one half of the geomagnetic

field which is, however, static.

It is generally agreed by experts in different countries that

the electromagnetic field of power lines does not create a

particular hazard to the population. Problems due to influenced

charges in conducting materials close to power lines such

as metal roofs or pasture fences have been frequently reported,

however. Furthermore danger of explosion due to electric

sparking has to be considered, for instance, if a car is filled

up with gasoline in close distance to a power line, since

a field strength of 2 kV/m can be sufficient for ignition.
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Other important sources of low frequency electromagnetic fields

are some appliances used in household, electric welding

equipment and in particular industrial induction furnaces.

A summary of electric and magnetic field strength due to

electric power lines, appliances, welding equipment and

induction furnaces is given in Fig. 1 according to SILNY

It is interesting to note that the source of strong electric

fields is generally in a larger distance from man as compared

to magnetic fields since high voltage is used in the first

case. Household appliances, in particular heating blankets

can lead to significant electric fields up to 500 V/m and

a magnetic flux density up to 2,5 mT immediately on the body

or in close distance.

Industrial induction furnaces are quite frequently used in

Austria for melting of iron, steel and non-ferrous metals.

Some 150 units are presently in operation with currents

up to 80 kA in the frequency range of 50 Hz to 10 kHz. There

is very little known about the magnetic fields in the

environment of such installation. According to the manufacturers

the electromagnetic shielding is usually dimensioned only to

avoid excessive inductive heating of the surroundings of

the furnaces. For such installations NIR radiation hazard to

workers can not be excluded and further investigation will be

necessary.

RADIOFREQUENCY AND MICROWAVE RADIATION

The adjacent part of the spectrum ranges from 10 kHz up to

300 GHz, corresponding to a wave length from 30 km to 1 mm.

It is general practice to divide this large range into

the radiofrequency (RF) part, from 10 kHz - 300 MHz and

the microwave (HW) part from 300 MHz - 300 GHz.

Fig. 2 is a summary of the major radiation sources in this

range with their frequency and application.

It can be seen that the most important source of RF/MW fields

is telecommunication including broadcasting, TV and Radar.

The main frequency bands are shown in the left part of Fig.2.

The right part indicates the other important sources in

industry and medicin and the allocated IMS frequencies (arrows).
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Fig. 3 gives a summary of radiated power of major RF/MW

sources. For broadcasting and TV "equivalent radiated power

(ERP)", for pulsed radar "peak power" is shown. The extremely

high power of some sources, particularily military radar should

be noted.

BROADCASTING AND TELEVISION

Austria is covered with a network of some 1600 radio and TV

stations as can be seen in Fig. 4.

The largest TV stations operate two transmitters of 1 MW ERP

each. In the AM range the ERP goes up to 600 kW, for FM up to

100 kW power is used. A new short wave transmitter with 500 kW
(2)

started its programme recently. Measurements by BERNHARDT

at the German short wave station "Deutsche Welle" operating

12 transmitters of 500 kW each showed a maximum electric field

strength of 150 V/m inside the station and 50 V/m at the

fence.

The radiation exposure of the general public by broadcasting

and TV has been thoroughly studied in several countries in

the last few years. Fig. 5 gives the results of a recent large

investigation covering the 15 largest cities in USA . It can

be seen that 90 % of the population is exposed to a power

density below 50 nW/cmz and 99 % below 1 uW/cm2 , which is

equivalent to the maximum permissible limit presently valid

in the USSR.

It is generally agreed that NIR caused by radio and TV does

not create any hazard to the general public, however, in some

cases significant occupational exposure to workers in a radio-

station cannot be excluded.

Hazards due to optical exposure to TV programmes are not dis-

cussed in this context.
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MICROWAVE OVENS

About 30.000 Austrian households are presently using a micro-

wave oven, worldwide a total number of 6 millions of such

appliances is estimated. Usually MW ovens operate at 2450 MHz

with a radiated power of 0,3 - 1,2 kW. The ovens are normally

closed systems and negligible radiation leaks out as numerous

investigations have shown. The maximum permissible limit

determined by several standards (e.g. DIN 57720: 5 mW/cm2 in

5 cm) is usually not reached by far, at least for new equipment.

In view of the very long operational life time of MW ovens,

however, estimated at up to 30 years, deterioration of electrical

shielding with age due to dirt and mechanical damage may create

radiation hazards in some cases.

INDUSTRIAL SEALING AND DRYING EQUIPMENT

The principle of dielectric heating is applied in a large

variety of plastic sealing/welding and industrial drying equip-

ment. It usually operates in the RF frequency band of 27 MHz

with a transmitter power up to 10 kW in most cases. In Austria

some 150 plastic sealing machines are presently in use, operated

mostly by women within the near field of the transmitter.

Preliminary measurements made on our old plastic sealer used

by the personnel monitoring service to enclose TLD badges

showed a magnetic field strength in the near field in 30 cm

distance of the sealing press of 0,9 A/m (corresponding to

a theoretical power density of 30 mW/cm 2). The new sealer

recently installed with a similar transmitter power of 1 kw

has a field strength of 0,2 A/m at the same distance but

the maximum value close to the wave guide at a position

accessible to the hands of the operator is 1,4 A/m (corresponding

to 80 tnW/cmz ) .

103
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Fig. 6 gives a summary of electric and magnetic field strength
(4)

measured with typical plastic sealers used in USA . The

values are given at positions where the operator would normally

have his eyes, genitals and hands during work. It should be

noted that extremely high values more than 100 times the

maximum permissible limits of the valid American Standard

(ANSI) have been measured. Similar alarming results are

reported with the use of industrial drying equipment applied

in the paper-,plastics-,wood and film-industry as well as for

food processing.

This application seems to be a major field of concern for

radiation protection and will require further investigations.

MEDICAL RF/MW EQUIPMENT

Dielectric heating of the human body is frequently used for

therapeutic•purposes. Mostly "short-wave diathermy" at 27 MHz

with up to 1 kW power is applied, sometimes also MW at 2450 MHz.

Although the extreme power density delivered locally to the

patient of up to 400 W/cm2 (E = 40 kV/m, H = 100 A/m) may be

necessary from the medical standpoint, the field strength in

the neighborhood of the apparatus can be very high.

This may lead to significant exposure of the physician or

nurse operating the equipment. Fig. 7 summarizes the results

of field strength measurements around a short-wave diathermy

unit . The distance in cm from cables and electores is

given where a (theoretical) power density of 50, 5 and 0,5 mW/cm2

is reached. It can be seen that the distance for 50 mW/cm2 can

be well within the normal position of the operator.

Also this application will require further investigations.

104
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MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

Biological effects due to NIR are determined by the amount

of electromagnetic energy imparted to the body. When a body

enters an electromagnetic field reflexion, diffraction,

absorption and resonance effects occur depending on the

dielectric properties of the biological material. The relation

between the undisturbed external electromagnetic field and

the resulting field in the body is quite complex and difficult

to determine, if not impossible. For radiation protection

measurements a physical quantity "specific absorption (SA)"

and its time differential "specific absorption rate (SAR)"

have been recently introduced, which are quite in analogy

to the "absorbed dose" defined for ionizing radiation. SA

is defined as the differential quotient of electromagnetic

energy absorbed in an infinitesimal amount of mass per unit

mass. The corresponding SI unit is J/kg for SA and W/kg for SAR,

the same as for absorbed dose and doserate.

Similar as for ionizing radiation it is usually impractical

to measure the receptor-quantity SAR (in analogy to doserate)

directly and it is necessary to estimate it from the measurement

of a field quantity under receptor-free conditions, i.e. field

strength (in analogy to exposure).

Because of the fact that electric (E) and magnetic (H) field

strength in three mutually perpenticular planes in space

are generally different in amount and phase due to polarization

it is common to measure the square root of the sum of the

squared components in the three coordinates:

E* = (E 2 + E 2 + E,2) 1 / 2 (V/m)
A y 2

H* = (Hx
2 + Hy

2 + Hz
2) 1 / 2 (A/m)
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Under "far-field conditions", i.e. if the point of measurement

is sufficiently far away from the antenna that it acts as a

point source, plane-wave conditions can be assumed and a well

defined relationship between E and H exists:

E/H = 377 Ohm

Far-field conditions can be assumed in a distance from the

antenna larger than approx. one wave length, at least if

the antenna is small as compared to the wave length.

In this case a physical quantity "power density (S)"

can be derived from the measurement of either E or H, which

is defined as the temporary mean value of the vector product

of E and H, the "Poynting vector". The SI unit for power

density is W/m2 , while in most radiation protection standards

power density limits are given in mW/cm2 (=10 W/m2 ).

Although most available RF/MW radiation monitoring instruments

are calibrated in units of power density it is more satis-

factory to use electric and magnetic field strength under

near field conditions, where hazards mostly occur.

Under far-field conditions the following conversion table

can be applied:

E (V/m) S (mW/cm2 H(A/ir' S(mW/cm2

10

100

1000

0,026

2,65

265

0.1

1

10

0,37

37.7

3770

50 106 •
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INSTRUMENTATION

For the measurement of electric field strength a dipol

antenna shorter than the wave length in the given frequency

range can be used. In order to achieve isotropic measurement,

independent on the probe direction in the field, three mutually

orthogonal antennas are mounted in a probe and the summation

of the squared electrical field strength in each element is

obtained by connecting the three sensors in series. The detectors

for the DC signal generation are usually thin-film thermo-

couples providing a true square-law output. Broad-band

characteristics can be achieved by adequate distribution of

the thermocouple dipols within the probe at spacings less than

1/4 wave length for the highest frequency, to avoid resonance.

For magnetic field strength the sensor is a "Loop" antenna with

a number of coils optimized for the best compromise between

sensitivity and bandwidth. Isotropic response is again achieved

by three perpendicular "Loops" in the probe.

Fig. 8 is a photograph of a versatile commercial electric and

magnetic field sensor system, the AERITALIA Mod. TE 307.

With a series of totally 8 probes E and H fields can be

measured in the frequency range from 20 Hz to 1 GHz. The

dynamic range of field strength extends from 1 V/m up to 1000 V/m

(full scale) . In order to avoid field disturbance remote readout

is possible via a fiber optic link to a companion field sensor

repeater Mod. TE 308.

For the higher frequency range we use the NARDA Mod. 8616

instrument shown in Fig. 9 as used for the measurement of

leakage radiation from a microwave oven.

With totally four probes the frequency range from 10 MHz up to

26 GHz can be covered with a dynamic range of power density

from 0,2 to 100 mW/cm2(full scale).
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For calibration of the described instrumentation well

defined field conditions are necessary so that field

intensity can be calculated from the electrical parameters.

In the lower frequence range up to 500 MHz so-called

"Transverse Electromagnetic (TEM) cells" can be used.

For higher frequencies calibrations are performed in an

anechoic chambers of sufficiently large dimensions to

avoid reflexion.

Our institute in cooperation with the"Institut fur

Nachrichtentechnik"*is presently starting to construct

such a calibration facility at the Research Center Seibersdorf.

This will include an anechoic chamberof 8 m x 4 m x 4m inside

dimensions. After completion of this installation adequate

calibration standards for electromagnetic radiation monitors

and facilities for research on biological effects of RF/MW

radiation under well defined exposure conditions will be

available in Austria.
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Fig. 6 Electric and Magnetic Field Strength from
Plastic Sealers (27 MHz)
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AERITALIA «od. TE 307 E/H Field Sensor
System
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Fig. 9 NARDA Mod. 8616 RF/MW Power Density Meter
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Safety Aspects and Criteria for Prevention of Health Hazards from Outdoor

Laser Applications

V. H. H a v 1 o v i c

Federal Ministry of Health and Environmental Protection, Vienna, Austria

Abstract: Outdoor laser applications include the use of laser devices for
scientific, industrial and professional purposes in the open air on the one
side and for artistic displays in the open air on the other side. While the
indoor laser applications can be relatively easily held under control, the
outdoor applications can cause unexpected hazard to the personnel and/or
the public. First of all the ocular exposure conditions are discussed which
are valid for direct intrabeam viewing. The radiant exposure H or the beam
irradiance E as a function of distance in comparison with the maximum permis-
sible exposure ( MPE ) will determine, whether hazardous exposure conditions
exist in the operational or target area. Additionally reflections ( diffuse
or specular ) can result in exposure to the personnel and/or the public even
outside of the controlled areas. Special preventive measures in the opera-
tional or the target area will be discussed. As an example from author's
experience a safety analysis of the operation of an Austrian high-power
laser-satellite tracking station located in the neighbourhood of a control-
led area of an airport will be presented.

1. Introduction
Outdoor laser applications enclose the use of laser devices for the scientific,
industrial and professional purposes in the open air as e.g. aligning instru-
ments in the building industry, automatic guidance of the road building equip-
ment, laser rangefinders, open communication links, laser radar ( LIDAR ) ,
some remote-sensing instruments, high-power laser satellite tracking stations
etc. A special case of outdoor laser applications concerns the artistic displays
on walls, buildings, clouds etc. In contrast to the control of the indoor laser
operations, where the classification of the laser device into hazard classes
( Class 1, 2, 3A, 3B, 4 ) is the initial, most important step in the hazard
analysis, the control of outdoor laser operations over extended distances must
take further environmental and personnel factors in account, which are not pre-
cisely known in advance. The hazard analysis for outdoor laser applications
must rely on the determination of hazardous zones and on the recommendation of
appropriate safety measures. The following sections will consider those speci-
fic factors necessary for the hazard analysis in detail.

2. Hazard Analysis of Outdoor Laser Applications

With regard to the biological effects of the laser radiation,exposure limits
( ELs ) for the occupational exposure and for the general population were de-
veloped in many countries during the past two decades; well known is the docu-
ment prepared by the American National Standards Institute [ l] . A general
concensus for many existing ELs can be found in the draft of the International
Electrotechnical Commission [2] . The principles of the biological effects of
the laser radiation as a basis for the development of exposure limits and for
the hazard evaluation and control measures are described in a comprehensive
literature; the latest review was published by the WHO [3j[4].
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In general the laser output parameters enable to calculate the maximum per-
missible exposure ( MPE ); this represents that level of laser radiation to
which, under normal circumstances, persons may be exposed without suffering
adverse effects. The MPE levels are related to the wavelength of the radiation,
the pulse duration or exposure time, the tissue at risk and, for visible and
IR-radiatiori ( 400 - 1400 nm ), the size of the retinal image.

2.1 Direct Beam Exposure
The laser exposure limits for the direct beam ( intrabeam viewing ) are spec-
ified in terms of the corneal radiant exposure or cornea! irradiance. For the
hazard evaluation in outdoor applications the radiant exposure H or the ir-
radiance E~as a function of distance r should bgoknown. The radiant exposure
H ( J . m ), or the beam irradiance E ( W . m~ ) can be calculated at a
distance r for a circular beam by using the following equations:

H = 4 Q a " < u r / 3 T ( a + r ? i ) 2 ( 1 )

E = 4 P e ~ < u r / T ( a + r ( ! S ) 2 ( 2 )

where Q = total radiant energy output ( J ), P = total radiant poweroutput
( W ), r = range ( m ), û = atmospheric attenuation coefficient ( m" ) ,
a = emergent laser beam diameter ( m ) and 0 = emergent beam divergence
( rad ) at 1/e peak irradiance points. These parameters are usually available
from the system specifications, but they should be supported by direct measure-
ments. In practice the equations are valid for gas lasers only, which produce
beams with Gaussian profiles. Additionally the focusing and defocusing effects
in the beam especially for near-ground laser beam paths ( " hot-spots " ) due
to atmospheric turbulence will result in a highly irregular beam profile. Most
solid state lasers have a distincly non-regular multi-mode beam structure, and
in this latter case the following formula should be used:

E = I . e " ^ / r2 ( 3 )

where I = radiant intensity ( W sr ). If I is not known or cannot be measur-
ed, the value for Q in Equation ( 1 ) or P in Equation ( 2 ) above should be
increased by a correction factor Cn for laser systems known to have a multi-
mode beam structure.

The atmospheric attenuation coefficient <u is varying in practice typically
between 0,05 to 0,5 km1"1 ; a reliable estimate for <u can be obtained from the
following formula: .

.3 3.91 ( 0.55 }A -
p = 10 x x — ( m l ) ( 4 )

V A.

where: A = 0.585 V • ; V = visual range in km; I\.= wavelength in <um .
If the effects cf atmospheric attenuation are to be included, a simple solution
to Equation_ U ) or ( 2 } in terms of r, cannot be found. The omission of
the term e" ^ in the Equation ( 1 ) or ( 2 ) simplifies the solution sub-
stantially, but delivers only approximate results sometimes with a great error.
If in the Equation ( 1 ) or ( 2 ) for the radiant exposure H or the irradi-
ance E the appropriate value of the ELs will be substituted, the range r
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represents the nominal ocular hazard distance ( NOHD ), which is defined as that
range at which the radiant exposure or the beam irradiance under ideal conditions
falls below the appropriate ELs ( MPE ). For the calculation of NQHD the follow-
ing formulas should be used:

NOHD = ( 1 / (J ) ( [ |/ 4 Q e" ̂ V Of HEJ - a ) ( 5 )

NOHD = ( 1 / i ) ([ IMP e'^/X EEJ - a ) ( 6 )

Intrabeam viewing of a laser source with optical aids ( e.g. telescopes, binoc-
ulars ) increases the retinal irradiance by the square of the instrument's
magnifying power M ( equal to the ratio of the diameter of the objective lens
or aperture D of the viewing aid to the theoretical pupillary diameter d ).
Unless provided with special laser attenuating filters, no allowance shouTd be
made for the transmission losses in the viewing optics, as many devices have a
high transmittance T from the visible into the IR-region. For special cases or
more exact calculations a more sophisticated approach has to be used.

2.2 Reflected Beam Exposure

A further radiation health hazard from outdoor laser application can be caused by
the laser beam reflection. The specular reflections from flat mirrors produce a
real risk of hazardous exposure even at considerable distances from the reflector,
since the reflection will maintain the collimated beam characteristics. Where a
random orientation of the reflector occurs, the potentially hazardous area ( some-
times called nominal ocular hazard area = NOHA ) will increase to a large extent.
Flat mirrors will reflect nearly almost of the "incident energy, other flat reflec-
tive surfaces ( e.g. standing water, glass windows, partially ice ) will reflect
a part of the beam energy depending on the incident angle, inherent reflectivity
of the reflecting material and, last but not least if a polarized beam is used, on
the orientation of the polarizing plane. As vertical glass surfaces represent
often the primary source of hazardous reflections from ground lasers, a suitable
polarizing of the laser beam can minimize the hazardous reflections. Curved sur-
face specular reflections are normally hazardous only at relatively short dis-
tances of the order of magnitude of the radius of curvature from the reflector
surface. Diffuse reflectors are reflecting the incident beam in different direc-
tions. For an ideal Lambertian reflector the radiant exposure H or the beam irradi-
ance E can be expressed using the total radiant energy output Q or the total
radiant power output P in a range r^ from the diffuse reflector as follows:

H = Q . cos B / X r* ( 7 )

E = P. cos 9 / JT r2 ( 8 )

where 8 = angle between the perpendicular to the diffuse target surface and the
direction of observation. Diffuse reflections normally greatly reduce the hazards
of the primary beam, though, for visible and near-IR-lasers of Class 4, hazardous
diffuse reflections are likely. The dividing line between Class 3B and Class 4
visible and near-IR-lasers is defined by diffusely reflective hazard conditions.
Many natural materials ( earth, sand, foliage etc.) behave as diffuse reflectors.
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3. Hazard Analysis and Preventive Measures for Outdoor Laser Applications

The total hazard evaluation of a particular laser device provided for outdoor
operations starts with defining the appropriate value of exposure limits ELs
( MPE ) for intrabeam viewing, using the recommended standards [Y\ and later
on estimating the nominal ocular hazard distance ( NOHD ). The first step will
be more difficult at repetitively-pulsed or modulated laser systems, since there
are only limited criteria on multiple pulse exposure available. In this case the
following requirements have to be considered:
a) The exposure from any single pulse within the pulse train shall not exceed

the EL for a single pulse.
b) The average irradiance for a pulse train ofduration T shall not exceed the

EL for a single pulse of duration t.
c) If the pulse repetition frequency ( PRF ) exceeds 1 Hz, the EL of a single

isolated pulse should be taken reduced by the appropriate PRF correction-
factor Cc •

d) The EL ( MPE ) is determined by using the most restrictive of requirements
a), b) and c) as appropriate.

Afterwards knowing the ELs ( MPE ) of the particular laser device, the nominal
ocular hazard distance ( NOHD ) using Eq. ( 5 ) and ( 6 ) can be calculated.
The control measures required for moderate-risk ( Class 3B ) or high-risk
( Class 4 ) laser devices operating outdoors over extended distances depend
largely on environmental conditions and considerations. If exposure of unpro-
tected personnel or the public to the primary or specularly reflected beam
( e.g. from windows, mirrors in vehicles etc. ) cannot be excluded, calculations
and measurements of either radiant exposure or irradiance of.the primary or spec-
ularly reflected beam at the specific exposure location are required. Further the
possibility of hazardous diffuse reflections should be examined. Last but not
least the stability of the laser platform, affecting the horizontal and verticul
movement of the laser beam, has an influence on defining the buffer zones nec-
essary. The knowledge of all the mentioned parameters of the laser device and
of the environmental conditions enables the health physicist to estimate the
nominal ocular hazard area ( NQHA ) with a radius equal to NOHD. All further
control measures have to be considered individually from case to case.

4. Hazard Analysis of an Austrian Laser-Satellite Tracking Station

The Technical University in Graz is operating a new Laser-Satellite Tracking
Station for geodetic purposes; it uses two laser systems, which can be oper-
ated alternatively. The physical parameters of both systems are presented in
the Table 1. The Neodymium-YAG-System is working as a mode locked, frequency
doubled oscillator-amplifier and the Ruby-System is operating as a Q-switched
oscillator-amplifier system; at normal conditions the rangefinder measurements
will be made with elevation-angles greater than 45 . Both systems are operated
as satellite trackers and rangefinders for distances of about 1000 km ( GEOS )
till 6000 km ( LAGEOS ) with beam divergence from 0.3 till 2 mrad. A special
field of application is the LASSO-experiment, where fixed directions to the
geostationary satellite are necessary with beam divergence 0.1 mrad. Owing to
the vicinity of an airport and its flight control area a special licence from
the competent federal authorities with a preceding hazard analysis was neces-
sary to guarantee with the aid of adequate control measures a safe operation
of this laser satellite tracking station.
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Table 1. Physical Parameters of the Austrian Laser-Satellite Tracking Station

System

Wavelength x
Energy / pulse Q
Pulse duration t
Pulse rep.freq. N
Beam divergence i

Nd - YAG

532 nm ( green )
100 mJ
150 ps

up to 10 Hz
0.3 to 2 mrad

Ruby

698.3 nm ( red )
2.5 - 4 J
3 - 6 ns

up to 0.25 Hz
0.1 to 2 mrad

A satellite tracking laser operating from ground to air can be considered as a
potential hazard for the air-traffic. Every airplane and his crew crossing acci-
dentally the laser beam even over extended distances will be exposed for a short
time to the hazardous laser beam. The duration of this radiant exposure depends
on the speed v of the airplane, the diameter D, of the laser beam at range r
and the angle 6" between the flight direction and the laser beam. It can be
demonstrated mathematically , especially at disadvantageous conditions ( e.g.
for a propeller driven airplane ) which should be always chosen by the health
physicist for his calculations, that the crossing time T c can rise till the
duration of the blink-reflex ( T B = 0.25 s ). Therefore tne value of Tg can
be used for the calculation of tne ELs on the basis of the average irradiance
limit.
A. Determination of the MPE for the Nd-YAG-Laser-System:

10"3 m~
Z

_2

a) Reduced single pulse MPE: H = 0.237
( calculated from [2] , Table VI )

b) The value of the radiant exposure per pulse H = 2.55?J . nf" , calculated
from the average irradiance limit E.v = 25.5 W . m for the duration of
the blink-reflex TR is less restrictive than the MPE found in, § a) .

c) Therefore the MPE for this system is H = 0.237 . IP"13 J . m'L .

B. Determination of the MPE for the Ruby-Laser-System:
a) Single pulse MPE: H = 5 . 10"3 J . m"2 ( [2] , Table VI ).
b) The value of the radiant exposure per pulse H = 1.Q2 . 10 J

on the average irradiance limit E.v = 25.5 W -
is less restrictive than the MPE found in § a)

c) Therefore the MPE for the ruby system is H = 5

m

_2
m , based

for the duration of Tg

10 J
C. Determination of the NOHD for both systems:

Substituting the values of the MPE for both systems from § A and B into the Eq.
( 5 ), using the parameters from Table 1 and a correction factor Cn = 2.5 for
Q , the values of the nominal ocular hazard distance ( NOHD ) for both systems
in dependence of the beam divergence 0 used for the appropriate experiment can
be determinated. The results of these calculations for different values of visi-
bility, characterized by the atmospheric attenuation coefficient fix ( in the
range suited for practical operation of the station ) are presented in Fig. 1
and 2. With respect to these results it is obvious, that the whole flight con-
trol area till its upper level can be considered as hazardous for the air-traffic
during the operation of the laser station. Therefore the nominal ocular hazard
area ( NOHA ) was fixed having a shape of an inverted cone with its vertex be-
ginning at the laser station's location, a vertical angle of 90°, and with its
base at the upper level of the flight control area. Adequate control measures
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and cooperation with the flight control authority, completed with a special opto-
electronic airplane detection and warning system operating in the NOHA, have to
guarantee a save operation of the Austrian Laser-Satellite Tracking Station.

Literature:
U ] Amer. Nat. Stand. Inst., Safe Use of Lasers ( ANSI Standard Z - 136.1 ),

New York 1980 ( Latest Edition ).
[2] Int. Electr. Comm., Technical Committee No.76: Laser Equipment, Draft;

Geneva July 1982 ( Latest Edition ).
[3] Nonionizing Radiation Protection, M.J.Suess Ed., WHO Regional Publications,

European Series No. 10, WHO, Reg. Office for Europe, Copenhagen 1982.
[4] Lasers and Optical Radiation, Environmental Health Criteria 23, WHO Geneva 1982
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EXPOSURE OF PERSONNEL TO MICROWAVE DURING MEDICAL DIATHERMY

L.Ballay+,L.Bagdy++,M.Csermely++^T.Predmerszky+,L.D.Szab6+

+ "Frederic-Joliot 'Curie" National Research Institute for

Radiobiology and Radiohygiene5H-17T5 Bfok 1,P.O.Box lol

++ Institute of Public Health and Epidemiology of the City

of Budapest, H-1393 Bp., P.O.Box 412

+++ National Institute for Rheumatology and Physiotherapy,

H-1525 Budapest 114, P.O.Box 54

The therapeutical use of electromagnetic radiations with

the wavelengths less than 1 m "became possible after the 2nd

World War due to the development of radar technique.Nowadays

two frequencies are used in medical diathermy in Hungary from

this range of microwaves: the dm therapy at a frequency of

434 MHz and the cm therapy at a frequency of '2,45 GHz.

During this survey measurements were obtained from both

types of microwave" diathermy units.In applying diathermy

treatments there is a "stray" radiation in the proximity of

applicators.This survey was carried out to quantify the

microwave power densities to which operators could be exposed

during diathermy treatments.The additional purpose of this

study was to elaborate radiation protection guide for use of

microwave diathermy.

The indication field of diathermy treatments is wide: any

part of patient's body could become treatment area.The number

of diathermy devices in use in Hungary is about 3oo, and the

estimated total number of treatments is a few loo.ooo per

annum administered pj more than 8oo operators and therapists.

Survey procedures

The types of equipments surveyed: Erbotherm 12-24o, LUCS-

58, Siemens Radiotherm-3o5 for cm therapy, Bosch Decimed,

Erbotherm USE1 69 for dm therapy.

The list of applicators used is as follows:



applicators

round-field

long field

three-field

109

size cross

15 cm diameter

9x5o cm

18x6o cm

section

175
45o

looo

of radiation

cm
2

2

In a microwave diathermy unit only applicators present the

sources of radiation expo sure. Measurements were made at the

actual treatment rooms, under actual treatment conditions.

During the treatments the applicators were located between

8o-llo cm above the floor.The applicator-to-skin /treated

area/ distance was 2 to lo cm.The radiation beams were

straight or obliquely oriented towards the floor.

The measurements were made with a Uarda broadband radiation

monitor, Model 8616, with an isotropic E-field probe, Narda

Model 8623/B, whose the maximum and minimum measurement power
2 2

densities are loo mW/cm and loo uW/cm respectively.

Pig.l shows the probe tip

locations in the proximity î Erl _ _. _

of the applicators.The

horizontal level character-

izes the exposure to the

operator's trunk and the

inverted cone to the

operator's eyes.The connect-

ion of coaxial cable and

applicator was selected as

a reference point from which

the applicator-to-probe

distances were measured.These

distances were specified by

styrofoam spacers, pre-cut to

three lengths: 3o,6o, and 9o

cm.Data points were repeated

at 9o° intervals along a

given circle formed around

and above the applicator.
Pig.l

SOcrff

TOWAKOS CONSOLE

uvn ( UIP-WAIST uvtD
DIAGONAL (UPWARD



DANGEROUS ZONE, UUMH EXPOSURE IS F0QJ1D0M

Additional measurements were taken at the service way and

at the operator's locations in front of the operator's eyes,

waist, and knee while standing beside the operating board.

Exposure standards

Fig.2 shows the occupational

exposure limits for workers ^

exposed to microwaves in the *

frequency range o,3-3oo GHz, -I

according to the draft of |

Hungarian standards issued 2

in 1982. |
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RESULTS

Pig.3 and Pig.4 summarize

over 4oo data of 15 treatment

situations measured.

Pig»3 shows the ranges of

power densities occured at the

operator's location and at the

service way.Column areas in-

corporate the data for cm and

dm therapy.

Pig.4 shows the ranges of

the power densities measured occuring in the proximity cl

applicators for 4m therapy.Data measured for cm therapy were

similar but the exposure field seems to be less uniform than

was the dm exposure field.Data presented at the concentric

circles are the maximum and minimum power densities which

belong to every single data points taken around and above the

applicator.The column areas incorporate the data which belong

to selected distances from the applicator in the horizontal

level and at the surface of the inverted cone.
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The typical duration of a treatment was lo minutes, the

output powers indicated on the operating board of equipment

were 5o to loo Watts and the number of treatments per machine

was up to 25 per working day.Operators spend only the first

1 to 2 minutes of a treatment beside the operating board.

Consequently the exposure duration to the operators does not

exceed 1 hour per working day.According to the draft of the
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Hungarian norms the permissible level for exposure of not

more than 1 hour per day is 2,4 mW/cm /see Pig.3/.

For the cm and dm therapy units measure^ expo sure to the

operator in the normal operating position did not exceed the

permissible level mentioned above /except: at the knee height/.

In the proximity of the applicators the recorded levels

were mostly in the range of intermediate zone and never

exceeded the dangerous limit.

Conclusions

Although overexposure was never found, the recorded power

densities were remarkable and fallen under the intermediate

zone, where applying the ALAEA principle, there is a need

for reduction of unnecessary radiation.

The occupational exposure can be reduced by:

1./ Distance protection: the minimum distance which should be

kept from an applicator is 2 meters.In the case of 2-3

diathermy units this distance should be added up to 3 m.

2./ Exposur^duration: time spent in the proximity of

applicator should be kept as short as possible.

3./ Separate treatment boxes: when more equipments operate

simultaneously each of diathermy units should be placed

in separate boxes built with shielded walls.

4./ Individual protection: the use of protective clothing or

eye shields is unnecessary for the personnel but in

special cases it may be necessary for patients.
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Recent Developments and Trends

in Radiation Protection Instrumentation

Rupprecht Maushart

Laboratorium Prof. Dr. Berthold, Wildbad/F.R.G.

How technological progress can improve Radiation Protection

In the last years, there have been dramatic changes in electronic instrument

technology. This is due partly to new integrated electronic components and

electromechanic devices like displays, but mostly to the tremendous progress

in microprocessor and minicomputer applications.

Manufacturers of radiation measuring instruments and systems cannot and have

not let this development pass unnoticed. Consequently, modern monitors in-

creasingly look and perform very different compared to the ones we have been

used to for decades (more details see (1), (2)).

The question, however, arises if the use of the new technology in itself

already guarantees an improvement in radiation protection. It may be argued

that instruments only become more complicated than desirable and more sensi-

tive than necessary.

This indeed are pitfalls posed by modern technology which are very real, and

which have to be avoided if effort and expense involved should remain in

proportion to the purpose.

There is, on the other hand, a lot to be gained for the cause of radiation

protection by the sensible use of the new technology. Besides of the favour-

able efforts on specific applications, some major ones of which will be des-

cribed later on, the main advantages of modern technology in general, when

purposefully applied to radiation protection instrumentation, may be seen in

the following improvements:

o iniP£2vement_of instrument reliab:. lity, by better and more reliable elec-

tronic components, less wiring, fewer contacts and soldering points etc.

o imgrovemsnt of instrument operability, by dialog modes of operation, oper-

ational error safeguards, and error indication

° i2£E2y.e.2!£t 2? instrument checking facilities, by self-checking circuits

and extended and specified failure indication

o i5P£2Yfme2£ ofjneasuring value disglay and evaluation, by better types of

displays, e.g. alphanumerical, and interpretation of data by the instrument

itself.
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o improvement of data storage and documentation, by preprocessing and con-

densation of data, and by using electronic data storage facilities.

It is obvious that all those features are assisting greatly nhe user in avoi-

ding operating errors, handling the instrument correctly, and reading it un-

ambiguously, which in the end means better radiation protection.

What the microprocessor can do

It is in the application of microprocessor and computer systems that techno-

logical progress has been most noticeable and striking.

Microprocessor technology enables the measured values to be stored, calcu-

lated, linked and compared, i.e. with preselected alarm values, and finally

processed for suitable presentation, all requiring a minimum of space. Multi-

channel counting systems can be put into practice without any problem. The

selftest capability is particularly important aspect of microprocessor

systems.

Virtually all manufacturers of radiation protection measuring systems have by

now made use of microprocessors, at the beginning mainly in stationary

systems and later - and this is still in full swing - also in portable ones.

Examples of their application are already without number. Some catchwords only

can be given here, like background compensation in contamination and incor-

poration monitors, decay compensation for aerosol monitors, or multi-detector

systems. More details are given in (2), (6). Complete monitoring systems are

nowadays increasingly computer-oriented. I.e. each instrument, say a local

aerosol monitor, is equipped with its own intelligent microprocessor elec-

tronics which, having done some preliminary calculations, transfers the mea-

sured values to a central computer. The central computer operates in dialog

with the individual microprocessor system. However, in the event of the cen-

tral computer failing, those are also capable of maintaining the operation

independently. It is aiso possible for remote data transmission to be used

between individual systems and the control centre, i.a. via the post office

DATEX network. Remote nuclear reactor monitoring networks are based on this.

Progress in operation of instruments and presentation of measured values

Modern technological progress can be utilized especially ingeniously when

designing the interface equipment-man. Easier and simpler operation and sa-

fer reading of measured values make an important contribution towards making

radiation protection as a whole more reliable and safer.

A major step towards this is to avoid switching measuring ranges. This is

why there is a trend from analog towards digital indication. Modern display

techniques also provide the possibility for a transition from the purely

numerical measured value presentation to further information, the simplest
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being the display of the dimension; this can then be extended to alarm state

displays and other equipment status displays right through to the interactive

dialog with the user.

When using screens on stationary equipment, ths only limits to what it is

possible to display are set by the capacity of the microprocessor system

behind it.

The next focus on developments is on making operation easier and simpler. Two

lines of approach emerge. On the one hand the instrument "guides" the user

by calling for parameter values, presenting the next operating step etc. In-

correct operation and error states in the equipment are indicated. This na-

turally presupposes an alphanumeric display or screen of appropriate capacity.

On the other hand, it is possible to enter "instruction packages" which ini-

tiates automatic sequences. It is even possible to have the equipment systems

carried out for self-checks and self-calibrations which are indicated by

time and result.

Further features of advanced operator technology are the ability to establish

a certain operator hierarchy, i.e. to make only a limited proportion of

operator steps accessible to a certain set of users and to provide easy and

reliable documentation for the individual operator steps.

As a typical example including most of the features mentioned, modern per-

sonal contamination monitors may be considered, as, i.e. described in (7).

The future generation of contamination monitors will be characterized by a

comfortable digital display with automatic matching of ranges and accuracies

to the level of contamination present. In addition there is the - already

Lee
-1

2
realized - display in activity units (Bq/cm ) direct with selectable re-

ference nuclide instead of or in addition to the display in s

With stationary contamination monitors, the trend will be towards dialog-

oriented operation, including simultaneous alpha/beta measurement where

appropriate. More attention will also be paid to a more refined compensation

of the environcsntal radiation level.

Mot to forget the detectors

However, notwithstanding all the remarkable progress on the side of elec-

tronics, one should also pay suitable attention to the radiation detectors.

The measured value originates in the detector. This where the foundation

stone is laid for a reliable measurement. The choice of a measuring instru-

ment for a specific application revolves primarily around the choice of a

suitable detector, the choice of electronics comes secondly. There are cases

where sophisticated electronic system for the evaluation pretends very high
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accuracy for the measured value while the detector provides no basis for it.

One therefore has to analyse carefully, when judging the reliability and

accuracy of a measured value, the performance characteristics of the detector

used. As an example, the measurement of the environmental radiation level

may be cited as described in (3,4).

On the other hand, modern electronic systems also offer a multitude of oppor-

tunities for correction of measured values: i.e. it is possible to introduce

non-linear calibration functions, statistics can be smoothed, gains and high

voltages can be stabilized or drift phenomena can be compensated for. It has

also become easier to use several detectors simultaneously and to link their

output signals in such a way as to obtain improved results.

In practical terms this means that an optimum measuring instrument is created

by mutual balancing and matching of detectors and electronics. Examples of

instances where modern electronics and detector technologies cooperate are

probes where detectors, preamplifiers and even the high voltage unit form one

module, thus reducing the effects of interference quite considerably. The

application of pulse shape analysing techniques, i.e. for the measurement of

H 3 in air or for the simultaneous alpha-beta measurement using large-area

proportional counter tubes, belongs to the same category (5).

By combining energy-selective detectors and detector assemblies with suitable

electronic analyzers which respond to certain energy ranges, fresh paths are

pioneered both for gamma and beta as well as neutron dosimetry.

Conclusion

We have seen that modern technology can do very much for improvement of

radiation protection in general.

However, in view of the many possibilities of today's instrumentation, a

much more intensified cooperation seems to be required between instrument

manufacturers, everdays1 users, and regulatory people, to formulate the

claims and necessities for measurements under the auspices of the ALflRA

principle, - or, even, the deminimis, in order to really use the new techno-

logy in an optimum way for radiation protection and to avoid any "wild

growth" which may go far beyond the target. On the other hand, radiation

protection standards need no longer be dictated by inadequate state-of-the-

art technology (compare also (8)).
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EXPERIENCE ON THE VERIFICATION OF PROTECTION LEVEL DOSEMETERS

IN HUNGARY

J. Hizo - J. Krajsovszky - M. Peter - A. Szorenyi

National Office of Measures (OMH)
H-1531 Budapest 126, Pf. 19

The Hungarian National Office of Measures (OMH) started with

its activity in the field of ionizing radiation dosimetry

in the early sixties. During several years' development work

laboratories for X-ray and gamma-ray dosimetry were established

and primary and secondary standards were designed.

These facilities have been used for the verification of

radiation protection level field dosemeters since the early

sixties though compulsory verification was not initiated

until 1976 (1). This is now required every two years and

since 1976 the initial and periodic verification of many

dosemeters of different models have been carried out.

General characteristics of the pattern approval test and

verification

According to the relevant decree any new model of measuring

instrument subject to verification cannot be used in Hungary

before obtaining the verification licence issued by OMH. The

issue of the verification licence is subject to the following

conditions:

a) The measuring instrument shall comply with the

technical data given in the specifications,

b) data given in the specification shall meet the

requirements of the verification rules of OMH (2).

It is decided during the pattern approval test if the measuring

instrument complies with the requirements when all the characte-

ristics of importance are determined. According to the verifi-

cation rules of OMH which were worked out based on inter-

national experiences, the general requirement for protection

level dosemeters is that the overall measuring uncertainty
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shall not exceed ± 30 %. (For therapy level dosemeters the

maximum admissible uncertainty is ± 5 % ) . The maximum admissible

uncertainties for some significant error sources are given in

Table 1.

Table 1

Error; source Maximum admissible
uncertainty

±

±

s

±

+

+

20

20

10

5

5

2

Energy dependence

Directional dependence

Calibration

Dose rate dependence

Temperature and atmospheric pressure
dependence

Supply voltage dependence

If the dosemeter meets the requirements during the pattern

approval test, the verification licence is issued. The result

of the pattern approval test is sent to the manufacturer as

well as importers and exporters of similar instruments.

Organization and performance of the verification

Distributors are bound to notify regularly OMH of the model,

quantity and buyer of dosemeters put into use in Hungary.

Based on this notification dosemeters subject to verification

are registered in OMH and they are verified after being sorted

according to models. This is done four times per year.

The majority of protection level dosemeters are verified - with

traceability to the national standards - in the dosimetry labo-

ratory of OMH. During the verification of dosemeters their

correct operation as well the uncertainty for a particular

energy is checked at a value in the upper third part of the

display in each measuring range. The dosemeter will obtain a

verification certificate, if its measuring error does not exceed

the value specified by the manufacturer and allowed by OMH.
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Should the dosemeter not meet the verification requirements,

then its user is told the errors and where it can be repaired.

As an example of our good cooperation with repair services let

us mention our relationship with the Servintern Industrial Co-

operative . By agreement between OMH and Servintern measuring

instruments after repair will be recalibrated in OMH in mutually

agreed periods.

For firms and institutions using a great number of protection

level dosemeters, it is provided that OMH accepts the calibration

of measuring instruments made by them as equivalent to verifica-

tion. This authorization is bound to personnel and technical

conditions:

a) The institution shall have an appropriate dosimetry labora-

tory as well as working standard dosemeters verified

regularly by OMH.

b) The staff carrying out the verification of dosemeters

shall have the necessary knowledge and skill in metrology.

Authorization to make such calibrations has already been granted

to the Central Research Institute for Physics, the National

Institute for Oncology, the Nuclear Power Station in Paks and

the VIDEOTON Development Institute.

Physical quantities and units

Since January 1, 1980, in accordance with the agreement between

the COMECON countries, the Hungarian relevant decree permit the

putting on the market of measuring instruments calibrated only

in Si-units (1). Dosemeters put previously into use can be used

with the old units until they need repair. The adaptation of

dosemeters to Si-units is made by scale conversion, if necessary,

by altering the electrical parameters and by amending the

technical specification. The modified measuring instrument is

submitted to pattern approval test by OMH and granted a new

verification licence.

Since in 1980 there were no international documents not agree-

ment on how to change over to the Si-units, it was very diffi-

cult to decide in what units and what physical quantities field

dosemeters should be calibrated. One th'.ng seemed to be sure,

i.e. it was not practical to calibrate field dosemeters in ex-
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posure (C/kg) because of the elaborate conversion factor. Since

a practical decision was wanted it was settled that protection

level dosemeters should be calibrated in absorbed dose in air

(Gy) and therapy level dosemeters in absorbed dose in water (Gy)

until a uniform position will be taken at the international

level. Unfortunately at present there exists no approved

relevant international recommendation thus if requested by the

user, dosimeters are also calibrated in kerma in air (Gy) and

dose equivalent (Sv). We try to make the introduction of Si-

units easier by appropriate propaganda (such as lectures,

publications etc.) and tangible results of this work have al-

ready been noticed in practice.

Experience

In the last six years the pattern approval test of sixteen

models of dosemeters has been made, and for fifteen the results

of the tests were satisfactory. We did not issue the verifica-

tion licence for one model since the uncertainty measured by

OMH was ± 30 % instead of ± 20 % given in the technical speci-

fication. The temperature dependence of the dosemeters was also

by 20 % higher +-han the specified value and its energy dependen-

ce in the measuring range from 100 keV to 1250 keV was ± 50 %

instead of ± 20 %.

According to our experience the energy dependence of dosemeters

- except those provided with ionization chambers - meets the re-

quirements of the verification rules of OMH only in a particular

energy range. This energy range is generally lower than that

specified by the manufacturer, therefore, if necessary, the

energy range is specified in the verification licence, too.

The manufacturers respect our observations and strive to design

dosemeters of lower energy dependence, e.g. for one model the

energy dependence was reduced by covering the GM-tube with

various materials or by substituting the GM-tube by a semi-

conductor detector.

Since 1978 appr. 250 dosemeters have been calibrated annually

in OMH. During this period in 1978 25 %, in 1979 26 %, in 1980

14 %, in 1981 13 %, in 1982 5 % of the dosemeters sent in for

verification did not obtain the verification licence.
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Our work in setting up the first Hungarian nuclear power station

in Paks should be stressed particularly. A great number of dose- ..

meters of eight different models are installed in the nuclear

power station. Before the installation these dosemeters were

also subjected to pattern approval test and verification in OMH.

During the pattern approval test and the verification, pattern

mcdification as well as the change of the instrument were also

made at the suggestion of OMH. Dosemeters already installed were

calibrated in the field by radiation sources - with a simplified

method - together with the signal cables and signal processing

system before putting into operation the power station. Only

those dosemeters were allowed to be retained in the radiation

protection system, which obtained the verification licence.

Conclusion

In the first years after introducing the compulsory verification

some 25 % of the verified dosemeters had to be adjusted or re-

paired. In 1982 only 5 % of the dosemeters submitted for veri-

fication did not obtain the verification licence, the number of

defective devices has decreased gradually. Based in our experi-

ence obtained during the verification it can be concluded that it

was necessary to introduce the compulsory verification of dose-

meters and that it contributes to the uniformity of measurements

in radiation protection as well as to the increasing the accu-

racy of measuring values and their reliability.
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NEW TTEE OF TL DOSIMETER FOR PERSONNEL BETA DOSMETRI
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Abstract - The paper presents dosimetric characteristics of gra-
phite-mixed MgB^OorDy thermoluminescent dosimeteBSiLforbet.a^ray
dosimetry developed at Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Vinca.
Sintered TL dosimeters prepared from graphite-mixed MgB^OnSDy
are attractive for beta ray dosimetry since this material combines
low transparency with near-tissue equivalence and high sensitivity,
and thus enables skin dose assessments from low-energy beta emi-
tters in accordance with the ICRP recommendations.

1. INTRODUCTION

The extensive use of radioactive sources in industry, medicine
and research requires beta ray dose assessment for radiation pro-
tection purposes. A dosimetry system universally applicable for
routine beta dosimetry must be designed for dose-measurement from
beta-rays with a broad range of energies. The requirements of beta
dosimetry in personnel monitoring is based on the radiation effects
expected in skin and the dosimetry system must be able to registrate
the dose equivalent limits recommended by the International Commi-
ssion of Radiological Protection (ICRP) for unprotected skin i.e.
an annual dose equivalent limit of 500 mSv (50 rem) applied for
a recommended tissue depth of 5 - 10 mg.cm"2.
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During the last few years many attempts have been made to
develop detector devices with a thin effective detector thickness '
which is required for the assessment of radiation doses to the
unprotected skin from low energy beta rays.

P articular developments in the TLD techniques have resulted
in various types of detectors which are promising for beta-ray
dosimetry. However, none of these seem to fulfill all requirements
for optimal skin dose assessment: a) the thin layers of thermolumi-
nescent material fixed onto a support(l), suffer from nonuniformity
anf low sensitivity b) A new glow peak created in a thin surface
layer of LiF TLDs using a boron diffusion process (2) suffers from
low sensitivity as well as relatively bad beta energy response
caused by influence from glow peaks close to the new beta high-
temperature peak, c) thin CaSO^rDy teflon discs mixed with graphite
(3) are unfavourable for beta - gamma dosimetry because of high
photon energy dependence of CaSQ^iDy phospohor and d) LipB^ 0,-, :Mn
and LiF graphite-mixed TL dosimeters show poor TL sensitivity (4).

This paper describes the dosimetric characteristics of graphite
mixed sintered MgBnOntDy (or Tm) TL dosimeters developed and com-
mercially produced at Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Vinca (5)-
This new dosimeter type is attractive for skin dose measurements
in mixed beta/gamma fields because a low energy dependence of the
response to beta-ray exposures here can be combined with near-tissue
equivalence to photoa irradiations and a high sensitivity. Thus
MgB̂ 0r,:5y (or Tm) dosimeters with graphite seem to fulfill the ICRP
recommendations for measurement of the absorbed dose to the skin
at a depth between 5 and 10 mg.cm below the surface of the body.

2. DOSIMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF GRAPHITE MIXED MgB^O^iDy SIHTERED
TL DOSIMETERS

The MgB^OniDy (and MgB^CUsTm) thermoluminescent dosimeter is a
highly sensitive nearly tissue equivalent TL material which is
used in the large-scale personnel monitoring service at Institute
Tinea (6).

Sensitized MgB^O^zDy thermoluminescent dosimeters (7,8) cons-
titute the basis for the development of a new beta dosimeter ca-
pable to fulfill the requirements for skin beta dosimetry. Based
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on the effect of changing the transparency of TL dosimeters by additi-
on of graphite during the production process (4) and hence limiting
the TL emission to the surface layer which give an energy response
similar to that of a thin dosimeter, investigation program was per-
formed in Institute Vinca in. order to find the technique for prepa-
ration of skin dose equivalent magnesium borate TLDs. The preliminary
results have been published elsewhere (2,9).

The results showed that the incorporation of graphite in thermo-
luminescent MgB^Or^Dy powder in an extremely effective way reduces
the transparency of the dosimeter and thereby also the energy depen-
dence of the TL response for low beta-ray energies (the incorporation
of 1% graphite in MgELCV^Dy showed the same effect in reducing the
transparency as 20% in Lî B̂ , On ;Ita (2) ). It was furthermore observed
that the presence of graphite has no effect on the thermoluminescen-
ce characteristics of TL dosimeters.

Irradiation of the TLDs with beta rays of different energies was
performed at Eis^ National Laboratory using a set of calibrated beta
sources from the FTB-Bucher secondary standard beta calibration unit.
Calibrated beta radiation fields from 9°Y, 2o4Tl and 147Pm with the
mean beta particle energies 0.8 MeV, 0.24 MeV and 0.06 MeV, respec-
tively were used (beta ray maximum energies are 2.1 MeV, 0.68 MeV
and 0.18 MeV, respectively).

Figure 1 and Figure 2 present the beta energy response curves for
MgBJDntDy sintered dosimeters containing various amounts of graphite
indicating energy responses to beta radiation that are very promi-
sing for personnel beta dosimetry.

From Figure 2 it can be seen that the beta ray response of
MgB^OntDy dosimeters with a graphite content between 1 and 2 per
cent and shielded by a 4.5 mg.cm thick aluminized Mylar foil gives
an optimal flat response curve independent of beta ray energies. If
the effective dosimeter thickness is defined as the depth at which
about 90% of the total TL emission has occured, this thickness can
be estimated to 5 - 10 mg.cm"2 for MgB^OntDy with a graphite content
of about 1 - 2 per cent.

So, at present it seems that MgB^Or^Dy with a graphite content

from 1 to 2 per cent is the most promising existing sintered ther-
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moluminescent dosimeter for personnel skin dose monitoring in beta
and beta/gamma fields. The dosimetric characteristics are: high
sensitivity (dose threshold is about 0.1 xaGy) ; near tissue equi-
valence; satisfactory mechanical strength (thickness about 1 mm);
adequate reproducibility of dose measurement (about 10 per cent
for doses of 0.3 mGy and 2 per cent for doses of 10 mGy) ; flat
energy response for beta and gamma ray exposures. By applying an
annealing procedure for both pure and graphite mixed TLDs of 1 hour
at 200 °C followed by 1 hour at 600 °C, a stable TL signal during
repeated use is obtained. Also, by applying this annealing procedure
without any post-irradiation heat treatment the fading is reduced
to about 15% for 60 days, and by using a correction factor the error
introduced by the fading can be kept below - 10% for monthly moni-
toring period (9).

The graphite-mixed MgB^O^rDy TL dosimeters are now being tested
for application in personnel routine monitoring for monthly moni-
toring periods at Eisflf National Laboratory where 50 persons at
various locations and laboratories wear the dosimeters in a new-
designed Blsff personnel badge (2).

3. CONCLUSION

The results indicate that the dosimetric characteristics of
MgB̂ PnĴ T" graphite mixed TL dosimeters appear promising for pure
beta as well as beta-gamma dose measurements. The performance of
the graphite mixed sintered MgB^OoXDy dosimeter has been compared
with the criteria given in ICEP recommendations. In sill cases it
meets these requirements.
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Abstract

LiF is a frequently used thermoluminescent material of the gamma':' dosi me try,
but it was claimed to be unsuitable for mixed neutron-gamma fields, beca-
use it is sensitive only to thermal neutrons. We have tried to establish
the possibilities and conditions of its applicability in accelerator la-
boratories, where the fast neutron production may be considerable.

We found, that the shape of the glow curve strongly differs for gamma and
for neutron radiation, and this way it is possible to separate the gamma
and the neutron components.One can change the ratio of the gamma/neutron
sensitivity of the TLD-1OO by changing the read out temperature range. Its
neutron sensitivity is restricted to the thermal component. Around neutron
generators and cyclotrons generally the fast neutrons take the dominant
part of the neutron fluence (40% or more) and consequently supply the do-
minant part of the neutron dose {near 95%). Knowing (or estimating) the
ratio of the thermal to fast neutron fluence, one can calculate the neut-
ron dose in such a way for accidental dosimetry, first of all in those la-
boratories, where this task is unsolved.
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Introduction

In many institutions are installed neutron radiating equipments, but often
there is no routine control of the neutron dose around them. Personal and
accidental neutron dosimetry up to now have presented fundamental difficul-
ties due to the lack of a suitable type of detector. The neutron dose and
its risk often is underestimated under this compulsion. Also the presence
of neutrons makes the gamma dosimetry more difficult, as most gamma dose-
meters exhibit some neutron sensitivity. This has led to the general opi-
nion, that LiF thermoluminescent material is unsuitable for measurements in
mixed neutron-gamma fields, even though it is frequently used for gamma do-
si me try.

In this work we first define the true neutron sensitivityof the LiF materi-

al, and then consider its applicability in mixed neutron-gamma fields.

The neutron sensitivity of the LiF material and a method for the differen-

tation of thermal neutron and gamma dose

In order to define the neutron sensitivity of the LiF material some detec-

tors (TLD-1OO; Harshaw) were irradiated by using neutrons at the isochronous

cyclotron of KFA Jlilich. The glow curve of the neutron irradiated LiF dif-
137fers typically from the glow curve of the gamma ( Cs) irradiated material

as is shown in Fig. 1. In the first case about 50% of the neutron dose in-
formation is contained in the area above 228°C, while the gamma radiation
practically does not contribute to the high temperature 'Art of the glow
curve. The exixtence of high temperature peaks of the cjlow curve of the
neutron irradiated material makes a gamma-neutron distrimination possible.

The neutron energy dependence for the sensitivity of FL-100 dosemeters was
investigated at the neutron gensrator of ATOMKI, Debiecen. The 14,7 MeV ne-
utrons were moderated in a water phantom. TL-100 do'.emeters were placed in
the phantom and irradiated with different neutron spectra, depending on the
water layer. The neutron spectra were measured by using stacked activation
detectors, for a few wide energy ranges (thermal, epithennal, intermediate
and fast neutrons), while the gamma dose component was determined by similar
on the ground of measurements with CaSO.:Dy and CaS0«:Tm dosemeters. As
Fig. 2 shows, the neutron response of the TLD-100 follows very well the
thermal (and epithennal) component of the different neutron spectra. The
other neutron energy ranges show no influence for the TLD-100 response.
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This means, that we can detect thermal neutrons and measure the thermal dose

using TLD-1OO detectors, because the response is proportionale to the ther-

mal fluence, and the thermal dose equivalent to the response:
Rth=a*th W

Dth=bRth (2)

where the term "a" characterises the thermal sensitivity of the material

while "b" is a calibration factor.

In mixed gamma-thermal neutron fields the neutron component is measurable

separately from the high temperature part of the glow curve, while the first

part of it contains the gamma and thermal neutron dose information together.

If we make a glow curve shape analysis using for example standard glow cur-

ves for this purpose, then a single TL detector makes it possible to deter-

mine both dose components. The dose determination is much easier, if we read

out two response values, one of them (A) at the temperature where is the ne-

utron response of 50% (in our example it is at 228°C for "A" having a 150°C-

350°C read out range) and another (A+B) at the end temperature. It follows

that

and Dth= 2bB (4)

where "c" and "b" are the calibration factors for gammas and thermal neut-
rons, respectively, and their ratio is inversely proportional to the gamma-
to-thermal neutron sensitivity of the detector. In the case of the above

mentioned reading procedure a thermal neutron response, corresponding to the
9 -2response of lGy gamma dose appears for a thermal fluence of (l,9±0,5)-10 cm .

11 -2

Because at the thermal neutrons near 10 cm fluence takes a lSv dose equi-

valent, the thermal neutron sensitivity of the TL-100 dosemeters is about

50 times higher, then their gamma sensitivity (cv>50b).
Applicability of the method for fast neutron dosimetry

A wide variety of nuclear equipments used in many areas of produce intense

sources of fast neutrons. Because of different siowing-down processes there

are ever present thermal and other neutron groups too, sometimes having a

considerable fluence proportion, but their dose contribution is mostly in-

significant. In such cases the dose equivalent of the neutrons originates

primarily from the fast component of the neutron spectrum. At cyclotrons

and neutron generators it makes up over 90-95% of the neutron dose, namely
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H =d*fast (5)

where "d" is the energy dependent fluence-to-dose conversion factor. From

the (1), (2), (4) and (5) equations follows, that

H 2 B ^ ^ . (6)
a *th

If the 'J'fact/̂ th rat10 is known, than the value of the "H"
can be determined. The accuracy of this technique for measurement depends
on the accurate knowledge of the ratio ^fast^^th* ^n intensive study was
made /I/ to define the range of this ratio at cyclotrons and at neutron ge-
nerators under very different operating conditions. Our results show, that
this ratio is different at the different institutions, but quite independent
of the operating conditions in a given laboratory. This value is determined
fundamentally by the size of the room, and perhaps by the construction of the
walls. The change of this ratio in a given room is generally less than a
factor of two, depending on the operating conditions. On the other hand this
ratio depends on the manner of irradiation, while the thermal fluence chan-
ges if the measurement is carried out in air or on the surface of a phantom
(or human body). The use of this method for personal or accidental dosimetry
must take this fact into account.

The gamma dose that occurs during the same time can be determined simulta-

neously by use of eq. (3). The gamma/neutron sensitivity ratio of the TLD-100

can be altered in some measure by changing the read out temperature range.

Conclusions

The sensitivity of LiF for thermal neutrons makes possible measurement of
thermal neutron doses. Depending on the knowledge of the neutron energy
spectrum, the total neutron dose equivalent is also determinable with some
accuracy. It can be used to estimate the neutron dose equivalent for perso-
nal (accidental) dosimetry, when no other technique available. The method
we outline offers the possible simultaneous determination of the garama and
neutron doses from a single measurement supposing only simple and generally
disposable instrumentation.
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A POSSIBLE SECONDARY STANDARD FOR LETHAL LOSE MEASUREI-IENTS II?

RADIOLOGICAL RESEARCH AND ACCIDENT DOSIMETRY

I.Dvornik, S.Hiljanic, M.Zivadinovic, B.Dugonaic, H.Ranogaoec

"Ruder Boskovic" Institute, Zagreb, Yugoslavia

Recently we proposed the chemical system: 10% chlorobenzene

(CB), 10% absolute ethanol and the colour indicator thymol-

sulphonphtalein in 2,2,4-trimethylpentane (the CET-system) as

a secondary dosimetric standard and a transfer dosimeter for

photon or mixed field (gamma + neutrons) dosimetry (1).

On irradiation Cl" ion is formed from chlorobenaene by dissoci-

ative electron attachment, and by fast solvation of ionic

species converted to the radiolytically stable hydrogen chloride

(2,3). HC1 reacts with the yellow salt of thymolsuiphonphtalein

(TSF) giving the equivalent amount of the red TSF-acid.

The response of the dosimeter is measured by spectrophotometry

(change of optical density at 552 nm, the maximum of absorption

of TSF-acid) or by visual colorimetry (4,5). Visual colorimetry

is applied with the standard personal dosimeter type DL-M3(M4)

and the reader type CDL-1I3(M4) (5»6) S. Both methods are rou-

tinely used in the "Ruder Boskovic" Institute instead of the

well known secondary dosimetry standard, the ferrous sulphate

(Fricke) dosimeter, for dosimetric calibration of experimental

irradiations with photons or neutrons, which are connected to

research in chemistry, biology, medicine and radiation proce-

ssing. To obtain high accuracy the Fricke-dosimeter requires

much more work and therefore it is applied only occasionally.

The spectrophotometry in high quality silica cells of 1 to

10 cm optical pathlength (in which the system was irradiated)

allows the resolution 10 or 1 cGy (rad) respectively and the

reproducibility of about 1% (7).

The properties of the secondary dosimetry standard of the CET

system are due to the high degree of stability of its response

per unit of absorbed dose (0.0171 OD units per Gy of soft

tissue dose and 1 cm lightpath length at 20°C). It is practi-

Dosimeters and readers are commercially produced as a stan-

dard means of personnel dosimetry in case of radiation acci-

dents or emergencies as well as the laboratory standard.
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cally constant in the broad range of dose (up to 15 Gy), dose

rate (up to 106Gy/s), temperature (170 to 33O°K) and photon

energy (0.06 to several MeV). It is reproduced whenever the sy-

stem is composed out of high quality commercial chemicals and

preserves its value even after many years of storage of sealed

vials in darkness. Related to the unit dose absorbed in muscle

tissue the response is within 10% equal for gammas and for

neutrons of energies from 0.1 to 15 MeV (3»6 and unpublished data

for 15 MeV neutrons). The same has been found fOr the DL-H3(M4)

dosimeter for E up to 8 MeV (316); at neutron energies around

15 MeV the response was 15 (experiments performed several times

in Zagreb, to be published) to 25xpercent lower than for gammas.

This is understood as the consequence of the loss of high ener-

gy recoil protons to the walls of the 4 mm internal diameter

vial of the dosimeter DL-M3(4-) •

The accuracy and reproducibility of standard dosimetry measu-

rements performed by visual colori::stry with the reader CDL-H3

(M4-) is obtained as described in the instruction manual (8):(i)

by the use of colour standards(CS) to obtain the correction of

systematic error of visual colorimetry, and (ii) by repetition

of iterative readings of dosimeters and appropriate) OS sufficient

to reach the required statistical accuracy (confidence level).

Very preeise colour standards, in the form of sealed vials and

pencils, as used for dosimeters, are part of the reader set,

and are available as additional sets covering the whole range

of the reader scale (the reader scale is composed of 33 CS with

nominal walues from zero to 1220 cGy(rad). The identity of

optical properties of CS and dosimeters (glass vials 4.85 mm

O.D. and 128 mm long) allows the determination of the systematic

error of colorimetry because the same error is made with a CS

and the dosimeter read immediately after it. As the systematic

errors of dosimeter and CS calibration are very low (negligible),

the accuracy of dosimetry is practically dependent only on app-

lied statistics, i.e. on number of repeated iterative readings.

For application of DL-M3(M4-) as secondary standard in labora-

tories not specialize in standardized dosimetry this property

sThis value was obtained at the Eadiobiological Institute TKO

Sijswijk, Netherlands in cooperation with J.J.Broerse and

J. Zoetelief.
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of having to take care of only one important source of error

is of highest value. Other methods of standard dosimetry use

sofisticated and expensive methods and instruments with many

independent sources of error .which can be eliminated only by

high level of professional skill and by continuous control

of instrument stability and calibration. The difficulties of

high accuracy standard dosimetry are visible from the results

of international dosimetry intercomparison experiments. Even

with the simpler case of gamma dosimetry the differences between

results of individual expert teams were up to 10%. Only recent

intercomparisons have shown improvements due to high degree of

standardization of methods on national level in most developed

countries. In our case the garantee of standard dosimetric

calibration is the sealed vial (ampoulla) of CS and dosimeters,

as well as the stability and reproducubility of the chemical

system. The time spent to obtain the required statistical pre-

cision is overcompensated by economy of time required with ot-

her methods for testing and calibration. These methods are ne-

vertheless better if many measurements have to be performed:

the time per one measurement can be less if the time spent to

testing is divided to many parts.

The accuracy of visual colorimetry is shown in Table 1. "Untra-

TABLE 1. STANDARD DEVIATION OF SINGLE BEADING (cGy or %)

4 0 t 0 2 W 520 to 860 1020 to 1120

S, untrained 18 ± 2.5/cGy 7.1 ± 1.2/%

S, trained 9.7 - 1.1/cGy 4,4 ± 0.8/% 5.4 ± 1.5/%

ined" persons were those with no previous knowledge about the

reader. Before their work they attended to a half an hour lec-

ture with demonstration of the system. They made 490 readings

with 9 different CS at different places and with different illu

mination conditions (colorimetry is performed with all kinds of

light: daylight, fluorescent, etc.). The results are in Table 2

The very small difference between the nominal value of CS and

the mean of all readings performed by many persons (one person

made only three readings of each of 5 different CS) shaws that

there is no systematic error, i.e. that individual systematic

errors cancel each other; a similar situation can hapen in ca-
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TABLE 2. AVERAGE RESULTS 0? READING CS BY UNTRAINED PERSONS

(a) No of readings: 18 10* 30 27 24 108 18 24 135

(b) Nominal value ^ 1QQ 1 3 0 2 4 0 5 5 O 5 5 O 4 7 0 6 7 O 8 6 0

of CS Ctry :

(c) Mean of all
readings(cGy): 36 96 128 231 355 353 472 684 867

(d) = (c) - Cb): - 4 - 4 - 2 - 9 + 5 + 3 + 2 + 14 + 7

se of large radiation emergency with mass use of personal dosi-

tnetry, and the above result means that in average the dose esti-

mates will be correct without any correction.

The "trained" had several years of everyday readout practice,

but mainly with only elementary school education. They performed

1100 readings of CS (results in Table 1.) in an experiment of

measuring accuracy and reproducibility of dosimetry with DL-M4

rendomly sampled from the production line (Table 3 0 • Six

samples of ten dosimeters each were irradiated in free space
60(1 m from the source and 2 m from the wall of the cave) by

gammas at the dose rate of 14.95 cGy/min (Fricke dosimetry).

TABLE 3- ACCURACY AND REPRODUCIBILITY OE DOSIMETRY WITH EL-MA-

Co

Corrected do-

se values, D

(mean of ten

readings of

each of ten

dosimeters in

the sample

corrected

for systematic

error)

Mean D of
each sample

(cGy)
S (%)

(cGy)
1(95,10) ( % )

Irradiation time for

15

224.1

225-1

218.1

217.1

225.1
222.1

234.1

229.1
228.1

229.1

225.1

5.2
2.3

4.9
2.2

45

217
224

219
234
240

231
219
229
231
228

228

7
3

6
2

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.9

.1

.4

.2

.0

.6

30

432.5

462.5

452.5

464.5

442.5

460.5

454.5

436.5

455.5

456.5

451.8

11.0

2.4

8.4

1.9

each of

45

650.3

677.3

680.3

689.3

664.3

695.3

663.3

689.3

659.3

659.3

672.8

15.5

2.3

12.2

1.8

six samples(min)

60

923.7

925.7

924.7

923.7
900.7

873.7

889.7

926.7

901.7

903.7

909.4

18.4

2.0

15.6

1.7

60

882.5

906.5

904.7

913.5

900.5

894.5

932.5

912.5

915.5

892.5

905.5

14.1

1.6

13.0

1.4

1 Mean
of six
doses
553.8

569.0

565.3

572.5
561.0

561.7

564.3

569-3
564.0

560.3

564.1

5.4
0.9
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For each of sixty dosimeters D = d - N - (± C) is obtained

after the procedure described in the instruction manual (8).

Here d stays for the mean of ten' readings of one dosimeter, N

is the aero value (corrected reading of same dosimeter made

before irradiation), and C is the correction for systematic

error. C = M - (nominal value of the applied colour standard)

where M stays for the mean of all readings of GS (similar in

colour to the dosimeter) performed iteratively with reading

of dosimeters. S is the standard deviation of values for one

dosimeter as related to the mean D of the sample, and L(95»10)

gives limits of confidence for that mean D of 10 dosimeters

at 95?o confidence level. S is somewhat higher "hen it would be

expected if the dosimeters have exactly equal sensitivity and

received all the same dose. Applying data from Table 1. these

factors contribute about 1%. The last column shows that the

dose differences should contribute to S about O.Jjo. The data

show the possibility of satisfying the recent requirements for

accuracy (5%) â -d precision (2$) in dosimetry for radiation

therapy (9) and transfer dosimetry (10), especially in neutron

dosimetry.

ABSTRACT : The new secondary standard for gamma and neutron

radiation dosimetry is proposed based on the liquid chemical

system containing chlorobenzene, ethanol and tiie colour indi-

cator dissolved in 2,2,4—trimethylpentane. Commercial personal

dosimeters DL-M3(M4-) based on this system are characterized by

statistical examination of the visual readout method and of

the obtained dosimetry results. It is concluded that this

simple method can give accuracy and precision required for

dosimetric standardization of radiation therapy, and that it

can be used as an accurate transfer dosimeter in neutron

dosimetry. Of special advantage is the possibility of accurate

dosimetry performed by persons not proffessional in the field.
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E X A M I N A T I O N O F F A L L O U T S H E L T E R S

Kurt MAYR
Herbert SORANTIN
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Austrian Research Center Seibersdorf
Institute for Radiation Protection

Erhard SCHUSTER
Federal Ministry of Construction and Technology

A method to evaluate the over all integrity of shielding material
against radiation was developed at the Austrian Research Center
Seibersdorf. It allows to find inhomogeneities in the shielding
walls by using an irradiation source.

General

Fallout shelters are designed to provide inter alia protection

against initial and residual radiation caused by nuclear ex-

plosions. They are aimed to protect the inmates from irra-

diation from outside and possible inhalation or ingestion

of radioactive aerosols or dust.

This will be achieved by providing a dense uniformly shielded

structure. To reduce the risk of inhalation or ingestion of

radioactive material, suitable filters with good retention

properties under these severe conditions have to be included

in the ventilation system.

Protection factor of the shelter against radiation

The intensity of ionizing radiation especially gamma radiation

can be reduced to acceptable levels with construction material

of suitable thickness. Materials commonly used are concrete

and soil. The shielding integrity against penetration of

nuclear radiation is very dependent on how individual compo-

nents are joined together.
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Cracks and gaps can cause penetration of unattenuated

radiation into the shelter. This leads to an increased body

burden. It is therefore of paramount importance, to check

the various structural members and components as to their

capability to protect against radiation.

Initial radiation originating within the first minute after

detonation has a very high energy and as a consequence a great

penetration power giving high density radiation fields in the

interior of the shelter.

The residual radiation can create similar effects on a reduced

scale.

Determination of the protection factor

Planting of radioactive sources within the shelter allows to

produce fields of ionizing radiation. This radiation is

capable to penetrate through the structural members of the

shelter. The attenuated radiation can be measured with suitable

radiation detection equipment. The energy distribution of the

radiation fields should be similar to those obtained with

radioactive debris.

The determination of the protection factor is done by

dividing the calculated dose by the experimentally measured

values , see figure 1.

doserate without shielding (calculated)
Protection factor =

doserate with shielding (measured)

The protection factor inside the shelter should be similar

at all normally excessible areas.
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Practical consequences of the protection factor determination

If the determination of protection factors shows areas with

lower radiation attenuation, these faults can be rectified

by supplying additional shielding in local places. Such

places could include filters, outside penetrations for

cables and tubes, air supply systems, off-gas valves, joints

in the ceiling.

Rectifying of the faults restores the basic safety criteria

to reduce the radiation body burden of people being in the

shelter to a minimum.

Examination of filter and ventilation system

In order to maintain the required retention properties of

the air supply filters it is essential to check the whole

ventilation system and the quality of the filtering system.

Experience has shown that various specifications for required

properties were not detailed enough as regards resistivity of

filters against air flow, active surface area, composition of

the sand. These criteria can influence the retention properties

against radioactive aerosols and dust.

It was found furthermore that a thorrow check of all individual

components of the air supply system is necessary in order to

maintain proper functioning under these emergency conditions.
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PROTECTIONFACTOR
/I a

CALCULATED

DOSERATE WITHOUT SHIELDING

DOSERATE WITH SHIELDING

MEASURED

Figure 1

Osterreichisches
Forschungszentrum Seibersdorf

Institut fur Strahlenschutz
Schutzraumfechnik
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THEORETICAL ESTÎ tATE OF THE FAST NEUTRON SENSITIVITIES OF

DIFFERENT CELLULOSE NITPATES

Vasiljevic Lj.
University "Svetozar Markovic", Kragujevac, Yugoslavia
Miric I., Velickovic D.
Boris Kidric Institute, vinca, Yugoslavia

A B S T R A C T

This paper deals with the method of theoretical esti-
mate of the neutron sensitivities od different types of home
made cellulose nitrates as well as of the Kodak LF 115, type ?,
for neutron energies up to 15 ?teV.

Neutron interactions producing heavy charged particles
in the cellulose nitrate layer have been considered in the cal-
culation, as well as the effective thickness of the layer, defi-
ned! by the range of the charged particles and the etching
conditions.

The calculated neutron sensitivities were compared
with the corresponding experimental data and an agreement was
obtained for neutron energies higher than about 6 MeV.

INTPODUCTION

Plastic solid state track detectors are very convenient

for neutron detection, due to their very low sensitivities to

gamma radiation. Energy dependence of the neutron sensitivity

should be known in a satisfying way if the detectors are used for

neutron dosimetry purposes.

There are several papers dealing with neutron sensiti-

vities of different plastics /I,2,3,4,5/, but there are not many

authors treating theoretically and experimentally the energy de-

pendence of the sensitivities /6,7/.

Recently it was shown that the shape of the neutron

sensitivity curves obtained theoretically should agree with the

experimental results if all experimental conditions are taken

into account /If. The results published earlier show significant

discrepancies in the neutron energy region below about 4 MeV /6/.

This paper deals with the neutron sensitivity of dif-

ferent types of cellulose nitrate foils produced in the Institu-

te of Physics in Belgrade /8/ as well as of the Kodak LR 115,

type 2. The calculated values in the energy region from 1 MeV up
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to 15 MeV were compared with the results obtained experimentally.

CALCULATION PROCEDURE

Neutron sensitivity of the cellulose nitrate foils

were calculated assuming that interactions of interest produce

ionizing particles having ranges longer than 1 pm i.e. energies

higher than 0,6 MeV and 0,2 MeV for Z>2 and Z=2,respectively.

In all calculations scattering on H nuclei and interactions for

which a<10~ m2 were neglected. It was assumed that a beam of

monoenergetic neutrons penetrates normally the investigated

foils,that the angular distribution of the ionizing particles

formed by neutron interaction is isotropic in the CM system, and

that the range of the interaction products is constant.

Neutron sensitivities were determined for the home made

NC-650,NC-900 and NC-1800 cellulose nitrate foils /9/ as well as

for Kodak LR-115,type 2. They were calculated by using the fol-

lowing equation

S(En>th= I Z. Ni (1)

where s(En)t>,
 i s tfte neutron sensitivity of the plastic foil de-

fined as the number of detectable tracks per neutron,N. is the

number of nuclei of isotope i per unit volume of the foil,

°ii ̂ En^ i s tiie c r o s s section for the neutron interaction of type

j with the isotope A, r\. . (E ) is the correction factor showing

which part of the ionizing particles created by the interaction

of type j with theisotope i will form tracks which can be detec-

ted; Ax is the effective depth of the foil depending on the type

of interaction,neui_ron energy and etching conditions. N. values

for the home made foils were calculated by using the composition

and densities of the foils obtained from the manufacturer. The

corresponding values for LR-115 are taken from F.Spurny et al./6/

The correction factor n^.(En) was evaluated for each interaction

separately. It was used to assure that the interaction product

energies have values higher than the above mentioned limits.

The effective depth of the cellulose nitrate foil

layer(Ax)was determined in the following way. It was supposed

that the registered tracks in the measured layer belong toj

a.-the layer removed by the etching process(front layer);b.-the

support of the measured layer. The effective depth of the removed
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layer was determined by comparing the ranges of the elastic

scattering and nuclear reaction products with the removed depth

which was determined experimentally and amounted 2 um. Elastic

scattering products produced in the support can not be registered

in the measured layer. It was supposed that the effective depth

of the support layer corresponds to the range of the nuclear reac-

tion products which can be registered in the measured layer.

COMPARISON OF THE CALCULATED AND MEASURED NEUTRON SENSITIVITIES

The calculated energy dependence of the home made cel-

lulose nitrate foil neutron sensitivity is given in Fig.1(curve a),

parallel with the corresponding dependence obtained by using the

procedure proposed by F.Spurny et al(curve b)/6/. The corresponding

dependences obtained for the Kodak LR-115 foils are given in Fig.2.
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Fig.l. Neutron sensitivity of the home made foils
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Neutron energy (MeV)

12 16

Fig.2. Neutron sensitivity of the Kodak LR-H5 foils

In order to conpare the calculated neutron sensitivi-

ties with the corresponding values obtained experimentally,the

above foils were irradiated in known neutron fluences from the

T(d,n),D(d,n)and Am(a,n)reactions and treated under controlled

conditions. The evaluated neutron sensitivities representing

the energy dependence of the neutron sensitivities/10/Curvea C

in Figs.l and 2 represent the results obtained for the home made

and Kodak LR-115 foils,respectively.

As can be seen,in the energy region above 6,5MeV the

calculated neutron sensitivities for the home made cellulose
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nitrate foils agree with the corresponding values obtained experi-

mentally. In the lower energy region the measured neutron sensiti-

vities seem to be significantly lower than the calculated one.This

discrepancy can be explained by the fact that the neglected angular

dependence of the interaction product ranges has an significant in-

fluence on the effective depth of the front layer. The calculated

neutron sensitivities of the Kodak LR-115 foils are always higher

than the measured one.This phenomenon could be caused by the fact

that the neutron sensitivity determination was based on hole den-

sity measurement.This assumption was confirmed by comparison of

the results obtained by hole density measurement(B in Fig.2)and

all track density measurement(A in Fig.2)on the same irradiated

foil.

CONCLUSION

The results obtained show that an agreement between the

calculated and measured neutron sensitivities of the cellulose

nitrate foils could be obtained if the effective front layer depth

and the concept of the developed track would be defined in a satis-

fying way.
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CALCULATION OF THE ATTENUATION OF NARROW X-RAY BEAMS

GENERATED BY PULSATING POTENTIAL X-SAY GENERATORS

Tamas Porubszky, Medicor Works R and 0 Institute

Abstract. In this paper the first results of a calculation method

for dosa performance of pulsating potential X-ray generators are

presented. A suggestion for a new definition of the ripple correc-

tion factor of X-ray generators is given. The possibilities for

extension and application of the method are reviewed.

1. Purposes of the calculations

The patient dose, the input dose of the image transmission

system and the quality of the image transmission are very impor-

tant parameters of medical X-ray diagnostics. These parameters

strongly depend upon the spectral distribution of the X-ray beam

/i. e. the beam quality/ while the latter depends remarkably upon

the kVp as well as the wavaform of the X-ray tube voltage. The

concepts of ripple correction /performance, power/ factor and

percentage ripple /see item 5/ can characterize the various types

of conventional X-ray generators /i. e. 4, 6, and 12 pulse recti-

fication/ in a certain approximation. There is no problem with the

almost constant potential /e. g. 5-6 kHz medium frequency/ X-ray

generators, either. The typical tube voltage waveform /see fig. 1/

cf the high power X-ray generator operating at 400 Hz /so-called

industrial frequency/ developed in the Medicor Works during the

1970-es, however, has required the general investigation of this

problem. The simplified waveform type presen-

ted in fig. 1 stands relatively eloso to the

constant potential but sharply peeked pulses

are superposed to it.

We set ourselves an aim the realization

of the possibly most general and most exact

description, i. e. creation of a formula which

inr
Fig. i gives the attenuation through any medium and

the absorbed dose in a given medium for hetero-

geneous X-ray beams generated by pulsating potential X-ray gene-

rators having any waveform. Then for factual calculations we

introduce some simplifications.
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2. Scientific preliminaries

In the earlier literature /before the spread of modern computing

technics/ there was common opinion that calculation of the attenuation

of heterogeneous radiation practically can not be performed /Schall

1956/, The first condition for any calculation is the knowledge of

/constant potential, minimum inherent filtration/ X-ray spectra. Only

the appearance of semiconductor detectors made possible with reason-

able accuracy in the last one and a half decade /e. g. Birch et al.

1979/. In the field of theoretical calculation of X-ray spectra the

results of Kramers /1923/ were further developed only in the latest

years /Unsworth-Greening 1970, Sundararaman et al. 1973, Soole 1977,

Birch-Marshall 1979/. The Kramers-formula is widely used for simple

giving of X-ray spectra nowadays, too /Soole-Gager 1970, McCullough-

Cameron 1970, Stanton et al. 1979/. The other important condition is

the possible most accurate knowledge of interaction coefficients. In

this field also only the last years have been founded some well app-

licable data collections /McMaster at al. 1969, Plechaty et al. 1981/.

- The attenuation as well as the absorbed dose of continuous X-ray

spectra for the case of constant potential X-ray generator was calcu-

lated by several authors /Clark-Gross 1969, McCullough-Cameron 1970,

Soole 1971, Marshall et al. 1975/. An attenuating medium varying with

the space coordinate was taken into account only by a few authors

/Koblinger 1977, Harrison 1983b/. Effects of X-ray tube voltage wave-

forms /e. g. formulation and calculation of an average X-ray spect-

rum/ were investigated by some authors /Hettinger-Starfelt 1958,

•Kanamori 1966, Birch et al. 1976* Stanton et al. 1979/.

3. Basic formula

Taking into account the above mentioned facts, we have derived

the following formula for the absorbed dose from narrow /i. e. one-

dimensional/ X-ray beam generated by a pulsating potential X-ray

generator:

/I/
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where x is the space coordinate. x=O is the place of origin of X-rays

/focus/. x0 is the place of the tube window, f is the time, t is the

duration o? the irradiation, T is the periodic time of the tube vol-

tage, i is the tube current, U is the tube voltage, E is the /photon/

energy. <(> is the differential distribution of the /photon/ fluence

rate with respect to energy regarding unit i and x, 9 is the density.

ii^is the mass attenuation coefficient, ^p/f i3 the mass energy ab-

sorption coefficient, and D is the absorbed dose, respectively. The

factor 1/x2 takes the divergence of the beam into account, while the

quantity in square brackets represents the mass attenuation coeffi-

cient of an n component compound or mixture /see e. g. Greening 1981/.

The variables of the quantities are indicated as arguments. The in-

herent filtration of the X-ray tube can be involved into the /measu-

red/ spectra or can be taken into account among the attenuating me-

dia. The formula /I/ has the deficiency that it does not involve the

dose originated from the scattered radiation /see item 6/.

4. Simplified calculations

For the p.-actical calculation of the formula /I/ /i. e. reduction

of numerical data/ we introduce some simplifications: 1/ We do not

integrate with respect to x but take into account the radiation atte-

nuating effect of some mm-s of Al and about 1 m of air only; 2/ We

idealize the voltage and current waveforms, i. e. we combine them

from analytical functions; 3/ We calculate the absorbed dose - at

first - for air. - The values of Jify we take from the work of Plechaty

et al. /1981/ and the values of JLQr/Q for air from the work of Hubbell

/1977/. Between the tabulated points we make linear interpolation on

a log-log scale. The spectra are taken from the literature /Birch et

al. 1979/ or our own measurements /Porubszky et al. 1983/. Between

the yg-s given for discrete U values we make linear interpolation.

The computations were made in an Applesoft II.

5. Ripple correction factor of X-ray generators

There are two standardized quantities characterizing the X-ray

tube voltage waveforms. 1/ The /percentage/ ripple is defined as
R = Umax"umin /Umax / s e e e # 9- IEC 1977/. 2/ The factor f /ripple cor-

rection factor, power factor - there is no standardized name of it/

is taken from P a U»i«f which is fixed in discrete values; f=0.74

for 1 and 2 pulse, f=0.95 for 6 pulse and f=1.0 for 12 pulse and

constant potential generatorse One must, however, apply one of these
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3 values to any other rectifying system, too /IEC 1979/.

It is obvious that application of these definitions to an X-ray

generator having a voltage waveform such as represented in fig. 1,

evaluates it disadvantageously. For this reason the concept of the

percentage ripple must be abandoned and such a ripple correction

factor must be defined which characterizes the actual dose perfor-

mance of an X-ray generator. Taking into consideration formula /I/,

we can give for f the following definition:

where ^max is the peak kilovoltage , other symbols are identical with

the former meanings* It seems to be practical if the values U .other
max

radiographic parameters as well as EQ were fixed in standards.

6. Some possibilities for extension and application

a/ Taking into account the scattered radiation /by applying measu-

red or calculated values taken from the literature of broad-beam atte-

nuation coefficients /Harrison 1983b/, build-up factors /Klevenhagen

1982/, tissue-air /dose/ ratios /Schulz-Gignac 1976, Harrison 1983a//

the patient /organ/ dose can be estimated relatively simply, for given

settings and given parameters of a given X-ray apparatus.

b/ Starting from /I/ the calculation and theoretical/practical

evaluation of X-ray beam quality characteristics /effective energy,

half value layer/ becomes possible.

c/ The input signal value of the image transmission system can

be determined by matching the spectrum attenuated by the patient /sup-

posing the elimination effect for scattered radiation of a Bucky-grid/

and the spectral sensitivity of the radiation detecting unit. Trans-

mission of a contrast step can be calculated in such a manner, too.

The comparison of different detectors and X-ray parameters can give

guidance for the choice or development of detectors corresponding best

to the patient exposure-image quality optimization or the clinical

practice of optimization.
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MEASUREMENT OF THE TOTAL SPECIFIC ALPHA ACTIVITY WITH
SILICON DETECTOR

Lj.Dobrilovic", M.Smelcerovic", D.Paligorid, M.Simovid
T.Bojovic", V.Drndarevid

"Boris Kidric" Institute of Nuclear Sciences - Vinca, Yugoslavia

ABSTRACT. This paper describes the procedures for determination of absolute
counting efficiency of a . .counting device for total alpha activity measure-
ment of infinitely thiok sources prepared from environmental plant samples.
Two procedures uere used for preparation of thick sources: drying and grin-
ding of plant samples into fine powder and wet asking by E J ) j F e .

A counting device based on silicone detector optimiz&d to measure alpha par-
ticles in the presence of beta and gamma radiation was used.

INTRODUCTION

The total alpha activity measurements are widely used for routine
measurements of environmental samples and rapid"estimation of the general
radioactivity level/I/.Such measurements are usually performed by preparing
infinitely thick sources and by counting alpha particles leaving the source
surface. This procedure requires calibration of a counting device. Calibra-
tion sources containing known amount of a standard nuclide must have the sa-
me activity distribution, thickness, average atomic number and area as the
sources to be counted. The standard nuclide chosen* should be similar in
energy to the radionuclides expected to be present in the environmental sam-
ples. Such calibration sources are best prepared by simulating approximately
chemical composition of the type of the environmental sample to be measured.
For this reason we have examined applicability of the theoretical equation
relating specific activity of an infinitely thick source and counting rete
for determination of absolute counting efficiency of the device H I . The cal-

portport
culated counting device efficiency for Pu source has been compared with

239
the value determined experimental by using Pu calibration sources prepa
red from the material of known chemical composition.
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THE COUNTING DEVICE

The developed counting device incorporating ORTEC CR 021-300-100

silicon detector is designed to measure the continous spectrum of alpha par-

ticles from thick sources above a predetermined energy discrimination level

of 1 MeV, ensuring selective measurement of alpha particles in the presence

of beta and gamma radiation.
-4 -1The background of the device is =7'10 imp's and the respon-

-1 -3 -1

se to the gamma radiation field of 23 nC kg is =2-10 imp's . The selec-
tivity for alpha detection in the presence of beta radiation defined as
ea/ee is =10 where e and E D are counting efficiencies for Pu and
90 90Sr- Y thin sources, respectively.

SOURCES PREPARATION PROCEDURES

Grinding procedure. 20 g of dry samples, such as rice, beans
etc., and 100 g of vegetable samples, as lettuce, cabbage etc., were ini-

239tially contaminated with Pu solution of known specific activity. After
evaporation of radioactive drops, the samples were ground to reduce to
fine powder and to homogenize . activity by mixing. A commercially availa-
ble electric mill was used. To reduce high percentage of moisture the vege-
table samples were first dried under an infrared lamp, for 1-2 hours, then
weighted and ground. The specific activity of dried vegetable samples was
increased by about ten times with respect to that of the initial samples.

In order to obrain compact sources of the same thicknees, ap-
proximately the same quantity of powder was transferred to a planchet and
compressed by a shaper. This procedure ensures that source measurements
are performed in the same fixed geometry.

Wet ashing. The details of the procedure are given in /3/. Af-
ter ashing of the organic matrix, Pu was separated by hydroxide phospha-
te coprecipitation. The precipitate was seperated and, after drying and
weighing, transferred to a planchet. Depending on the type of samples, con-
centration of activity was increased up to 500 times.

REZULTS AND DISCUSSION

The counting efficiency of the device - F, was calculated by

Eq.l HI using the parameters defined by experimental conditions:
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F=

where
2

R - range of alpha particles in the source material, in kg/m ,
R. - ranae of alpha particles in the air, in m,
a

h - thickness of apsorber between source and detector (air + dete-
ctor window) expressed in air equivalents, in m,

2
S - source surface, in m ,
E - detector efficiency defined as the ratio between the counting

rate and the number of alpha particles entering the se nsiti-
ve volume of the detector, and

a) - source - to - detector geometry in respect to 2ir solid angle.

239The range of alpha particles of Pu (E =5.15 MeV) in source
-2material was determined using Bragg formula with R =3.7-10 m /4 / . Coun-

239ting efficiencies calculated for Pu in infinitely thick sources as starch
(or cellulose), water and calcium orthophosphate are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Efficiency factors-F, calculated from Eq.l with:
(1- -J-)2 = 0.7, S = 490 mm2, E = 0.9 and tu=0.28.

a

Sources material F'lQ" •• ,
(Bq-kg"''imp~ -s" )

Starch, cellulose - (CgH 1 00 5) n 0,72

Water 0.70

Calcium orthophosphate - Cao(P0/,U 0.77.
J 4 l 1.02*.

*\
'Corrected for radiochemical yield.

Experimental values of the counting efficiencies were determi-
ned from the ratio: .

rexp " W [C)

where As is the specific activity of the calibration sources in Bq/kg, and
N is the count rate, in imp's . These values are given in Table 2.
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Table 2. Experimental values of the efficieny factors - F
exp.

Preparation
procedure

en

• a

CD

a>

o
(0

+j
ID

Acid i f i -
cation

Sample

macaroni

beans

rice

potatoes

bread

onions

cabbage

starch

spinach

lettuce

flour

meat

beans

water

Number of
sources

4

3

3

2

6

2

3

3

4

4

6

5

3

3

F « P : 1 0 " 6 . 1

(Bq-kg-'-imp -s)

0.67 + 0.10*

0.74 + 0.10

0.59 + 0.15

0.62 + 0.30

0.67 + 0.09

0.66 + 0.20

0.66 + 0.10

0.69 + 0.15

1.25 + 0.30

0.97 + 0.29

1.02 + 0.35

1.02 + 0.24

0.86 + 0.28

0.66 + 0.22

*) The maximum random error at 99% confidance level,

From the results in Tables 1 and 2 it can be concluded that Eq.l
can be used to estimate the counting efficiency of the device, when the
energy of alpha particles is known. Also, strach (or cellulose) can be used
as a representative materials for different plant samples when sources are
prepared by the grinding procedure.

The efficiency calculated for calcium orthophosphate sources
differs significantly from the values detemined experimentaly using the ca-
libration sources prepared by the wet ashing procedure. As it has been
shown in a previous paper /5/, this discrepancy can be explained by 2 3 9Pu
losses which was estimated to 25%. If F/Ca3(P04)2/ is corrected for radio-
chemical yield of 75% the agreement between the experimental and calculated
values is satisfactory.
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Use of p-i-n structured silicon detectors
fog gamma radiation measurement

L. Simoncsics M. Balazs A. Hermann
VUDBOTOU Development Institute

It is a well-known fact that silicon detectors are used for
counting and spectrometry of charged particles and for X ray
spectrometry in cooled condition as well* Up to the present
these detectors have not been very much employed for gamma do-
simetry because of their relatively small gamma sensitivity
due to the atomic number of silicon and the considerable de-
pendence of their response on gamma energie* Moreover, former-
ly it was rather complicated and expensive to produce signal
processing circuits for detectors using discreet elements.

Due to the recent developmentwork it became possible to use
the lithium-drifted silicon detectors for gamma radiation pro-
tection purposes as well. During this work it was necessairy
not only to reduce the mentioned disadvantages but to use the
considerable advantageous properties of silicon detectors as
well, namely the low operating voltage, the short dead time
and endless operating lifetime.

It is possible to obtain higher gamma sensitivity and a method
for compensation of energie dependence by using two or more
detectors simultaneously. She production of signal processing
units for these detectors has been considerably simplified by
the application of hybrid circuits.

Our institute has a ten years routine in manufacturing p-i-n
structured silicon detectors for gamma dosimetry. Yfe make ef-
forts to satisfy every demand of our costumers not only by
selling detectors they need but by giving advice what kind of
hybrid circuits have to be used, for their purposes as well.
Application

Acoustical dose-rate indicators and alam equipments are very
important devices in personal radiation protection. In these
pocket-devices we prefer to build in detectors of low opera-
ting voltage and FEE input amplifiers. These devices can alarm
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persons working in the radiation field just in the moment
when the dose-rate becomes higher than the alloved level.
The higher the dose-rate is the more frequent the alarm sig-
nals are. The current consumption of such devices is lower
than 1 mA, but the alarm threshold depends on the energie.

The energie compensated gamma dosimetry probes of multidetec-
tor can be fitted to any kind of battery operated dose-rate
measuring equipments. It is possible to obtain the desirable
sensitivity of the probe by the choice of the right size and
number of detectors. The temperature dependence of the counts
is smaller than i 5% in the specified operating temperature
range. 7/e obtain energie compensated counts by the applicati-
on of two or more detectors discriminated on different ener-
gie levels. We use hybrid circuits of low current, for this
reason the total current consumption of the probe is merely
several mA.

For sealers and single channel analisers operated from main
fix settled probes are proposed to be designed. The applied
hybrid circuits in such probes require higher current supply
but they are high-speed ones in order to obtain output pulses
of about 0,5 us if we apply higher detector bias voltage. In
this case the energie compensated counts are presented by the
application of two detectors discriminated on different ener-
gie levels and by the application of energie filters. The
counts are independent of temperature in a wide range*

Structure and chftT*acteri3tics of detectors
We produce gamma detectors of two different structures /fig.l/
The partially depleted types of detectors /a/ are proposed
to be operated in energie range of above 50 keV, the totally
depleted, windowless ones /b/ are suitable for operating in
X ray range as well. The detector bias voltage /U^/ is deter-
mined by the thickness of the intrinsic layer and the desired
rise time of the pulses / T ^ .

Sensitivity
The sensitive volume of the detector is chosen according to
the desired counts. The usual volumes are between 5 and 100

. mm-*. The sensitivity of a detector having 1 mm^ volume is
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about 3.108 imp/Gy /0,l imp.sec'VmR.ir1/. The counts depend
on the energie in a large measure /fig. 3»/»

Tr(u*l

to 20 SO Ub(V)

Pig. 1. Different type of gamma detector, structures, and de-
termination of the detector bias voltage /parameter
is the intrinsic thickness/

Hoise level
In dosimeiry the noise level of detectors has a great impor-
tance because it determines the threshold value corresponding
to the lowest energie we can measure* It is possible to obtain
information about it using curves of fig. 2. If the reverse
current of detectors does not exceed 100 nA the noise level is
practically determined only by the preamplifier noise and the
detector capacity. Consequently the measuring in the X ray
range is possible at room temperature. If the temperature is
relatively high we have to cfcoose short pulse shaping time
constants.

Capacity
The capacity of our gamma detectors is between 5 and 20 pP.
It is practically independent of the bias voltage on account
of the p-i-n structure.
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Fig. 2. Reverse current /I^/ of detectors having different
volumes versus temperature and noise levels /^/ be-
longing to different reverse currents. /parameter is
the pulse shaping time constant/

Energie dependence
In the fig. 3* the sensitivity of a 50 mm^ volume detector
has been plotted as a function of energis at usual discrimi-
nation levels. The curves show that it is impossible to obtain
an acceptable energie dependence using single det&otor.

Improved energie dependence
In order to improve the energie dependence the following me-
thod has been developed. We superposed the counts of one de-
tector discriminated at 50 keV, equipped with copper filter
of 1 mm thickness and the counts of another detector of double
volume discriminated at 100 keV and equipped with a lead fil-
ter of 8 mm thickness. The energie dependences are represen-
ted in fig. 4« It is shown that the variation in the resulting
energie dependence is smaller than - 2O?o in the energie range
of 50-1500 keV. We use this method in the case of fix settled
probes.
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It is not practical to U3e thick lead filters in batterie ope-
rated portable devices- In such devices there is also a possi-
bility to apply detectors discriminated at different levels.
Tha variation in the resulting energie dependence is smaller
than - 20&.

Count
(rtlativ).

JOO ' 2 0 0 ' 500 1000 'E(kcV)

3?ig« 3* Energie dependence of cotints /parameter is the discri-
mination level/
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Pig« 4. Ene^gie dependence of cotints obtained with compensa-
ted two-detector probe
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A POCKET GAMMA RAY MONITOR INCLUDING SEMICONDUCTOR
DETECTOR AND NUMERICAL DISPLAY

Vujo R.DRNDAREVlC, Aleksandar M.KOTUROVId

Institut of Nuclear Sciences "Boris Kidric",Beograd,Yugoslavia

ABSTRACT For design-ing small size, low power consumption gam-
ma ray monitor the possibilities of convenient characteristics
of comercialy available semiconductor detector are used. The
developed instrument unites possibilities of adopted simple
signal processing system and data indication. Realised pocket
gamma ray monitor has good operating characteristics, and do-
main of use determined by the applied detector. Measurement of
dose rate under 1 \iC-kg~ls~l is possible with BPX-1400 semicon-
ductor detector made by Video ton-Remix. Relative sensitivity of
realised monitor in temperature range of -10°C to +40°C is less
then 6%. Relative sensitivity lies between -4% and +0.5%, for
voltage supply change of 3.3 V to 4.7 V. Characteristics of this
solution are analised and compared with cases when GM tube is
used. Conclusion concerning the use of this type of solution are
given.

INTRODUCTION

Concerning personal dosimetry, in the domain of dosimetric in-

strumentation, there is a constant need for pocket monitors.

The radiation monitor should measure the exposition dose ra-

te and should have the alarm (optical or acoustical) indicating

that the exposition dose rate is above the preset level. This

level could be easely changed |l|. Small size and low power con-

sumption requirements are especially important for those moni-

tors. The realisation of numerous operative possibilities(nume-

rical indication of exposition dose rate, optical and acoustical

indication of alarm, whose level could be easely and accurately

set and changed) was possible since the modern electronics com-

ponents were used.
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Low voltage supply, equal to those for the electronics circuits,

very low power consumption and small size, together with its

good measuring characteristics are the most important characte-

ristics of the chosen semiconductor detector BPX-1400 made by

Hungarian manufacturer Videoton-Remix. These were the reasons

for the use of this detector in the designe of the monitor der

scribed in this paper.

DESIGNE OF MONITOR AND ITS CHARACTERISTICS

Block diagram of the realised monitor is shown of Fig.l. For

amplifying the signal from the semiconductor detector (SD) , up

to the level necessary for further processing, the charge sen-

sitive preamplifier (CSP) and main amplifier including shaping

networks (A/S) are used. Besides the function of amplifying,

the main amplifier improves the characteristic of resolution

and optimises pulse shaping |2|. Integral discriminator (ID)

separates the signal from noise and equalizes amplitudes to

every useful pulse. The count rate being the only necessary da-

ta for measurement of exposition dose rate is saved in this way.

Four-decade counter including timer (C/T) , counts pulses in pre-

set time. This time could be selected on the basis of desired

accuracy and chosen units |3|. The result of measurement is

shown on the liquid crystal display (LCD)• Acoustic indication

of pulses is realized by piezo-ceramic element (PE) and audio

frequency oscillator (AFO). In the case when the count rate is

above the preset level,the alarm block (AB) gives an apropriate

signal. Alarm is indicated acousticaly and by the display simul-

taneously.

Characteristics of the monitor concerning the change of voltage

suply and temperature are tested. Three batteries of R6 type,

whose voltages decrease during the use from 1,6 V to 1,1 V are

applied. Relative sensitivity of monitor is shown on Fig.2a.

Temperature sensitivity is tested in the range of -10°C to +40°C

(Fig.2b). Operating temperature range of the monitor is determi-

ned by tha characteristics of used components. This range cor-

responds to the temperature range of civil pocket instruments.
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Energy sensitivity, Sm, of the monitor is tested in the gamma

ray energy range from 100 keV to 1250 keV using radionuclides
57Co, 137Cs and 60Co. Results of these measurings, for diffe-

rent levels of discrimination of integral discriminator Ed,are

presented in Fig.3.

Total power consumption, which is of great importance for the

pocket instruments, in the realised monitor is less than 14 mw,

that enables long life with one battery charge.

According to the capacity of the four-decade counter and sensi-

tivity of the used semiconductor detector |4|, the monitor co-

uld register exposition dose rate in the range of

1x10 pC-kg~-s~ to 9999x10 pC«kg -s~ for measurement time of

1,4 s. Detector characteristics and the realized electronic

circuits allow measurement of exposition dose rate greater than

chosen above,with selection of appropriate measurement time.

CONCLUSION

Comparing the presented solution with similar that could be re-

alized with GM tube, several conclusions could be given. For so-

lution with semiconductor detector the high voltage supply is

not necessary and power consumption of detector modul is incom-

parably smaller. Otherwise, measuring range of the semiconduc-

tor detector is considerably wider than that of the equivalent

GM tube. However, to make use of good characteristics of semi-

conductor detectors a complex electronic circuits have to be

applied.

Presented monitor, including commercialyavailable semiconductor

detector, has good operating characteristics, average sensiti-

vity, and simple changes could make of it a personal dosimeter

of high quality. Small size and very low power consumption sa-

tisfy requirements for the pocket instruments.

Taking into account the attained results and advantages which

offer semiconductor detectors as v;ell as their fast development,

it can be expected that those detectors will be more and more

used in the radiation protection instrumentation, especially in

portable and pocket size types.
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Fig.l. Block schematic of the realised monitor
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Fig.2. Sensitivity dependence on battery voltage (a)
and temperature (b)
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THE APPLICATION OF Si DETECTORS, PHOTO-DIODES AND G-M COUNTERS IN

EXPOSURE RATE MEASUREMENTS
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ABSTRACT. The paper presents the results of the measurements of the fol-
lowing characteristics of Si detectorst Si photo diodes and GM counters:
counter response vs. energy, counter response vs. temperature, and the
measuring range. These results show that these detectors could be applied
for exposure rate measurements.

1 . INTRODUCTION

The results of the experimental investigation of two

silicon surface-barrier detectors, two silicon photo-diodes

and a Geiger-Muller counter are presented. The characteristics

relevant to exposure rate measurements in the field and in

accidental conditions that were studied are the detector

response vs. temperature and the detector response and

sensitivity as a function of the radiation energy. The G-M

counter is the only detector of the five investigated that

was originally designed for gamma radiation measurement. The

silicon surface-barrier detector detects charged particles.

Photo-diodes were also not intended for the measurement of

nuclear radiation. However, both,the silicon surface-barrier

detector and the photo-diode exhibit sufficient sensitivity

to gamma radiation to be used in enviromental gamma ray dosi-

metry (1). The measured silicon surface-barrier detector and

photo-diode characteristics are given. The G-M counter charac-

teristics are given as well.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM

The silicon detectors and the photo-diodes were studied

on a system consisting of detector probes, a temperature-stab-

le low-noise charge sensitive preamplifier, an amplifier, a

single channel analyzer, a power source and a multi-channel

analyzer. The 11 kg/m thick plastic detection probes absorb

2.25 MeV beta particles. The selected ZP1451 G-M counter was

placed in a 2 mm thick plastic probe connected to the electro-

nics via cable.

The basic parameters of the semiconductor detectors are

given in Table 1.

TABLE 1

No. Type Active Depletion Operating Inverse Operating
area depth voltage current temperature
(mm2) (urn) (V) (pA) (°C)

1

2

3

4

Ortec
1000

Ortec
300

Photo
diode
D-5

Photo
diode
D-M

150

300

100

5

1000

300

100-200

-150

-100

-20
-50

-10
-45

0.51

0.52

0.075
0.1

0.018
0.05

-50

-30

-40

-40

to

to

to

to

+45

+45

+75

+120

3. THE DETECTOR RESPONSE VS. TEMPERATURE

The noise level and the stability were investigated in

the -25°C to +55°C temperature range in order to define the

conditions for the discrimination of the Si detector and photo-

-diode signals and the noise. The discrimination level was

always greater than the maximum noise level in the most

unfavorable conditions (+55°C). The results are given in Fig.l.

The presented results indicate that the response vs.

temperature dependence does not exceed +10% for the silicon

detectors and photo-diodes and +1,5% for the ZP1451 G-M coun-

ter.
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k. THE RESPONSE VS. GAMMA RAO I ATION ENERGY

The dependence of the detector response on energy (the

counting rate normalized in respect to the exposure rate) in-

vestigated using 57Co (122 keV), 137Cs (662 keV) and 60Co

(1250 keV) is given in Fig.2.

The highest noise level i.e. the discrimination level

has the most pronounced effect on the detector response-gamma

ray energy dependence in the range of low gamma ray energies.

1.2

1.1

1.0

0.9

•^ o
a a
US

ZP1A51
D-M
D-5
ORTEC 300
ORTEC1000

-20 20 A0 60 T [°C]

Fig.l. The detector response vs. temperature
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Fig.2. Detector response vs. gamma ray energy

The lower the noise level , the less pronounced the dependence.

A copper 0.5 mm thick plate placed over the G-M counter window

was used to energy-compensate the ZP1451 G-M counter.

5 . THE GAMMA-RAY DETECTOR SENSITIVITY

The gamma-ray detector sensitivity k, is defined as

k = N/X ,

where N is the counting rate and X the exposure rate.

The sensitivity is used to define the lower limit of

the detector range. The sensitivities of the silicon detector

and the photo-diode increase with the increase in depletion

depth and in detector area. It decreases with the increase in

the noise level. The sensitivities of the studied detectors

are given in Fig.2. The silicon 150 mm2 and 300 mm2 detectors
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with 1000 and 300 pm depeltion layers, respectively, had the

greatest sensitivities. Their sensitivities of 0.33 and

0.36 imps /pCkg s~ , respectively, are comparable to the

sensitivity of 0.45 imps" /pCkg" s~ of the G-M counter. The

sensitivities of the various detectors are given in Table 2.

TABLE 2

No. Type Operating
voltage
(V)

Discrimination Sensitivity k to
level gamma-rays
(keV) 137cs ^

1

2

3

4

5

Ortoe 1000
Ortec 300

Photo-
-diode D-5

Photo-
-diode D-M

ZP 1451
G-M counter

-150
-100

-24

-12

+550

106

90

53

32

-

0.33
0.36

0.067

5.36 x 1O"3

0.45

The sensitivity of the D-5 diode is five times lower then the

sensitivity of the detectors above it in the table, but is

still large enough for the detector to be used for the measu-

rement of exposure rates that are equal to several times the

natural background within a reasonable interval of 100 sec

and with a reasonable statistical deviation of +20%.

The D-M photo-diode has a small active area of only

5 mm and hence a low sensitivity. It's dosimetric characte-

ristics (low noise level, it's energy and temperature behavi-

our) make it suitable for the measurement of rates above

500 pCkg"1s~1.
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INVESTIGATIONS OF A NEW THERMOLUMINESCENT BULB DOSEMETER

I. Feher

Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hungary

Abstract

A sensitive CaSQ^:Dy /Tm/ bulb dosemeter was developed. The

minimal detectable dose is 1 yuGy and the dose response curve is

linear up to 10 Gy. The background due to self irradiation from

the 40K content of the glass tube of the bulb and the fading is

low.

The bulb dosemeter shows a good resistance against mechanical

burden. Owing to the above properties, the new bulb dosemeter

proves to be particularly useful in space dosimetry, personal

dosimetry and environmental monitoring.

Introduction

For sensitive gamma dose measurements in a wide dose range

CaSÔ .-Dy /or:Tm/ thermoluminescent /TL/ powder with a low fading

can be used. On board a spacecraft cosmic dose measurements can

be easily performed by TL bulbs. A CaS0^:Tm bulb dosemeter was

developed earlier /I/ by which cosmic radiation dose was measured

on board the Saljut-6 space station. TL bulb dosemeter is regu-

larly used for environmental monitoring. Here investigations

carried out by a CaSO^tDy TL bulb dosemeter of a new construc-

tion with more advantageous dosimetrical features are reported.

The bulb dosemeter

The construction of the new bulb dosemeter is shown in

Fig. I/a. The heating tray /I/ is tightened by contact pins.

During evaluation the geometrical position of the bulb is

ensured in a reproducible way by the two gold coated contact

pins which are at the same side of the glass envelope. The

CaSO^iDy crystal graines of about 0.5 mm /3/ are fixed on the

heating tray by a special glue /the TL powder was prepared by

I. Kasa at the Technical University, Budapest/. Contrary to the

former version bulbs are finally evacuated. The heating tray of

the former bulbs were not tightened and during the evaluation
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1 2

a-,

10 20 mm 0 5 17 20 s

Figure 1. a/ The TL bulb dosemeter /1-heating tray, 2-pins,

3-CaS0^:Dy crystal graines/

b/ TL glow curve of bulb dosemeter

the bulbs were not positioned which resulted in relatively high

differences in their sensitivities; the reproducible positioning

for reading needs special efforts. The main features of the new

TL bulb dosemeter: the mass of the TL powder is 10 mg; the

resistance of the heating tray is 177 - 6 mil ; the electrical

power consumption is 19 Ws for reading and 10 Ws for preheating

and postannealing; the glass envelope of the bulb is made from

a potassium-free glass. The bulb dosemeters were subjected to

severe vibration /20 g/ and shock /300 g/ but no change in their

technical parameters was registered.

Dosimetrical features of the bulb dose-meter

The typical glow curve of the TL bulb dosemeter is shown

in Fig. 1/b. The bulb dosemeters were irradiated by a Co

reference beam. The bulb was evaluated on a TLD 04-/B type TLD

reader 111 equipped with a drawer specially designed for the

bulb.

Lowest detectable dose: 1 uGy.

Linearity up to 10 Gy: - 6 I.

Reproducibility for about 30 readings repeated during

two months is 3 %.

After a dose level of 10 Gy Co gamma irradiation the residual

dose is entirely cleared by annealing the TLD bulbs at 300°C
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for 3 hours. The sensitivity of the'bulbs after the high gamma

dose was equal with that measured before the irradiation.

BO
Fading

BO
The bulb dosemeters were irradiated to 10 mGy of Co gamma

radiation and the fading was investigated storing them at 20,

80, 100 and 120°C for 0.25 - 120 hours. This investigation was

also performed with CaSO^rDy powder used for bulb preparation

and with a more sensitive CaSO. :Tm TL powder. The results of the

TL bulb measurements are shown in Fig 2.

100°C

LL)
120°C

20 40 60 80 100 120
STORAGE TlME (h)

Figure 2. Fading characteristics of bulb dosemeter at various

storage temperatures.

Fitting exponential curves to the measured data the storage tin.

periods l^-fyd ^ o r ^0 % fading were determined by interpolation

/and at 80 C by extrapolation/:

STORAGE TIME FOR 20 % FADING /h/

CaSÔ -.Dy bulb

CaSOjiDy powder

CaSOjiTm powder

•• 80°

1500-

1500±

1500^

C

300

300

300

• ioo°c

38±8
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5±1
sii
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No difference above the experimental error was found between

the fading of the bulb and the TL powders.

The ambient temperature dependence of the fading 13/ is

l o§ t20 a kf + B'
where

E - energy gap between the trap and the conduction band,

k - Boltzmann constant,

T - absolute temperature and B is a constant.

The values measured for the new CaSO ••Dy bulb are shown on

Fig. 3. According to this at 50°C 20 % fading can be expected

in 1 year. For comparison the fading of a Harshaw CaF :Dy bulb

dosemeter is shown. It is worthwile to note that the fading is

high for the latter, its sensitivity by nearly two orders of

magnitude that of the CaSO :Dy bulb, which enables the Harshaw

bulb to be advantageously used for short time measurements.

Fading was checked by field measurements, too. The bulb dose-

meters placed out in the environment were previously irradiated

by 2 mGy dose. Monthly fading was <2 % even in the hottest

summer period.

Conclusions

The new bulb dosemeter is useful for dose measurements

from 1 iiGy to 10 Gy. The TL response is linear, it has good

reproducibility and it can be reused several times. The fading

and mechanical stability allows it to be advantageously used

in space dosiraetry as well as for personal dosimetry and en-

vironmental monitoring even in severe circumstances, like in

tropical conditions.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME TLDs FOR LOW DOSE MEASUREMENTS

Ranogajec-Komor Maria, Szabo Peter Pal* Vekic Branko, Dvornik Igor

"Ruder Boskovic" Institute, Zagret>, Yugoslavia

^Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hungary

ABSTRACT

The sensitivity, reproducibility, linearity fading and the

light induced fading, light sensitivity, individual sensitivity

and the lowest detectable dose of different TLDs were investi-

gated in order to compare their suitability for low dose

measurements.

INTRODUCTION

Different TLDs are used in routine environmental and personal

monitoring where very low doses are to be expected. In most

cases the fading, the light induced fading and other TL chara-

cteristics are investigated at a higher dose level (1-6). The

aim of this work was to study some of the properties of

different TLBs especially in this low dose range. The other

reason for our investigations was, that it is difficult to

compare the literature data, because procedures of TLD evalu-

ation are not exactly comparable and we measured all dosimeters

under the same conditions.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The investigated TLD chips and discs and some of their

properties are listed in Table 1. After the TL measurements and

before the irradiation the TLDs were annealed according to the

annealing times and tempei'atures found in Table 1.

The gamma irradiations were carried out with a Ra source.

TLD&were encapsulated as to obtain electronic equilibrium. All

reading were made with the TOLEDO 654 (Pitman Instr.) reader.

The preheating and readout times and temperatures a r e also gi
v e n

in Table 1. The sensitivity of the TLD reader was always the same,
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Table 1. Parameters of evaluation of the investigated

TL dosimeters

Dojimeter

LiF:Mg,Ti

LiF-teflon

(LiFe)

MgB4O?:Dy

CMgB4O7)

CaSO^Dy

(CaSO4)

CaF2:Dy

(CaP2)

Annealing

Origin tgjj- — ( « «

Inst.of Nucl.

Phys.Krakow, P

Pitman Instr.

Weybridge, E

Inst.Boris Kidric

Beograd, Yu

Inst.Boris Kidric

Beograd, Yu

Inst.Jozef Stefan

Ljubljana, Yu

400°- 60'

100°-120'

500°- 60'

100°-120'

500°- 10'

500°- 60'

300°- 30s

Temp.( C) and time(s)
of heating cycle

preheat
readout

14O°-l6n

240°-16"

140°-16"

240°-16"

140°-10"

260°-18"

170°-15"

315°-18"

160°-10"

33O°-18"-

<

RESULTS 5J3D DISCUSSION

Sensitivity and reproducibility

The realtive sensitivies and reproducibilities of the different

types of TLDs were compared at dose level of 0.21 mGy .
"air

(24-.6 mR). Each group contained 19 TL dosimeters except the

group of LiF- (ten chips). The TL measurements were carried out

1 to 3 hours after the irradiation.

Highest sensitivity is found for CaSO^:Dy and the least sensitive

is LiF t,Table 2).

The highest spread (as given by£) of individual sensitivity is

found with MgB^O^ (20%) and LiP (16%) and the lowest with Ca??

(3%).

The reproducibility of TLD measurements seems to be sufficient

for the routine low dose measurements except for LiF and

HgB^Orj. The LiF-teflon discs tend to curve after annealing, and

this causes differences in the heating conduction during the

readout cycle. In the case of MgB^O^ the frequent annealing
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reduced its sensitivity (see Ta"ble 2.). It is advisable in
personal and environmental monitoring, where low doses are
expected to use the MgB^O™ without any annealing process.
Without annealing the reproducibility of 5 measurements with
50 MgB^Or; TLDs was -8% at the same dose level.

of 2 2 6Ea
Table 2. Relative TL signals for TLDs irradiated with

0.21 mGy 2

TypeJ Of

Storage
No.

i

of

1.
2.
3.
4.

&

TLD

time
meas.

LiFp

lh 10'

0.189
0.172
0.174
0.208

5%

LiFe

lh 40'

0.125
0.106
0.152
0.141

16%

MgB4O?

2h

1.06

1.09
1.04

0.65
20%

CaSO^

2h 30'

1.90

1.89
1.86

1.86
11%

CaF2

3h 10'

1.00-

1.17
1.00

0.91
4%

The mean value of standard deviations of the relative TL
signals for each group of dosimeters.

Fading;

The fading of tha different TLDs irradiated to 0.21 mGy ._
and stored in a lead shield was studied up.to one month
(Table 3). The fading between 1 day and 1 month is relatively
low. The large "fading" appearing for the LiF is may be an
artifact due to the large uncertainty of the TL measurements
at this low dose level. CaS0^:Dy and CaF2 are quite stable
and MgB^Or, shows less than 20% fading.

As the fading during the first day is quite large it is
advisable to store the irradiated calibration TLDs for one
day before evaluation.
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Table 3. Fading of TLDs stored in dark. The TL signal was
normalised to the signal of the TLDs stored 24 hours

Storage
time

0.5 h
3 h
6 h
24 h

48 h

7 d
30 d

LiF
^ " p

0.92
0.98
1.00
1.00

0.90
1.02

0.88

Relative TL

LiF
e

1.18
1.24

1.39
1.00

0.8?

0.72
0.63

HgB 0r
4 r,

1.36

1.42

1.19
1.00

1.08

0.96
0.82

signal

CaSO
4

1.16

1.22
1.12
1.00
1.03

0.98

0.97

CaF
2

1.07

1.07
1.07

1.00

0.98

0.99

0.95

Light induced fading

The stability of TLD discs were tested in normal laboratory
fluorescent room light condition.
After irradiation of 0.21 mGy . the TLDs were exposed to the
fluorescent room light for 25 hours. The results are listed in
Table 4. Only the MgB^Or, shows a relatively large light induced
fading, which is in accordance with earlier experiments (4).
The most stable was the CaSO^Dy; CaF- shows 20% fading, while
in dark it was stable. In case of Lil\ the light induced TL
signal covered the fading.

Table 4. Light induced fading of TLDs after irradiation with

0.21 mGyair of 226.Ra source

Storage time
(hours)

0

-1.5
4-5
25

Control*

LiFp

0.93
-
0.38

0.95
1.00

The normalised. TL
LiFe

1.45
-

2.99
5.58
1.00

HgB^O,

1.16

0.97
0.78

0.33
1.00

signal of

7 CaSO4

1.000

0.97
0.96

0.99
1.00

CaF2

0.93
0.88

0.83
0.79
1.00

lene folies at the same place,

200
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Light induced TL signal

Non irradiated TL dosimeters were kept under fluorescent room

light condition for some hours. Except the LiF no light

induced TL signal could be observed. The measured TL signals

after 24 hours storage were in the range of lowest detectable

dose, lower then 30 yuGy • (3 roR) except LiF , its TL signal

corresponds to the dose of 1380 P&7aiT' Because of its large

light sensitivity LiF must be kept in darkness.

Linearity

The TL response was studied in the dose range of 0.1-4.3 mGy .

(12-492 mR). The values in Table 5 represent the mean of the

calibration factors of 7 TL dosimeters and their standard

deviations. All TLDs were annealed between the measurements,

which is probably the reason for the sensitivity variation of

LiF , LiF and MgB^O^. The difference between the average

calibration factors for 10 MgB^O^rDy discs without annealing

was *9%.

Table 5. Calibration factors of TLDs (/uGya. -digit"
1)

Order of

meas.

1
2

3
4

5
6

7
8

9

Dose

QuGy - )

245

215

215
107
430

859
4300

2570

107

LiFp

-

649*4%

592*5%

486*10%

543*2%

482*1%

722*3%

648*7%

826*10%

LiFe

-

1260*^1%

1040*21%

676*56%

988*15%

951*13%

1483*19%
1460*21%

1235*29%

KgB4°7
104*13%

-

109*16#

132*24%

129*21%

128*20%

149*21%

140*21%

CaS°4

65*12%
—

67*12%

82*20%

CaF2

99*4%
_

119*4%

124*5%

75*15% 123*4%

70*9%

75±1C%

81*13%

152*24% 89*20%

121*4%

127*4%

125*4%

120*8%
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SELF EXTINCTION OF LUMINESCENCE SIGNAL IN LIE THERMOLUMINES-

CENCE DOSIMETERS

B. Mukherjee and N. Vana

Atominstitut der Osterreichischen Universitaten

Schiittelstrafie 115, A-1020 Wien, Austria

During the evaluation of thermoluminescence dosimeters the

emitted TL-light is attenuated in the dosimeter material. Thus

an additional source of error due to different degree of self

absorption of TL-light arises particularly in the case of dose

intercomparison with TLDs of different thicknesses. In radiation

protection( personnel) dosimetry, where slow neutrons and gamma

rays of wide energy distribution play an important role , the

correction factor due to self extinction should be determined for

a precise assessment of radiation dose. In the present work an

experimental method for the determination of self extinction

coefficient of Lii1 thermoluminescence dosimeters is described.

Depending upon the nature of the irradiation three different

types of extinction phenomena may take place in the TLD-chips.

CASE I; Gamma irradiation £ 1 J :

I/Io= (1-exp(-jK))/jnc ....(1)

CASE II; Thermal neutron irradiation Z~1_7 :

CASE III; Charged particle irradiation £2., 3 J :

I/Io= exp(-jix) ....(3)

Vk =

where IQ, I, ji, x, Y* i
 an<i ̂  represent the actually emitted

TL-light, detected TL-light after attenuation, the self extinc-

tion coefficient £mm~_Ji the thickness of the TLD-chip Z"mmJ7,
si

the macroscopic neutron cross-section /~mm""_7 and the correction
factor respectively.
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Five groups of LiF- thermoluminescen.ee dosimeters (TLD-100

of Harshaw Chemical Co. Dimension 3.2 x 3.2 x 0.4 £wPj ) were

cleaned with aceton in an ultrasonic bath, annealed (at 400°C

for 1h and at 80°C for 24hrs) and irradiated with Co-gamma rajs

upto a dose level of 1 Gy at a dose rate of 2.3 Gy/h. The irra~

diated chips were evaluated at a heating rate of 4.6°C/s by DAT-1

TL-reader developed at our laboratory. During readout the chips

were covered with different numbers of clean unirradiated LiP-TLD-

chips (Dimension: 6 x 6 x 0.9 CmrJ. The TL-light extinction

was derived from the change of the main TL-glowpeak. The extinc-

tion curve was fitted by the function of type I/I_ c exp(-jix)

after ten sets of measurements and is shown in Figure 1. The value

of ji is put in either of the equations 1, 2 or 3 to obtain the

correction factor k (equation 4) for the particular type of irra-

diation. The results are summerized in Table 1. The details of

the experimental procedure is given in the literature Z~4_7.
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FIGURE AND TABLE CAPTIONS:

Figure 1.

Relative transmission (I/Io) of emitted TL-light in TLD-1OO chips

shown with corresponding thickness, expressed as depth (x) and

surface density (d). The error bars represent the standard devi-

ation of 10 sets of experimental data- The dotted lines show

the boundary of the irradiated chip (ie. the TL-light source).

Table 1.

Relative transmission (I/IQ) o£ TL-light (ie. the correction

factor) shown as function of thickness of absorbing Li3?-layer.

Tp represent the temperature of the heating planchet at the

occurance of the main TL-glowpeak. Tp increases with the incre-

ment of chip thickness (ie. the mass increase) to balance the

increased thermal capacity of the system, jz represents the extinc-

tion coefficient of TLD-100 dosimeter.
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Thickness of the absorbing layer

X: [mm]

0-1S

103

191
279

d: [mg/mm2]

041
275

509

7-43

Rel. Transmission

I / I 0

TOO ± 010

0-78 ± 008

0-43 ± 006

0-26' + 004

[°C]

2043+4-6

2308±102

2577 ±102
3200+70

JJ

[mm"1 ]

0-521003

Table 1
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DOSIMETRIC PROPERTIES OF A LABORMADE CaSO.-TL-DOSIMETER

N.Vana, H.Aiginger and T.Michev

Atominstitut der Osterreichischen Universitaten, Wien

ABSTRACT

CaSO,:Dy is one of most sensitive TL-dosimeters. It can be labor-

made easily and is, therefore, cheap and always available. Domi-

nant properties are the high Z and a fading of up to 60% in the

first four hours after exposure. The optimized labormade material

is doped with 0.1% Dy. The Dy-content is determined by neutron

activation analysis. After a preheating of - minutes at 85 °C

emerges a stable glow peak at 210 C. This treatment stabilizes

the fading at 5% for the first six weeks. Though this procedure

reduces the sensitivity the lower limit of detection was ^ 500 pR.

The energy dependence between 10 to 50 keV was determined for

different wrappings with a Bragg-monochromator. The maximum of

the sensitivity normalized to Co-60-radiation was 14.4 at 35 keV

for PMMA ("Plexiglas") and 12 at 40 keV for gelatine wrapping.

1. INTRODUCTION

A labormade CaSO.:Dy dosimeter material has been developed and

successfully tested in our institute /1/. A dysprosium content

of 0.1% results in a reduced fading of 5% in a 40 days period

and a minimum detection limit of 0.5 mR. The properties of this

dosimeter substance (TL response, fading, sensitivity) are mea-

sured and the results given together with some practical know-

how: preparation, pre-annealing, energy response and directional

response in various wrappings.
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2. PREPARATION OF THE DOSIMETERMATERIAL

The optimal size of the crystals are obtained by dissolving 4 - 8 g

CaSO..2H2O (Firma "MERCK") and the respective amount (^0.1 mol%)

of Dy,O, in 100 g sulfuric acid (Firma "MERCK" and "Johson and
o

Mathey"). This solution is heated at about 300 C. White crystals

(4 -10 mm grainsize) are formed and dried at 300 C for 5 hours.

Afterwards the material is annealed step by step in a chinabeatier

in a 2 hours period to 700 °C and quenched to 20 C. The resulting

CaSO4 crystals are ground and sieved (0.25 mm width of mesh) to

obtain grains of uniform size. The resulting CaSO. powder is

stored in a light tight container at room temperature. The actual

Dysprosium content of the material was determined by neutron ac-

tivation analysis to 0.106%.

3. FADING PROPERTIES OF THE MATERIAL

Fig. 1 gives the fading of the material after irradiation with

Y-rays from a Co source. The loss of information during the

first 4-5 hours is characteristically ca. 60%. After this

period the signal remains rather constant.

To avoid this influence of fading characteristics an optimized

post-irradiation annealing has been developed. The post irradiation

annealing of the 200 ±1 mg dosimeter samples for 3 min. at 85 °c

reduces the sensitivity by 60% but improves the long term storage

stability to ^ 4% fading during a period of 43 days.

Fig. 2 gives a quantitative description of the past irradiation

annealing procedure. Fig. 3 provides some physical insight in

the pre-annealing process which obviously elimates a low tempera-

ture peak responsible for the fading during the first hours after

irradiation.

Quantitative results of a long time fading experiment are given

in Fig. 4. Table 1 gives results of the optimalization of the

post irradiation annealing and shows the good reproductibility

of the results of different samples after post irradiation

annealing.
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4. SENSITIVITY AND MINIMUM DETECTION LIMIT

Calculation of the actual dose and definition of the sensitivity

is given by the calibration factor

reading of the TL-system (mRx)
m actual dose (mR)

As the calibration is performed by means of a calibrated Co

source of known activity at defined distances from the source
— 6Obasic K values for Co radiation have been obtained. Distancesm

of 1 m in the laboratory and of 4 m in free air had been used for

the measurements. Several wrappings for the dosimeter substance

had been tested. Cu-Ta-cups and Plexiglas-cups have a different

response for different directions. A uniform directional response

which is a clear advantage for most applications show almost

spherical gelatine-capsules in a pure and a coated version.

The minimum detection limit (3a) obtained was 0.5 mR compared

to 1 mR for LiF TLD-1OC for the same reader.

5. ENERGY RESPONSE

For the determination of the energy response we used a Bragg

monochromator for the energy region between 10 keV and 50 keV

/2/. The Bragg monochromator developed in our institute reflects

selectively monochromatic X-rays from a continous bremsspectrum

of a tungsten X-ray tube. The angle of reflection and the energy

are determined by the Bragg condition. The energy resolution

obtained was 2%. The photon flux density at the place of the

dosimeter was measured with a efficiency calibrated Ge(Li) semi-

conductor detector. From this calibrated photon flux density the

actual exposure of the dosimeter under examination can be calcu-

lated. A special method for the calculation of the error due to

the low energy tailing of the spectra has bsen developed and will

be published elsewhere .

Fig. 5 gives the energy response of the CaSO. material in the

Plexiglas-cup and in the gelatine capsule. The maximum of the

sensitivity normalized to Co60 radiation was 14.4 at 35 keV for

PMMA ("Plexiglas") and 12 of 40 keV for gelatine wrapping.
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Table 1: Optimization of the post irradiation annealing,

Dosis-71, 6 mR

annealing
temperature

(°C)

100

85

85

annealing
period
(min.)

7

15

10

5

1

3

3

3

3

3

3

readout after
annealing

(mRA)

996

259

1085

2667

10720

7790

7220

7520

8010

7470

7120

MW = 7520

cr = 4.5%

Fading
after p.i.a.

(%)

94.85

98.66

94.39

86.22

44.60

59.74

62.69

61.14

58.61

61.39

63.21

Fading after
p. i. a. and after

24 hours (%)

97.71

98.69

94.64

87.44

62.15

61.34

60.77

59.64

60.62

58.75

62.69
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Fig. 1: Fading of the CaSO^rDy (O.1%) material during the first 24 hours after irradiation
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Fig. 2: Quantitative description of the post irradiation annealing procedure
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Fig. 4: Longtime fading experiment p.i.a.-material
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HZLA2I73 STAITDASD DZVIASIC:" C? 'IHSIJOLTSISrSSCEIICS D0SILT5?:.
COISAaiSGGsT OP THE SXPSSZLZSEES V/I2H TH30RY.
P.Zarand, I.Polgar, 3.£stona, Cs.V/eisz
Oncoradiologicsi Centre, Vteil Sail Hospital, Uzsoki u 29,
H-114-5 Budapest

Abotrsct
Different -Li? and CaSO, :Tm powder measurements are in good

agreement with those predicted on the base of three parameter
theory. It wa3 demonstrated that a ?oiS3onian component is
incorporated in the total variance of TL measurements. Confi-
dence intervals of the three parameter predictions were deter-
mined by using i'onte Carlo calculations.

Introduction
The authors have published a theoretical paper [1"1 on ^-e

relative standard deviation of thermoluminescence TL meas-
urements. This has the form of _

where D i3 the absorbed doso, the constant A i3 expressed in
2 2 2

dose units. Theoretically A = o*^ + <5Tp* ™he first term is
incorporated in the variance of the 3ignal (= TL yield + back-
ground, b ) , while the second one is for a given TL material
dependent on the background subtraction method used. The pho-
toelectron to dose conversion factor is denoted by k, and
may be determined .experimentally L2T. The constant B is the
high dose performance of "Che TL system containing both the
regenerated dosemeter3 and the TLD reader .

In the present paper three questions are discussed:
i. The agreement between measured and predicted values using
various TL powders. Details are summarized in Table I. 10
aliquote quantities (for Li? e.g. 70 mg) were measured. The
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reading was defined as the difference of the first two con-

secutive measurements of the sa-.e powder both for irradiated

and unirradiated powders £33.

ii. The necessity of the Poissonian term l/k*D i3 demon-

strated by using various Ti measurements [4j. At high doae

levels the first two terms of Sq. 1. are negligable, and

therefore the difference

should be a straight line in a log-log representation

with a slope of -1 if no ?ois3onian term ia present in Sq. 1

a3 suggested in \.52* Significant deviation from this value

- up to -0,5 at higher dose levels - confirms the Poiasonian

term. She confidence intervals are determined by using Monte

Carlo calculations. Each simulation was executed DP + 1 times

(D? 13 the degree of freedom). Confidence intervals were

determined on the base of 100 simulations,

iii. What are the confidence limits of the theoretical

prediction of fl^/s if both the background b and the high

accuracy are known on the base of only 10 measurements,

as it is done in the everyday practice? The parameters

determined were considered 33 "true" values, and MC calcu-

lations are made for simulation of the statistical nature

of A and B. It is, however, possible to use G^/D va« dose

curvea for subsequent measurements. In this case the expected

value of the background may be altered £3]] and this fact muat

be al3o taken into account as an additional random change of

the average background, k was asscsed from hundreds of meas-

uremnets, it3 statistical uncertainty was neglected. A,B and

k are taken from £2] and [3"] (s 2 atmosphere, HV=145O v).

Results

The TL pov/der measurements are summarized in Pig. 1.

If "can be seen that the measured values'are within the
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confidence limits in good agreement with the expected one3.

The parameters used for A, 3 and k are summarized in Table I.

The constant k is the product of k,, the photoelectron/digit

and k2, the digit/dose conversion factors. The H7 part of our

TL reader has been changed, therefore k, is different from that

used in our previous work [_2j.

Fig.2. demonstrates that the slope between the meaaured

points deviates considerably from -1, reflecting that the

?ois3onian part of the total variance may be important for

some TL systems.

The 2£onte Carlo calculations are used to asse3 the con-

fidence limit3 of the expected values of 0^/2. We have

not observed a change of high dose performance of a TL sys-

tem. 3 can, therefore be determined from previous measure-

ments, resulting in a high degree of freedom, and conse-

quently considerably narrower confidence limits for the

high dose estimations of o>/D than those in ?ig.3» It is

clear from the present calculations that the background

should be determined from a subpopulation of the doseme-

ter3. A more precise estimation can be obtained at low

dose levels if the number of background mesurements is

incresed.

Conclusion

Our theoretical model £l} is confirmed by the expe-

riments. It is suitable for the estimation of the vari-

ation coefficient of a TL measurement at any dose level

if the parameters A, 3 and k are known*

fiJ P.Zarand and I.Polgar: Uucl. Instr. and
Llethoda, 205 (l983) 525-529. M P.Zarand and I.Polgar:
2THC1. Instr. and Methods (to be published).[3] P.Zarand
and I.?olgar:Phys. Ifed. 3iol.: 28 (1983) 161-168. [4]
3. Piesch and 3. Burgkhardt, KfX 2626, Kernforschunga-
sentrum, Karlsruhe GmbH, Karlsruhe, 1978 . [5]
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3. Burglchardt and 2- Piesch, ICucl
175 (1980) 159-
Sciences Budapest, 1977 .

Inctr. and "ethods:

3. Hung.Acad. of

Table I. Characteristics of the TLD systems
readout instrument TLD-043 mar.uf acturcd by CHI?, Hungary

KV=1200V, jr2':l2/min, 20 min 100
uC tempering before readout

Powdar
manufacturer

Li?
Znst.

Readout cycle
Heating 0

linear to Tmax C-
in t seconds
hold at Taax for t (s)

Counting
from T, C to

' T o C ""(cooling per.")
appr. counting in (3)

. Regenerate on (external)
Tmax °C for hours '
Tmin C for hours

Background in /jGy
variation coeff.
k̂_' =Dmin C/uGy/digit}
It, Cphotoelectron/digit'
D L O U (yuGy^ •
O^/D at »1000 IX.jyr .{%")

Symbol in Pis. 1.

:"g,Ti
?hys.

ICrakov;

250
30
10

160
200 •

26

400/1
100/2
250
0.07
0.41
18.2 .
53-7
1.4
X

IIP:Kg CaS0,:Tm
Dohna
GDR

250 .
30
10-

160
200
26

'•4co/r100/2
230
0.57.-
28.4
18.2
400
2.2

0

325
20
10
-
160
200
33

600/1
••

0.59
0.40
0.022
18-2
0.69
2.5"
O

Legend to, the figures

Pig.l. The agreement of expected Osolid line, 2q.l) and meas-
ured values. Error bars represent 95^ confidence intervals.

Pig.2. (see Eq.2.} vs. dO3C measured in D L a L. Error bars are
based on MG calculations'-and represent. 30% confidence intervals.
TTumbers refer to codes used in'£42.

Pig.3. The effect of statistical fluctuations, of the constants
A and B on the expected values of <5a/D if both A and 3 ore de-
termined on the base of 10 measurements. Upper curves represent
the 90"J confidence interval if A is determined from a subpopu-
lation of the dosemeters. The lower curves are obtained if A is
known only from a previous measurement of 10 dosemeters.
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XI. REGIONAL CONGRESS Off IRPA

AUSTRIAN - HUNGARIAN - YUGOSLAVIAN RADIATION PROTECTION MEETING

THE AUTOMATED/COMPUTERIZED TLD-MONITORETG SYSTEM

IN BORIS EIDRIC INSTXTUTE-VINCA

Mirjana Prokic, Nikola Popovic, Darko Hadzic

Boris Kidric Institute of Nuclear Sciences,Vinca,Belgrade,Yugoslavia

Abstract - The paper describes system of microcomputer controlled
thermoluminescence personnel dosimetry monitoring in Institute of
Nuclear Sciences, Vinca, performed with the TL dosimeters developed
and produced at Institute.

Results showed that automated and computerized TLD system
resulted in higher degree of accuracy and have the advantage in
comparison with clasical manner of data processing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Personnel dosimetry control in Institute of Nuclear Sciences,

Vinca is performed by thermoluminescent dosimeters developed and

produced at Institute by using automated and computerized TLD system

which is an unique in Yugoslavia.

This paper describes the organization of the system of dose
evaluation and the system of microcomputer controlled thermolu-
minescence personnel dosimetry monitoring as well as the processing
of the TLD readout data by microcomputer. Particularly, the orga-
nization of the processing of the TLD readout data by microcompu-
ter is emphasized. This system is in full routine operation since
January 1982. covering presently about 2000 workers with monthly
monitoring as required by law.

2. ORGANIZATION OF THE SYSTEM 02 DOSE MEASUREMENT AND THE DATA
PROCESSING

2.1. Thermoluminescent dosimetry system in Institute of Nuclear

Sciences, Vinca

At the Institute of Nuclear Sciences, Vinca, it was developed
(1,2) the technology for large scale production of a few types of
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thermoluminescent dosimeters for the application in different
fields of radiation protection - in personnel and environmental
dosimetry. Exceptionally, development of the highly sensitive near
tissue equivalent sintered MgB^CU:Dy TL dosimeters give the possi-
bility to introduce this type of TL dosimeters in the personnel
dosimetry control from 1979.

The sintered MgB^O^iDy TL dosimeters (diameter H- mm) are fixed
on the aluminium support with transparent PTFE tape. Each TLD card
contains two TLD tablets as well as the bar code label which is
joined with the personnel numbers and the names of the persons
under control.. TLD card has the shape which exactly corresponds
to Harshaw"s Automatic 2271 TL Detector which is used in- TLD readout
system (Figure 1). The readout system consists of the automatic
2271 TL detector, integrating picoammeter, digital comparator with
TTY interface and the microcomputer Commodore Model 2001, dual
floppy disc, Centronix 779 model printer, with peripherals.

The readout values through the TTY interface are transferred
tc the Commodore model 2001 microcomputer, figure 2 presents the
connection between Automatic 2271 TL detector and microcomputer.

Figure 3 shows the simplified block diagram of the TLD measure-
ment and evaluation processes and organization of the system of
personnel monitoring in Institute Vinca. The detailed explanation
is given elsewhere (3»4-).

2.2. Processing of TLD readout data by means of microcomputer

The system of programs intended for the TLD readout data pro-
cessing is made on the basis of the system software delivered by
Commodore, Inc. The programs are written in BASIC, relatively sim-
ple programing language which enables immediate comminication with
program and thoroughly interactive use of the machine. However,
because of our special demands for dose report it was almost com-
pletely changed the organization of the data in the files, namely
into two basic programs, 2271 RECORD and EDIT DOSS are added the
new subroutines, so the former contains eleven and the latter eight
subroutines presented on Figure 4.

The whole system covers five principal functions: measurement
and acquisition of data; updating the TLD users" file with mea-
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sured doses; printing the final dose report; updating the TLD users"

file with personal data, and storing the measured and calculated data.

The function of the measurement and acquisition of data is, in

fact, the procedure of the calibration of TLD and, after that, the

acquisition of the readout data on the computer's store media. The

procedure also encounters creating of the working file, i.e. file

which contains the readout data, control of the format errors and

correcting of format errors. The main task of the control procedure

is to provide the correct value of the dosimeter code number which

identifies the user. This value is the key in the process of upda-

ting the main TLD users" file with data contained in the working

file. In the case of disability of the automated measurement, the

programs enable filling the working file from the console of the

computer. In this case the reading of TLDs is realized on a separate

device, 2000 G manual TLD reader.

The function of the updating the TLD uservs file v/ith measured

TLD data is formed through three procedures: the procedure of eva-

luating TLD doses, the procedure of searching and finding the record

on a diskett which contains the proper value of the key equal to the

dosimeter code number and the procedure of the updating the relevant

records field with the new data.

The printing of the final document - dose report is made by using

the updated TLD users% file with the tytle of the customer to which

this report is addressed which is taken from the file containing the

data abou-t customer conserned. The dose report contains the evalu-

ated monthly and yearly depth dose values attributed to the name

• and personal number of the monitored person. The dose evaluation

is based on calibration and background TLD cards.

The working file data are stored on the diskette untill the vacant

space is exhausted. They are then saved on the magnetic cassete. The

cassete has the larger memory space, but allows only sequential access

to data.

3. CONCLUSION

Our experience showed that automated and computerized personnel

TLD monitorind system resulted in higher degree of accuracy and
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have the advantage in comparison v/ith clasical manner of data pro-

cessing.

The advantage of the microcomputer processing of the TLD read-

out data also contains in the possibility of saving and filing

of the dose evaluation data on the different memory mediums. V/ith

the carefully projected programs and data structure the use of

microcomputers give practically the same possibilities as the use

of large computers.

The high degree of flexibility of the system realized gives the

possibility to spread its application so it is under the construc-

tion the hardwere and softwere for some specific problematics in

thermoluminescence dosimetry.
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MONITORING OF TRITIUM ACTIVITY IN THE WIDER AREA OF NUCLEAR

POWER PLANT KRSKO

Mada Horvatincic, B. Obelic, D. Srdoc and Ines Krajcar
Rudjer Boskovic Institute, Zagreb, Yugoslavia

ABSTRACT

Measurements of tritium activity in precipitation and in
Sava river water have been performed since 1976 at several
sampling sites in the wider area of nuclear power plant Krsko,
located in Slovenia, Yugoslavia. A low-level system for tritium
measurement without electrolytic enrichment consisting of a
multiwire proportional counter has been constructed. Special
attention has been paid to increase the efficiency of the count-
ing system in order to measure the environmental tritium acti-
vity. No increase of tritium level was observed after beginning
of full scale operation of nuclear power plant Krsko.

INTRODUCTION

With the first detonations of thermonuclear bombs in early

fifties began a large scale release of anthropogenic tritium to

the atmosphere which resulted in increasing the natural level

of tritium activity by about thousand times. This tritium enter-

ed the hydrological cycle and increased its level in precipita-

tions, surface and groundwaters. Although tritium level decreased

in the last decade due to lower bomb-test rate and decay, new

tritium sources from nuclear power plants may contribute

significantly to the tritium level in the environment.

EXPERIMENTAL

The system for tritium activity measurement at Rudjer

Boskovic Institute consists of a home made multiwire proportional

counter of Oeschger type, having the outer diameter 130 mm, and

-the active length 460 mm. The central anode (25 \im) is surround-

ed by 15 anodes 50 urn thick forming an anticoincidence ring.
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Anodes are separated by grounded wires. The counter is filled

with methane to 2x10 Pa which is prepared by a method develop-
1 2

ed at Berne ' by reaction of Al C with the water sample. Each

analysis requires only 50 ml of water. The working voltage

(4.4 kV) is same for all counters. The differences in the gas

amplifications are compensated by electronic amplification.

Special attention has been paid to the gas amplification

and electronic stability. The device is located in a thermosta-

ted room in the cellar of the Institute. The counter is sur-

rounded by a lead shield and a layer of mixture of boric acid

and paraffine to reduce the background. Every sample is care-

fully purified and a spectrum of photoelectrons from Fe source

is recorded before each measurement to control the gas purity.

Every measurement lasts about 24 hours. Pulses are registered

in half-hour intervals, then processed by the computer to eva-

luate counting statistics.

OPTIMISING THE COUNTING SYSTEM

Optimising the measuring system lead to the increasing

of the counting efficiency and decreasing of the lower detection

limit. Different shapes of the tritium spectrum which spreads

up to the maximum energy of 18 keV and the background spectrum

enabled us to define the optimal energy range for the most

efficient tritium activity measurement. Upper and lower discri-

minator levels were adjusted to give the highest figure of
2

merit S /B (S is net sample count, B is background count). By

setting an energy window between 1.1 and 9.7 keV maximal

efficiency has been obtained and the figure of merit increased

by factor of 2.

Corrections for the change of atmospheric conditions,

especially atmospheric pressure, which defines the cosmic ray
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flux, have been performed to obtain the corrected background

value:

B = B - k ( p - p )
corr. meas. o

where p is the atmospheric pressure during the measurement,

p is the mean atmospheric pressure and the coefficient k
° -1 -1

is -0.0036 min mbar . By applying this correction, background

fluctuations have been reduced from 0.03 min to 0.02 min

and the lowest detection limit from 0.3 Bq/1 to 0.2 Bq/1.

RESULTS

Results of tritium activity measurement in precipitations

and in the Sava river are presented in table 1 and fig. 1. Precipi-

tation activities show seasonal changes typical for the Northern

hemisphere. The values lie between the values of Vienna and

Genoa", with a decreasing activity from 22.6 Bq/1 in summer

1976 to 5.3 Bq/1 in summer 1982. Tritium acitivities of precipi-

tations from Ljubljana and the karstic area of Plitvice Natio-

nal park (south from Zagreb) have been measured too, giving

very similar results. These results will be published in the

IAEA Technical Report Series, Environmental Isotope Data:

World Survey of Isotope Concentration in Precipitations.

Continuous measurements of Sava river water about 10 km

upstream from Zagreb have been performed since 1976, Data show

a smooth line without periodical changes, but a steady decrease

is obvious. The sampling place is situated about 30 km down-

stream from Krsko nuclear power plant. No change in tritium

concentration owing to the operation of power plant is visible.

At the very beginning of the operation of the power plant

samples were taken every day. Tritium concentration in Sava

river before and after full scale operation of power plant

Krsko shows no differences.
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Table 1 - Tritium activity in precipitation - Zagreb, Ljubljana
and Plitvice (Bq/1)

1981

January

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Zagreb

3.7 ± 0.2

4.1 ± 0.2

4.8 ± 0.2

6.1 ± 0.2

7.5 ± 0.2

8.0 ± 0.2

5.1 ± 0.2

5.4 ± 0.2

3.7 ± 0.2

2.1 ± 0.3

2.3 ± 0.3

2.1 ± 0.3

Ljubljana

8.4 t 0.3

9.9 ± 0.3

6.5 ± 0.3

6.7 ± 0.3

3.1 ± 0.3

2.2 ± 0.3

2.9 ± 0.3

1.8 ± 0.3

Plitvice

2.5 ± 0.2

3.4 ± 0.2

5.0 ± 0.2

6.9 ± 0.2

5.3 ± 0.2

8.1 ± 0.2

7.3 ± 0.2

6.1 ± 0.2

4.8 ± 0.3

2.8 * 0.3

2.4 ± 0.3

1.7 * 0.3

. PRECIPITATION, Zagreb

. SAVA, Zagreb (Podsused)

Beginning of
operation of
power plant Krsko

Tritium activity in precipitation - Zagreb and in
river Sava near Zagreb (Podsused)
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Do Biopositive Effects of Ionizing

Radiations Exist ?

E. Broda

Institute of Physical Chemistry
Vienna University

Abstract.

The claim that radiations, e.g. in spas, can have biopositive actions
on hunans is unproven and unplausible. It also conflicts with the contents
of the standard handbooks and with national legislation everywhere. Further,
stimulation of plants by radiation is badly reproducible. But even if
existing it need not be beneficial to the plant itself ("selfpositive").

Zusanmenf as sung.

Die Behauptung, dafi Strahlen, z.B. in Badeorten, biopositiv wirken
konnen, ist unbewiesen und unplausibel. Sie widerspricht auch dem Inhalt
der offiziellen Handbiicher und der Gesetzgebung iiber Strahlenschutz. Die
Stimulierung von Pflanzen durch Strahlen ist schlecht reproduzierbar. Aber
auch wenn sie existiert, mufi sie nicht fiir die Pflanze selbst vorteilhaft
("selbstpositiv") sein.

In this contribution I shall deny that the existence of biopositive

effects of ionizing radiations has been proved. It will also be shown that

quite apart from the implausibility of such effects it would

methodologically quite difficult to prove their existence (Broda 1973,

1977, 1981, 1983).

In the promotional literature emanating from spas favourable effects of

a stay there are often ascribed to ionizing radiation, mostly from radon

and its decay products. These claims have influenced some provincial

legislation (Landesgesetzgebung) in Austria where it has been laid down

which spas are entitled to call themselved proudly Radonheilbad. Also in

the official "Heilquellen- und Kurortebuch" (1975) of our Republic

beneficial effects of radioactivity, notably in Badgastein, are mentioned.

A recent, crass, example, is a long article about Gastein in the daily
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newspaper belonging to the Republic of Austria (m. t. 1982) where the

biopositive effects of the radiations are taken for granted. Similar

beliefs in biopositive effects of rays are held in other countries

(Kuzin 1977; Luckey 1980,1982; Hickey et al. 1981,1983; Andreyev, 1981).

These beliefs are in striking contradiction to the contents of national

and international scientific handbooks, including the BEIR III (1980) and

the UNSC2AR (1982) reports to which many of the world's most eminent

experts contributed. Nowhere are beneficial effects mentioned. Rather, it

is discussed in which way the frequency of stochastic damage (mutation,

cancer induction) should be extrapolated even to lowest doses. Nor are

beneficial effects mentioned, as far as I know, in national legislation

anywhere. On the contrary, all radiation exposures must be as low as is

reasonably achievable (ALAPA principle). If biopositive effects really

existed it would surely be better if legislators arranged for certain

minimum exposure of all humans ?

(Be it emphasized in brackets that we exclude the case where exposure

of particular cells that are thereby damaged benefits an organism as a

whole, notably in tumour treatment. Nor do we want to refer to useful

mutations, of course far rarer than harmful mutations. We are dealing here

only with the alleged benefit obtained in the generalized irradiation of

organisms.)

From the start, the existence of biopositive effects is not plausible.

Ionizing rays have energies far exceeding the energies involved in cell

metabolism. Therefore it cannot be expected that the rays improve

structure or function of cells hit. Rather they are highly destructive.

While this can hardly be denied, it was claimed that decomposition products,

fragments, of destroyed cells could stimulate other, healthy, cells. Yet a

process of this kind has never been demonstrated. 3ecause of the

implausibility of the biopositive action the burden of proof must be put

clearly on the shoulders of the proponents.

The promotional literature from spas is full of success stories. Now it

is not questioned here that a time spent in a spa, radioactive or not, can

improve the condition of the patient. The problem is, however, whether the

improvement is due to radiation, or to any of the many other factors acting

on the person. To the best of my knowledge, no experiments with suitable
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controls exist either with humans (difficult or impossible to carry out)

or with animals (which ought to have been done long ago),

A striking case is that of the healing gallery (Heilstollen) in

Bockstein near Badgastein, a disused gold mine, into which patients are

introduced by rail for a stay of some hours. Here it has been claimed but

never been shown that the alleged good effects are due to the concentrated

radon (average 3 nCi/litre) rather than to other factors, e.g. the high

temperature and humidity ("sauna climate"). Thus there is no information on

that point in the bulky monograph on the gallery (Scheminzky 1965). Clearly,

however, the workers in the gallery are exposed to lung doses enormously

larger than permitted by general radiation protection legislation, and much

increased frequency of lung cancer must therefore be expected (Pohl and

Pohl-Ruling, 1980; Uzunov et al. 1981). Owing to a loophole in the law the

gallery can continue. How the owners of the profitable business face their

moral responsibility is another question.

Luckey (1980) has in his book more than a thousand references on

biopositive action. Yet the evidence is not conclusive. Often controls are

lacking, and results have not been reproduced, as admitted by Luckey. This

does not prevent him from suggesting (p.46) that ionizing radiation is

essential for life, and - elsewhere (Luckey, 1981) - that the high literacy

rate in the Indian province of Kerala is due to its re ̂ .^ —''Hi in thorium.

An additional problem is the following. For the sake of argument we

assume that structure or function of some part jf an organism or of some

in vitro system are affected reproducibly by jhe rays, and that good

controls exist. This still does not prove what the effects are biopositive.

In evolution organisms were optimized. Therefora it is unlikely, and would

certainly have to be demonstrated, that the given change in structure and

function is an advantage to the organism.

Even if in a patient one succeeded in bringing back some function to

the norm value by irradiation, it would still remain open whether this

would be an advantage for the patient. For the proof of a beneficial effect

more would be needed, namely, evidence that the patient's vitality, length

of survival, etc. has been improved. Clearly suitable tests with

experimental animals must be devised.

It has been argued (Uzunov 1979) that in some situations application
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of radon to patients carries considerable danger of cancer induction. But

even where, because of the smallness of exposure, this is not so, the

claims of benefit, unsupported by hard evidence, imply contempt of the

public. From the standpoint of science, it is a scandal.

Many experiments refer to plants. One of the earliest, and most famous,

examples of an alleged biopositive action ("stimulation") is owed to the

great plant physiologist Hans Molisch (1914) of Vienna. He found

acceleration of the development, e.g. of branches of lilac, by exposure to

radon. Yet, assuming validity of this report, biopositive action has still

not been proved. It may be an advantage for the market gardener to sell

his plants before the competitors. But there is no proof that the plant

itself has benefited. Thus experiments of this kind do not really answer

the question of biopositive effects.

This consideration also applies, of course, to the practice, fairly

widespread in some countries, of irradiating the seeds or shoots of

agricultural crop plants. Possibly development is speeded up and/or grain

yields are increased, etc. So the practice may be justified from an

economic point of view provided results are reproducible. But again a

success would not prove the existence of effects that are biopositive

from the standpoint of the plants themselves. Such effects might be termed

"selfpositive" ("selbstpositiv").

Quite apart from this our main problem wonderment may be expressed

that the question of crop stimulation by rays has not yet been

conclusively settled one way or the other. One should think that this

cheap way of helping farmers should have a smashing success. Irradiation

would have been introduced long ago generally if the claimed stimulation

could be relied upon. Yet the results are badly reproducible. The large

fluctuations observed remain unexplained. Serious research in this field

is needed, with evaluation of results by sound statistical methods.
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DNA REPAIR PROCESSES IN PERSONS CHRONICALLY

EXPOSED TO LOW LEVELS OF RADIATION

Helga TUSCHL

Institut fur Biologie, Forschungszentrum Seibersdorf,
A-2444 Seibersdorf, Osterreich

ABSTRACT

It is now generally agreed that DNA repair is an important

requisite for the abolition of damage induced within the genetic

material by a variety of chemical and physical agents. It is of

special importance for persons occupationally exposed to ionizing

radiation or living in areas of high background radiation.

The present studies were conferred on a group of persons

regularly descending to the radioactive gallery of Badgastein

and employees of the Austrian Research Centre Seibersdorf exposed

to very low levels of ionizing radiation. The ability to repair

DNA lesions was tested in these probands by the response to un-

scheduled DNA synthesis following in vitro UV exposure of peri-

pheral lymphocytes and by sister chromatid exchange induction

after Mitomycin C treatment. After chronic exposure to low

levels of ionizing radiation an increased amount of DNA repair

could be demonstrated both by an enhancement of unscheduled DNA

synthesis and a reduction of Mitomycin C induced sister chroma-

tid exchanges. The results could not be correlated with changes

within the lymphocytic cell population. No differences in the

B/T cell ratios were found after different levels of radiation

exposure.
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Previous investigations of a group of cancer patients re-

ceiving low doses of total body irradiation, revealed a

pronounced effect of protracted gamma irradiation on the capa-

bility (1) of lymphocytes to repair DNA lesions by a second

insult, namely UV irradiation. Likewise an increase of DNA re-

pair capacity could be observed with rheumatic patients attending

radioactive baths or the thermal gallery of Badgastein (2). This

thermal gallery is a former goldmine, which is now used for

therapeutical treatment of rheumatic and vascular diseases. The

gallery consists of a hot inhalation room with an air tempera-

ture of about 41°C and a relative humidity of about 95%. The
222

main radioactivity results from Rn and its daughters and

reaches about 3wCi/l of air. Miners, inspecting the gallery,

traindrivers and physicians accompanyingpatients into the mine

stay about 2 to ^ hours a day within the gallery. Their mean

blood dose calculated from ô  emission and external gamma ir-

radiation varies between 400 and800mrad in half a year. DNA

excision repair was estimated by measurement of unscheduled

DNA synthesis, i.e. DNA repair replication occurring in non-S-

phase cells, after in vitro UV irradiation of peripheral lympho-

cytes. 11 persons working in the mine and 6 controls of similar

age but living in areas of Austria with normal background radio-

activity were investigated. After sterile collection of 50 ml

venous blood, lymphocytes were separated by Ficoll-Urografin

centrifugation.To suppress semiconservative DNA synthesis cells

were preincubated at 37°C in PBS containing 10~ M hydroxyurea.

After 30 min preincubation cells were irradiated by 20 J/ma UV

of 254 nm and an incident dose rate of 1 J/m2 sec. Immediately

after irradiation 10uCi/ml 3H-thymidine (sp.activity 56" Ci/mMol)

was added and 3H-thymidine incorporation measured either by

autoradiography or after BND cellulose chromatography.

Unscheduled DNA synthesis measured by autoradiography of UV

irradiated lymphocytes revealed an increased capacity for DNA

in all exposed persons tested (figure I).
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BND cellulose chromatography showed a threefold increase of •"""

repair incorporation into double stranded DNA of lymphocytes

from Rn exposed persons in comparison with unexposed

controls. Extending the incubation tims from 30 to 90 min

caused a linear rise of thymidine incorporation (figure II).

This increase of the initial repair incorporation in lympho-

cytes of persons subjected to repeated lowlevel radiation ex-

posure could also be influenced by the special micro-climate

of the thermal gallery. The raised temperature of the gallery

(about 41°C) may have some additional or synergistic effect to-

gether with the low-dose ionizing radiation. The aim of a new

research project was therefore to ascertain whether the enhanced

repair ability was due to the ambient radioactivity or to the

elevated temperature and humidity to which the test persons had

been exposed. Appropriate test persons were employees of the

Austrian Research Centre Seibersdorf exposed to low levels of

gamma radiation. Thirtyfive test persons were allocated to the

experiments and split into two exposure groups of 4-14 mrad/

month and 14 mrad/month. A correlation analysis of results

obtained by autoradiographic measurement of unscheduled DNA

synthesis demonstrated a significant correlation for each test

person and his exposure during the foregoing month (r = 0.43,

n = 35) and his exposure during the ' last three months (r = 0.40,

n = 35). No significant correlation was found between UDS and

the exposure accumulated during the foregoing year (r ~ 0.33',

n = 35), (figure III).

In addition to the determination of unscheduled DNA synthesis

sister chromatid exchanges (= SCE) were examined in peripheral

lymphocytes by the modified fluorescence-giemsa technique.

The number of spontaneously occurring SCEs did not show any

dependence on radiation exposure of the test persons (figure IV).

In both concentrations of MMC used to induce SCEs, a reduction in the
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rate of SCEs could be demonstrated in lymphocytes from persons

exposed to doses 14 mrad/month (figure V).

One objection against a real increase of repair capability of

cells after chronic low dose radiation could be a shift within

the lymphocytic cell population in favour of radiorasistent

cells with higher DNA repair capacity. To demonstrate a possi-

ble involvement of B/T cell ratios in the observed increase of

DNA repair capacity, we chose the five persons with the highest

exposure (28-79 mrad/month) and three persons without any ex-

posure above background level (4 mrad/month) and examined the

percentage of spontaneously rosette forming cells - no diffe-

rence in the relative amount of T cells could be observed.

The enhancement of DNA repair capability by chronic low dose

irradiation could be due to an induction of de novo synthesis

of repair enzymes. Such an induction is known to occur in SOS

repair of bacteria and in "adaptation" processes of mammalian

cells, i.e. the enhancement in the resistence of cells to the

lethal and mutagenic effects of alkylating agents by a pre-

treatment with the same or another methylating substance. A

comparable phenomenon was observed in split dose experiments:

mammalian cells pretreated with low doses of UV or ionizing

radiation survive better than cells exposed to a single total

dose and show enhanced recovery of replicative DNA-synthesis

(3).

Besides de novo synthesis of repair enzymes, alterations of

poly(ADP-ribose)synthesis could contribute to the observed

changes of unscheduled DNA synthesis. Modifications of chro-

matin structure by binding of PAR are involved in replicative

DNA synthesis, DNA repair and processes of differentiation.

Investigations of NAD-incorporation after UV-irradiation of

lymphocytes of persons exposed to 2^Bn revealed a reduced

poly(ADP-ribose)activity during the first 30 min after UV-

irradiation. After this initial period poly(ADP-ribose) ac-
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tivity raised significantly above control values (4).

According to Painter's (5) model of the origin of SCEs, an

immediate pretreatment with ionizing radiation delaying the

onset of cluster replication should decrease the frequency

of SCE's induced by an agent that retards the progression

of the replication fork. Since we did not exert any imme-

diately foregoing irradiation, the present effects observed

with MMC rather seem to be attributable to increased repair

processes eliminating MMC induced DNA lesions than to imme-

diate influences of the radioactive ambient on DNA replica-

tion.
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Figure I* Unscheduled DNA synthesis (UDS) in lympho-
cytes of exposed persons and controls: /3H/thymidine
incorporation in cells irradiated by 20 J/m2 UV and
incubated with hydroxyrea.

exposed personsjj controls

No. average
age

rel.re-
flexion
of silver
grains

labeled
cells

No. average
age

rel. re.
flexion
of silver
grains

labeled
cells

11 46.2 m = 35.8
s.d.=-6.5

m = 76.5
s.d.=8.0

48.8 m = 21.8
s.d.=2.4

m = 57.3
s.d.=2.2

Figure I I : Repair incorporation of 3H-thymidine into
DNA of lymphocytes of exposed persons and controls
after 20 J/m2 UV irradiation and incubation for 30
min and 90 min in the presence of hydroxyurea
(cpm/ug DNA) .

double stranded fraction
30 min n 90 min

exposed controls exposed controls

m 104.5
s.d. = ±53.8

m = 38.5
s.d. = 6.0

m = 265,4
s.d. = -58.7

m = 96.5
s.d. = ±19.1

single strand containing fraction
30 min II 90 min

exposed controls exposed controls

m = 171.8
s.d. = ±45.8

m 52.5
s.d. = ±17.91

m 298̂ 9
s.d. = -36.6

m 117.3
s.d. = ±55.

Figure I I I : UV induced unscheduled- DNA synthesis in
peripheral lymphocytes of testpersons exposed to
varying doses of ionizing radiation.

exposure group
4-14 nirad/month
no of persons tes ted = 2 3

x = 38.7
s .d . = 8.1

exposure group
>14 nirad/month
no of persons tested = 1 2

x = 49.0
s.d. = 8.3

t_test error probability <0,l% (highly significant)
(x = mean of individual testperson means)
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Figure IV:Spontaneously occurring SCEs in lymphocytes
of exposed persons.

1
no of testpersons
no of metaphases scared
x (SCE/metaphase)
s.d.

exposure
4-14 tar ad/month

21
538
6.82
2.89

groups
"> 14 mrad/month

17
428
6.86
2.81

non parameteric H-test - error probability 77%, difference not
significant.

Figure V: MMC induced SCEs in lymphocytes of persons
exposed to low doses of ionizing radiation.

MMC 10~8M
4-14 mrad/

month
>14 mrad/

month

MMC 10"7M
4-14 mrad/

month
>4-14 mrad/

month

no of testpersons
no of metaphases

scored
x /SCE/metaphase)
s.d.

10

229
23.5
5.9

65
13.6
3.1

8

178
33.1
6.8

14

339
28.5
6.2

H-test - error probability 0.01%, highly significant.
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Biological Dosimetry has gone a long way since Karl Sachs made his first

evaluation of the relationship between chromosomal aberration yield and dose

in Tradescantia pollen cells 45 years ago. Where are we now with biological

methods of dose assessment and where do we go?

First' let us have a look at the various methods which have been developed

in this span of time.

A preliminary classification of methods is necessary to underline the

differences and the relative merits and fields of application of each of

them. For this purpose 1 believe it is necessary to have a better understanding

of the term: biological dosimetry. It is my personal opinion that the term is,

for the time being, overambitious, inasmuch it implies an almost complete

analogy with physical dosimetry. We have to dispel the idea that biological

dosimetry is and will ever be a double or an "alter ego" of physical dosimetry.

Biological methods of dose assessment are a very useful, sometimes very important

complement to physical dosimetry, whenever the latter is available. Only when

physical dosimetric data are not available or not entirely reliable, biological

data play an indispensable role in dose assessment, provided they are taken

not as a value "per se", but always in connection with other clinical, biological

and biochemical signs and symptoms.

The term biological indicators seems to be, at this point in time, a better

label for those methods, which avail themselves of hematological, cytogenetical,

and biochemical techniques to assess the damage incurred by some cells, tissues

or organs and - to some extent - to predict the likelihood of future clinical

consequences in the individuals affected by ovarexposures.

The simplest and most easily available biological indicators are, of course,

the hematological post-irradiation signs: granulocyte count raise and decline,

lymphocyte and eventually platelet counts decline are classic signs of serious

overexposure. The more precocious they are, ths more serious the dose absorbed

by the individual. They are qualitative indicators, though: the dose/response

relationship is hard to establish for this type of indicator. Moreover, the
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threshold of appearance of these hematological changes is too high to be

considered of value for the vast majority of cases of overexposure which -

the past experience has shown - very seldom exceed 0.5 to 1 Sv. The same is

true for other biological indicators like the symptoms (nausea .vomiting,

diarrhoea, ataxia, agitation) which appear in the typical gastro-intestinal or

neurological syndrome. They are qualitative indicators as well, with little use in

quantitative dose assessment, but we cannot do without them, since they are

precious indicators of the time course and of the seriousness of the overexposure,

and enable us to interpret correctly the dosimetric data obtained by physical

methods or by some other biological and more quantitative methods like the

scoring of chromosomal aberrations.

The latter is, so far, the method which has been studied more extensively

and for which a linear dose/response relationship seems to be well established,

typically at doses comprised between 0.5 and several Sv. The problem arises

when one is faced with exposures slightly exceeding dose limits up to 0.5 Sv doses.

It is true - as H.D. Evans put it in an old paper - thaf'for any particular cell

type in any particular species uniformly exposed to a known quality of radiation,

under well defined and controlled conditions, there does exist a very strict

relationship between the incidence of induced aberration and the absorbe.d dose".

But, if this is true in theory, in practice we are faced with other, mostly

practical, problems of cost/benefit balance. To score, those aberrations-which

certainly appear, even at very low doses, is like hunting for a needle in a

haystack. What is the practical use and the benefit of scoring thousands and

thousand of cells and spending a considerable amount of precious time of

highly skilled specialists, maybe a week or more, to obtain a significant

dose/response relationship for doses which have no clinical significance and

for which no medical action would be taken anyway?

The main value of the C.A.A. method is in cases where physical dosimetric

estimates are completely absent, in cases of potential exposure involving

mixed internal and external radiation, where personal dosimetry using film-badges

or TLD dosemeters is of little value, or as a screening technique in cases of

doubt as to exposure and as to the extent of that exposure, if it has occurred.
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Much work has still to be done to refine the method and make it more

dependable for practical use. Very accurate calibration curves:- are needed

for various doses and various LET's. The "in vitro" curves have to be

fully validated by "in vivo" calibration, which is not an easy task.

The method is dependable for homogenous, whole body external irradiation.

The applicability in cases of heterogeneous, partial, or mixed irradiation

is still questionable and must be perfected.

The scoring technique, as it is applied in most cases, is a crude method,

involving a form of "microscopic radiography", as Abstatt calls it, or

shadow and shape evaluation. The automated scoring methods, involving digital

identification of metaphases and of chromosomal profile and their classification,

is in its infancy stage and too expensive for being considered for routine use.

Actually it is practiced nowadays in a limited number of highly specialized

research laboratories for experimental purposes.

Another problem is the choice of the dosemeter cell. Circulating lymphocytes

are the ideal dosemeters, as far as whole body, homogenous, external irradiation

is concerned. But clinical experience of serious cases of accidental o-verexposures

with localized severe radiation damage have shown that the biological dosimetric

assessment based on lymphocyte chromosomal aberrations alone is not sufficient

to forecast the clinical evolution of the local lesions and to guide the therapy,

especially in the case of surgery.

To overcome this difficulty attempts have been made to score chromosomal

aberration induced in fixed cells like fibroblasts, obtained from skin

biopsies, or epithelial cells and fibroblasts obtained from plucked hair

follicles. Cytogenetic changes of these cell populations could be used

as qualitative and quantitative localized monitors of exposure to ionizing

radiation, and may prove particularly useful in the dosimetric mapping of

apparently healthy areas surrounding necroses or other serious in-depth

lesions concentrated in limited areas of the body.

I
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Other auxiliary methods are developed at present to determine radiation-

induced, dose-related changes in tissues and organs in the case of local

irradiations, to name a few:

- assessment of conditions of microcirculation (hand, foot, fingers) by

means of. radioisotopic techniques. Pathological changes can be detected

at very early sub-clinical stages, when clinical signs are not yet present

or have temporarily disappeared, as is frequently the case with primary

erythema. Attempts are made to correlate dose and reduction of microcirculation.

- This method is often coupled with thermographic measurements of affected

areas. Different techniques have been in use in the past and are still used in

clinical practice, namely contact film thermography, telethermography,

thermocouple thermography. A recent, very promising method has been developed

and is being experimentally tested in pigs: the assessment of in-depth

temperature gradient by means of microwave probes, and its correlation with

dose, microcirculation, and clinical evolution of skin and in-depth pathological

changes (bone, blood vessels, muscles, etc.). The temperaturee gradient can be

measured at various depths (down to 5 cm) by using probes of different energies.

Data are compared with a reference tri-dimensional grid and printed in graphical

form as different color shades and densities.

The method is in the "in utero" phase, so to speak, and needs more

experimental work and validation. It may be very useful in the handling of

severe localized radiation burns as a complement to traditional physical

dosimetric methods for the accident reconstruction and.the clinical follow-up.

A few decades ago biochemical indicators of radiation damage (and

indirectly of dose) have aroused a wave of great enthusiasm and expectations

among devotees of biological dosimetry. Radiation induced changes in nucleic

acid, protein, and enzyme contents of cells, tissues, and organs, as expressed

by their metabolic intermediate or end products in blood or urines, have been

determined in an attempt to correlate their concentration to site specific

irradiation and to dose. Unfortunately the results have not matched the

expectations. These metabolic changes have been found not specific for radiation,

appearing only at high, sometimes very high, sub-lethal doses and involving
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complex and time-consuming techniques so as to make them impractical for

any effective use. After a period of obsolescence, the tempo for biochemical

indicators seems to have received new impetus, partially because of a much

better knowledge of metabolic pathways of biological structures particularly

sensitive to radiation. Strictly correlated to biochemical indicators are

other more fashionable cytochemical indicators which receive at present a

special attention by researchers in many a country for their specificity,

promptness of appearance, dose dependence even at low doses, and relative

technical simplicity. Generically named cell membrane probes, they will be

presented and discussed in the next report by G. Koeteles, T. Kubasova and

S. Almassy of Budapest, who are cytochemistry specialists and better

qualified for th'S subject.

What is the future of biological indicators of dose and damage?

It can be bright, if some fundamental conditions are met:

1) To identify what are the fields of application in which simple, dependable

biological methods are primarily useful. Abnormal accidental exposures seem

to be of prime concern. Biological indicators should be tailored primarily

for this purpose.

2) Indicators should be radiation specific, dose correlated, simple and as

little time-consuming as possible.

3) Methods should be standardized; reliable "in vitro" and "in vivo" calibration

curves should be developed at varicus dose levels and with different LET'S

in all laboratories working with biological indicators.

4) The broadest possible dissemination and adoption of biological indicators

should be encouraged.

5) In Che frame of the activities of Radiological Protection, biological

indicators should be viewed solely as:

- screening methods for suspected overexposures

- complement to physical dosimetry, when available, and to clinical

evaluation of cases from early stages through resolution, in cases in

which accidental abnormal exposures entail medical actions, be they of

diagnostic, therapeutic or clinical observation'.s nature.
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AVAILABILITY AND PROBLEMS OF BIOLOGICAL INDICATORS FOR

RADIATION INJURY

G.J. KOTELES, Zsuzsanna ALMASSY and Tamara KUBASOVA

"Frederic Joliot-Curie" National Research Institute for
Radiobiology and Radiohygiene, Budapest, POB.1O1.,
H-1775, Hungary

Abstract Main requirements for and the presently available

main groups of biological indicators are reviewed. The need

for complex approach based on radiation-induced alterations

in the biology of cells and tissues is emphasized. Examples

from own research on cytogenetic studies and on development

of a membrane-related method is presented.

One of the main tasks and obligations of radiobiological

reserach is to find out such alterations of cells and tissues

which can be used to indicate biological effects of ionizing

radiations in a given organism. This activity involves basic

research to reveal more and more sensitive alterations in

cellular structures and functions or the most sensitive cell

types in tissues as well as research on the applicabilities

of the phenomena for practical-uses in radiation protection

of humans 11,2,31. This task meets with multiple difficulties

resulting in many problems still unsolved, first, as the ac-

tual knowledge in radiation biology including individual sen-

sitivities, extrinsic and intrinsic factors modifying the

dose-effect relationships determines the possibilities, sec-

ond, the exptrapolation of experimental animal data to human

organism. It is promising, however, to follow a main strategy

like to project the actually known radiobiological effects on

the requirements for biological indicators of radiation burden.

Thus new developments in radiation biology can be immediately

tested for their applicabilities in radiation protection prac-

tice. Therefore, the requirements of biological indicators,

the presently available techniques have to be reviewed and

consequently the trends for future research and development

have to be outlined.
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The requirements reflect multipurpose needs in radiation

protection. Table I summarizes the most important aspects to be

taken into consideration when methods are to be elaborated or

adopted. It is quite obvious that such an array of requirements

can not be fulfilled by a single biological test, therefore, a

combination of several tests has to be applied and prepared to

settle whether exposure has occured or not, to assess the dose

received, to indicate the actual condition and sensitivity of

the irradiated organism, to follow the regeneration and to sug-

gest the prognosis.

The available indicator techniques and the main features

concerning their applicabilities have been reviewed recently

/3,4/. Table II demonstrates the main groups of methods, the

combination of which is necessary as most of them have limited

uses if alone.

In our laboratory, complex approach is projected to de-

velop a system of biological indicators. Among applications of

various cytogenetic techniques for acute and chronic, external

and internal exposures, also some modifying influences of va-

rious compounds and drugs on chromosome aberration frequency

are studied. As an example, it was found that ethanol /EtOH/

in the concentrations between 0,2 and 2% v/v, partly reflect-

ing the range in blood due to human consumption, lowers the

number of dicentrics when present during x-irradiation. This

scavenging effect appears to be more efficient at lower doses

than at higher ones, e.g. at 0,2% EtOH upon 0,5 Gy the number

of dicentrics is lower with 60% than the irradiated control,

upon 1 Gy it is lower only with 20%, after 2 Gy no decrease of

dicentrics could be detected. This observation raises the prob-

lem that uncertainities in using chromosome aberration frequen-

cies at relatively low but most interesting doses in accident

dosimetry might be not only due to physical and biological con-

ditions but also to extrinsic modifying factors like alimentary

ones.

In case of an other consumer's good, caffeine in blood

concentrations of regular coffee-drinkers /0,01-0,1 mM/ does not

influence the result of the test performed under the usual con-
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ditions despite of its known repair-inhibiting effect.

Investigations on the use of the micronucleus test in

human peripheral lymphocytes have been started recently. Our

preliminary results /Table III/ are in agreement with other

laboratories suggesting that it provides an indication on the

exposure and a quick estimation of dose above 1 Gy of low LET

radiations.

Among cytological techniques an indicator based on radi-

ation-induced cell membrane alterations of human blood cells

was developed /5,6/. Figure 1 demonstrates that through simul-

taneous examinations of lectin-bindings of platelets, lympho-

cytes and erythrocytes the ranges of radiation doses above 0,1

Gy can be assessed within 20-24 hours after irradiation.

In addition, further research is in progress mainly for

indicators in case of whole-body irradiation with refined cyto-

genetic techniques /7/ and complex methods are introduced for

indicators in case of partial-body irradiation including cyto-

genetic, cytological, biochemical-enzymological and thermogra-

phic procedures for superficial tissues like skin.

The supports of IAEA through research contract No.3162 RB,
the advice and interest of Professor L.B. Sztanyik, Director
General of the Institute, and the skillful technical assistance
of Ms.S. Gyor and E. Hrisztodulakisz are highly appreciated.
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TABLE I

REQUIREMENTS TO INDICATE RADIATION EFFECTS UNDER VARIOUS CONDITIONS

REQUIREMENTS

THEORETICAL

CONDITIONS

PHYSICAL BIOLOGICAL

TECHNICAL

TIME ACCURANCY PURPOSE REFERENCE

<x
CM

DOSE

RAD.QUALITY

DOSE-RATE

- acute

- chronic

SOURCE

- external
- internal

EXTENT

- whole-body

- partial-body

- deep

- shallow

EFFECT IN TIME
- temporary

"perturbed
function"-type

- long-lasting

- permanent
"end-point"-type

EFFECT IN EXTENT

- general

- tissue-specific

- cell-specific

PROGNOSIS

- symptom-oriented
- risk-oriented

QUICK/EARLY

INTERMEDIATE

TIME-CONSUMING

INFORMATIV

- yes-no

DOSE-DEPENDENT

- in ranges

- as "dosimeter1

OVEREXPOSURE POPULATION-AVERAGE

PRE-EMPLOYMENT SELF-CONTROL

PERIODICAL
CHECKUP
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TABLE II

MAIN GROUPS OF BIOLOGICAL INDICATORS

HAEMATOLOGY

CYTOLOGY

CYTOGENETICS

BIOCHEMISTRY

peripheral, bone marrow

morphology, density, function,
metabolism, reproductive capacity

structural and quantitative chromosome
aberrations, sister chromatid exchanges,
banding anomalies
micronucleus formation

build-up organism

repair capacity in tissues

enzymology cells

TABLE III

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION OF MICRONUCLEI AMONG HUMAN

PERIPHERAL LYMPHOCYTES AFTER 24 HOURS CULTURE TIME

Dose
Gy

0

0,75

1/5

3

6

0

1982

1951

1954

1930

1883

1

18

36

38

43

83

2

- . .

12

6

20

24

3

. -

1

2

5

4

4

-

-

-

-

2

5

-

-

-

2

4

Micronuclei
Total Mean number
number per cell

18

63

56

108

171

0,009

0,032

0,028

0,054

0,086

V»Bf CONTROL

ZOO-

100

Figure 1. Dose-dependent changes of ConA
receptors of various human blood cells
3 hours after x-irradiation in vitro
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STOCHASTIC LUNG DOSE MODELLING - A JOINT AUSTRIAN-HUNGARIAN PROJECT

W. HOFMANN , L. KOBLINGER , F. DASCHIL ,

J. FEHER** and J. BALASHA2Y**

Division of Biophysics, University of Salzburg
Erzabt-Klotz-Strasse 11, A-5O2O Salzburg, Austria

**Health Physics Department, Central Research Institute
for Physics, P.O. Box 49, H-1525 Budapest 14, Hungary

ABSTRACT - Large inter- as well as intra-subject variabilities have been

observed in all morphological and physiological parameters involved in lung

dosimetry. Anatomical data on human lungs were analyzed to define probability

distributions of airway diameters, lengths and branching angles. Experiments

with radioactive-labelled aerosols were conducted to study particle depo-

sition in bifurcation tubes. Preliminary stochastic dose calculations for

inhaled radon decay products yielded highly skewed basal cell dose distri-

butions which can be approximated in most cases by lognormal distributions.

INTRODUCTION - Models currently applied in lung dosimetry are so-called

deterministic models, i.e. all model parameters are represented by mean

values (IC81, Ja81). Since these models do not consider parameter variabi-

lities inherent in all biological systems, they should be replaced by sto-

chastic models. In such models, all parameters are regarded as random

variables, each of them described by a probability distribution and inser-

ted into the system's equations in a random manner.

It is the main goal of this joint Austrian-Hungarian effort to study

the variability of the anatomical structure of the human lung and its in-

fluence on inhaled particle deposition. Together with information on the

variability of respiration characteristics, clearance velocities and

bronchial basal cell depths, csllular dose distribution can be derived

instead of single mean values. These dose distributions will then serve as

a better data base for microdosimetric considerations and lung cancer risk

estimates.

Considering the scientific background of both institutes the whole pro-

gram was subdivided into smaller projects covering all aspects of lung

dosimetry:
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- Stochastic lung model

- Local inhomogeneities of aerosol deposition

- Monte Carlo deposition calculations

- Stochastic clearance and dosimetric model

STOCHASTIC LUNG MODEL

Current models of inhaled particle deposition represent air passages by

straight cylindrical tubes of specified diameters and lengths, and bran-

ching at fixed angles into further tubes (IC81, Ja81, We63). These models,

however, do not reflect the variability of the structural components of the

human lung, leading to experimentally observed random variations of particle

deposition (He78). Thus, we want to develop a lung model which considers

the random variations of airway dimensions as well as asymmetrical

branching.

To our knowledge, the most detailed asorphometris data available are

compiled by Raabe et al. (Ra76). Each airway segment is assigned a unique

binary identification number which allows statistical sampling of airway

parameters to construct probability distributions for each airway generation.

Fig. 1 presents lengths, diameters and branching angles for the first gene-

rations of bronchial airways, illustrating the varying dimensions in the

same generation as well as the asymmetry of airway branching.

The statistical analysis of higher airway generations is hampered by a

"saturation effect". In the case of airway diameters, a 0.8 mm cut-off is

reached at generation 14. It is still a matter of hypothesis whether this

is a realistic anatomical affect or merely an experimental artefact which

leads to the omission of the narrower tubes.

Statistical tests were applied to check the type of the distributions

of these morphometric data (Ko83). According to the chi-sqiiare test the

lognormal distribution has a high statistical significance for the tube

diameters. If the data, however, are analyzed separately for each data set

and each generation, rigorous statistical evaluations do not always confirm

the lognormal hypothesis.

Additional information is needed on correlations between lengths and

diameters of a defined generation and between parent and daughters. Fig. 2

shows the analysis of correlations between lengths and diameters of the

same generations in the same lobe (Ko83). All logarithms of lengtLs are

tallied in seven equiprobability classes according to averages and standard

deviations. Then a diameter-class vs. length-class matrix is constructed in
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such a way that the higher the values in the main diagnonal are, the higher

is the degree of correlation. Instead of presenting a 7 x 7 matrix,, seven

separate plots for the seven diameter classes are presented in Fig. 2. This

correlation study reveals that the length of an airway belongs always with

the highest probability to the same class number as its diameter.

LOCAL INHOMOGENEITIES OF AEROSOL DEPOSITON

Tc-99 labelled aerosols particles with CMADs of 0.5 and 3.5.^m were used

to study aerosol deposition in silicon rubber branching tubes. Preliminary

results show that deposition at bifurcation sites is significantly enhanced,

particularly at the carinal ridge. The existence of these "hot spots"

suggests that deposition at bifurcations might be a more relevant quantity

than deposition in straight cylindrical tubes. Thus, a sequence of bifur-

cations might be a more reasonable approximation of the anatomical struc-

ture of the lung than a sequence of straight tubes. These "hot spots" cause

a high dosage to epithelial and basal cells in bronchial tissue, lending

further credence to a proposition that bronchial cancers are induced within

bifurcation zones.

MONTE CA3L0 DEPOSITION CRLOJLATIOHS

The random walk of aerosol particles during inhalation and exhalation in

such a random airway structure can then be simulated by Monte Carlo methods.

For the simulation procedure, all geometrical data are selected randomly

from prespecified distributions. During the flight of the particle, time

is continuously recorded and the selected dimensions are corrected for the

change of the geometry during the breathing cycle by a sine function- The

decision whether a particle continues its path in the major or minor

daughter tube is also made by random selection. In the case of a deposition

event the statistical weight attributed to the particle is decreased. The

deposition probabilities for each airway generation and the exhaled frac-

tions as a function of time are recorded at the end of each simulation.

The program is written in modular form. Therefore, physical formulae as

well as anatomical data can be easily updated if more relevant experimental

or theoretical information becomes available.

STOCHASTIC CLEARANCE AND DOSIMETRIC MODEL

At this stage of the stochastic dose model experimental data on the variabi-

lity of tracheobronchial deposition have been used instead of regional depo-

sition data provided by the Monte Carlo random path model. Experimental data
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on mucociliary clearance rates and basal cell depths can be reasonably

approximated by lognormal distributions. Applying Monte Carlo techniques

(H08I) a set of parameter values is selected randomly in an iterative manner

from those defined distributions, yielding finally basal cell doses as

probability distributions instead of single mean doses (Ho82). In all cases

highly skewed frequency distribution were obtained which could be a approxi-

mated in most cases by lognormal distributions. For defined inhalation

conditions, all statistical parameters of the basal cell dose distributions

in the tracheobronchial generations are listed in Tab. 1, assuming experi-

mentally derived truncation levels of the input distributions of [median

(2 a g)
± 1]- In the first four generations not all alpha particles reach the

basal cells which is illustrated by the number of "zero dose"-values or the

hit probability. Thus we split up the total dose distribution into a hit

probability and a frequency distribution for the actually absorbed doses,

linking in this manner stochastic dosimetry and microdosimetry (Ho82).

Because of the relatively large number of zero or small doses in the first

generations, the remaining dose values cannot be fitted reasonably by log-

noraal distributions. From generation 4 onwards, however, the data can be

approximated with hidistatistical significance by lognormal distributions.

CONCLUSIONS:

Our calculations have demonstrated that individual variabilities inherent

in all internal dose calculations require the use of stochastic models.

The highly skewed dose distributions obtained illustrate the fact that a

small percentage of individuals exposed to airborne radionuclides receives

substantially higher doses than indicated by deterministic mean values.

The observed variability becomes even more important if we consider also

the additional fluctuations of basal cell doses caused by the randomness of

cellular alpha particle hits and the statistical variation of the energy

deposition in microscopic sites (Ho82). Since cancer induction is regarded

as a stochastic biological effect, the variability of the cellular radio-

sensitivity and the variability of conceivable synergistic mechanisms have

to be added to the variability of cellular dose when interpreting or pre-

dicting human lung cancer risk.
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Fig. 1 ANATOMICAL AIRWAY PARAMETERS IN THE FIRST GENERATIONS OF THE HUMAN LUNG

(Lovelace Foundation Report LF-53)
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Tab. 1 COMPILATION OF STATISTICAL PARAMETEHS DESCRIBING BASAL CELL DOSE DISTRIBUTIONS IN ALL

TRACKEOBRONCHIAL GENERATIONS Of THR WEIBEL MODEL FOR DEFINED INHALATION CONDITIONS

GENERATION

O

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1O

11

12

13

14

15

16

HIT
PROBABILITY

5.3 E-3

0.67

O.79
0.87
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

BASAL CELL DOSE/ mGy/yr

MEDIAN

3 . 1 E-5

7.4 E-3

0.23
1.26
1.5O
2.63

3.40

3.83

4.12
4.16
4.94
5.51
4.99

5.22

5.02
4.29
3.21

G.S.D.

-

-

-

-

2.50
2.19

2.31
2.24

2.28

2.26

2.31

2.36

2.75

2.77

2.52

2.43

2.28

99th PERCENTILE

4.8 E-4

0.18

3.65

21.85

1O.6O

16.32

23.81

24.98

28.05

27.79

34.72

40.77

52.47

55.61

42.99

33.88

21.78

DETERMINISTIC
MEAN

O

0

0.20

O.66
1.68
2.41

3.30

3.63

3.70
3.53
4.21
4.51
4.67

4.50

4.19
3.86
2.95

to
U1
-vl
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LONG CANCER RISK AS A RESULT OF ENERGY CONSERVATION AND WASTE RECYCLING

F. STEINH&USLER and E. POHL

Division of Biophysics, University of Salzburg
Erzabt-Klotz-Strasse 11, A-5O2O Salzburg, Austria

ABSTRACT - Energy conservation efforts demand the reduction of ventilation

rates and the increased use of air-recirculation. Some construction materials

are based on industrial wastes. Both may cause an increase of radon and radon

daughter exposure indoors. Risk-benefit-cost analysis is carried out for vari-

ous types of increased exposure to these natural radionuclides.

ENERGY CONSERVATION, RECYCLING OF WASTES AND BADON LEVELS INDOORS - Inter-

national efforts have intensified to reduce the energy consumption, in part-

icular the amount of energy used for heating purposes is a prime target for

conservation programmes in industry and in the private sector. Generally

these measures result in a reduced ventilation rate. This coincides with an

increasing concern about protection of the environment from industrial wastes.

Large amounts of wastes (mainly fly-ash, gypsum and tailings) result from the

use of coal as energy source as well as activities of the fertilizer- and

mining industry. Attempts have been made to recycle these waste materials,

e.g. as building materials. Reduction of ventilation rates and the use of

building materials derived from recycled wastes can result in an increased

radiation burden to the general population due to elevated radon and radon

daughter levels in the indoor atmosphere. In the following a risk-benefit-cost

analysis is carried out for different cases of increased radon exposure indoors.

For the influence of heating systems and environmental parameters on differ-

ent radon sources indoors, see ref. (St82, St83a). In the following a constant

source term is assumed and therefore indoor radon levels are mainly determined

by the ventilation rate. Typical ventilation rates in existing structures in

temperate regions are within the range of 1 i l y S 1.5 h"
1, resulting in mean

indoor radon daughter activity concentrations of about 15 - 20 Bq m (St83,

UN82). Technical measures to conserve energy used for heating purposes are -

besides improved insulation - mainly chaulking and weather-stripping of doors

and windows. This method of retrofitting existing houses reduces the venti-

lation rate by about a factor of 2 with resulting radon daughter activity con-

centrations in the order of 4O Bq o~ (OE79). Extreme conservation techniques

have been developed in modern energy-efficient structures, using airtight

windows and doors either in conventional architectural designs, or in under-

ground shelters. In addition solar heating systems are in use, which incorpor-
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ate bedrock-heat storage facilities. These super-tight dwellings have design

values down to X = O.05 h"1 with radon concentration levels

indoors up to 1OOO Bq m~3 (Ne82). - In the following the impact of energy

saving programmes has been assessed for the two assumptions:

a) existing structures undergo a general sealing of windows and doors

with additional insulation of walls and roof (model A: retrofit old

dwelling), resulting in a reduction of heating energy requirements by

about 50% in comparison to the previous "normal" condition;

b) new buildings are designed and built as supertight structures (model B:

enargy-ef f icient new house), saving up to 80% heating energy as com-

pared to the "normal house".

Both cases of energy conservation efforts cause - apart from the increase of

non-radioactive pollutants - an increase of the radon daughter concentration

in the air indoors. Kisk estimates for lung cancer induction for miners due

to inhaled radon daughters are associated with large uncertainties and range

from 100 - 600 x 10~ WLM (BE72, 0N77, BE3O) . Taking into account differences

in exposure conditions, lung physiology, and demographic characteristics

between miners and citizens, the risk for lung cancer induction due to indoor

radon daughter exposure is estimated as 36 x 10 /mSv (St83, St83a).
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In Fig. 1 this calculated risk is shown as a function of energy saved for the

two model cases. It can be seen that there is a sharp non-linear increase of

the risk for lung cancer induction for inhabitants of energy-efficient houses

as compared to dwellings with normal ventilation rates. Therefore it is

necessary to carry out remedial actions, e.g. installation of air-heat ex-

changers in such houses in order to maintain an adequate low level of indoor

air pollutants.

Radiological concern has been caused by the use of certain building ma-

terials derived from the industrial wastes (phosphogypsum, fly-ash and sand

tailings).Phosphogypsum is produced by the fertilizer industry at the rate of

about 4 t of gypsum per ton of phosphoric acid, totalling about 2.5 x 10 t
226

annually in a larger plant. The concentration of Ra in gypsum depends on

the origin of the rock phosphates. Some rocks and the resulting phosphogypsum

have Ra-activity concentrations up to 15 Bq/g (LaS2, UN82). Proposed main

uses are in the plasterboard production, as retarder in cement and in the pro-

duction of glass-reinforced gypsum. - The ash content of coal burned in power

stations can be as high as 25% (Wa8O). The national production of ash in in-

dustrialized • countries is in the order of several million t/yr (Gu79). Depend-

ing on the type of coal used building materials containing fly-ash can show

Ra levels up to 0.6 Bq/g (Pe80). Other building materials made from waste,

such as bricks from red mud (aluminium production) or sand from mine tailings

(uranium, copper) can contain 4.6 Bq/g (UN82). On the average inhabitants of

houses built predominately with either of these materials receive an annual

effective dose equivalent of about 14 mSv. Under the above assumption this

represents an annual risk of 500 x 10 .

SOCIETAL COSTS - In the following societal costs for indoor exposure reduction

are compared with the financial gain due to energy savings. Total societal

costs are considered to include: direct medical costs for the lung cancer

cases induced by radon daughter exposure; cost for screening programme in

order to identify problem dwellings and to assess mean exposure levels; cost

for remedial actions to reduce indoor exposure to "normal" levels. under the

assumption that the installation of low-cost heat-exchangers will reduce ex-

posure levels significantly, total societal costs (SC) are of the same order

of magnitude as the costs saved for energy every year. Other components of SC

are only of secondary importance as compared to costs tor technical remedial

actions. In case of more sophisticated remedial actions required, it depends

on the amortization period, whether it is economically feasible to aim for

a further reduction of energy consumption,- see Fig. 2.
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REGULATORY STRATEGIES - There is no balanced view for minimizing exposure

from the various sources in the natural radiation environment (NRE) according

to the ALARA-principle, but all major efforts in radiation protection are

concentrated on the industrial use of nuclear technologies. No dose-equivalent

limits are recommended by international organizations for the NRE-dose com-

ponent, although it is by far the largest. Therefore some national authori-

ties (e.g. USA, Canada, Sweden) were forced to issue partially incoherent

limits for different conditions, based on either exposure levels indoors and/

or outdoors, or activity concentration of the building material or both

(St83b). Therefore it is desirable that a raalistic risk-cost-benefit analysis

- based on a statistically significant data and not model assumptions only -

is carried out and used for practically applicable recommendations of numerical

limits of NRE exposure indoors.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Energy conservation by reducing ventilation conditions may represent an

unacceptable health risk for the inhabitants of such dwellings, if certain

levels of radioactive and non-radioactive pollutants are exceeded in the

air indoors.

2. Repeated financial gains for society due to energy savings warrant the

single investment costs for a screening programme of the housing stock

and subsequent technical remedial actions on the buildings identified to

have a radon problem.

3. Suitable regulatory policies should be developed in order to enable cost-

effective industrial use of waste materials in suitable recycling processes

without unnecessary radiation exposure of the public.
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ABSTRACT

We studied the effect of a therapeutic treatment -

consisting of a mixture of calcium alginate, ferrihexacyano-

feratte (II) and potassium iodide administered in diet and/or

Ca-DTPA administered intraperitoneally on the retention of

radioactive strontium, caesium, iodine and cerium in seven-

week-old female rats. The animals were on respective treat-

ments for 5 days. Six days after oral administration of radio-

nuclides the retention of ^Sr, *'Cs and ^ I was determined
4141in the whole body and of Ce in the liver.

Composite treatment (mixture + Ca-DTPA) reduced the reten-

tion of each radionuclide to the same extent as the mixture or

Ca-DTPA given alone. This indicates that the efficiency of spe-

cific antidotes was practically unaffected by the simultaneous

use of four different agents. Composite treatment used in this

experiment might be therefore the treatment of choice in cases

of environmental exposure to several radionuclides.
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INTRODUCTION

In cases of environmental exposure internal contamination

would most probably include not only one but several radio-

nuclides. It is known that the efficacy of the procedure for

reducing body retention of radionuclides decreases with time

elapsed between radionuclide incorporation and the beginning

of treatment. It would be therefore highly desirable to have

a method which would reduce the body-burden of all the radio-

nuclides that present a hazard. Such a method would necessa-

rily consist in simultaneous administration of several diffe-

rent therapeutic agents.

Results of our previous studies showed that the mixture of

c.alcium alginate, ferrihexacyanoferrate(II) and potassium iodi-

de administered in rat's food greatly reduced the retention of

three biologically most dangerous fission products (radioactive

strontium, caesium and iodine) without causing adverse- health

effects during a prolonged treatment (l). Since Ca-DTFA presents

the treatment of choice for all the radionuclides having an ato-

mic number higher than 92 (2), simultaneous administration of

the mixture and Ca-DTPA would present a method for reducing the

body-burden of practically all radionuclides that present a ha-

zard in conditions of environmental contamination. There is how-

ever a possibility that simultaneous administration of four dif-

ferent antidotes could cause an interaction which would influence

the effectiveness of each of them.

The purpose of this study was therefore to use the composite

treatment (mixture + Ca-DTPA) and test its efficiency in reducing

the retention of radioactive strontium, caesium, iodine and

cerium. We used cerium as a "model" for all the radionuclides for

which Ca-DTFA is the treatment of choice.

MATERIALS AHD METHODS

The experiment was performed on seven-week-old female out-

bred albino rats, 136 + 1 g body weight and lasted seven days.
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Animals were divided into four treatment groups: the first

group - CONTROL - received standard rat food and intraperi-

toneal injections of saline solution; the second group -

Ca-DTPA - was on standard rat food and received Ca-DTPA intra-

peritoneally (380 /umol/kg body weight); the third group -

MIXTURE - received the mixture of calcium alginate (15 g),

ferrihexacyanoferrate(II) (2.5 g) and potassium iodide (0.015

g) per 100 g of diet and saline injections intraperitoneally;

the fourth group - COMPOSITE TREATMENT - received the mixture

in diet and Ca-DTPA intraperitoneally.

Radionuclides Sr, ^ C s , ^ I and Ce were administered

on the second day of the experiment. Each rat received an oral

dose of about 74 kBq of 85Sr, 57 kBq of 1 5 7Cs, 7^0 kBq of 1 5 1I
141

or 740 kBq of Ce by stomach tube in a volume of 1 ml of dis-

tilled water. The mixture was administered in rat's diet on the

first, second and third day of the experiment i.e. one day be-

fore and two days after radionuclide administration. The che-

lation therapy was administered three times - on the second

day of the experiment (i.e. immediately after radionuclide ad-

ministration) and on the third and fourth, day of the experiment.

Six days after radionuclide administration the animals were
141killed. Only the animals which received Ce were killed after

48 hours because of its very low intestinal absorption. The

radioactivity of Sr, 5^Cs and I was determined in the

whole body by means of a double crystal scintillation counter

(Tobor, Nuclear Chicago). The retention of Ce in the liver

was determined by means of a well type automatic gamma counter

(Nuclear Chicago).

Results expressed as percentage of the administered dose

are presented in Jig. 1.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The composite treatment (mixture + Ca-DTPA) reduced the re-

tention of each radionuclide to the same extent as the mixture or

Ca-DTPA given alone (Fig. 1.). The whole body retention was re-

duced by either the mixture or the composite treatment,about 5

times for 85Sr, 50 times for 157Cs and 10 times for I : > 1I. The
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administration of the composite treatment was equally effec-

tive as Ca-DTPA in reducing Ce in the liver (the retention

was 10 times lower than in control animals). The chelating

agent (Ca-DTPA) had no effect on the retention of strontium,

caesium and iodine nor did the mixture influence cerium meta-

bolism.

These results show that the composite treatment is highly

efficient in the decorporation of radioactive strontium, cae-

sium, iodine and cerium. In spite of the fact that the thera-

peutic agents were used together each of them retained its spe-

cific action on the respective radionuclide i.e. intraperitoneal

administration of Ca-DTPA did not influence the efficacy of the

mixture in reducing the absorption of radioactive strontium,

caesium or iodine, nor did the mixture influence the efficiency

of Ca-DTP:i in reducing cerium retention.

The composite treatment (simultaneous use of different

antidotes) increases the efficiency of the treatment by shorte-

ning the period between internal contamination and therapy ad-

ministration. This treatment could be also used in cases when

identification of exposure is difficult or impossible to make.

Therefore composite treatment might be considered as the treat-

ment of choice in cases of internal contamination with several

radionuclides.
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PROBLEM^

As a contribution to the discussion as to whether there
might be any positive relation between low level radiation
of natural origin or even of nuclear power plants (NPPs)
and the increase in leukaemia morbidity, the Federal Health
Office carried out a study on leukaemia mortality in Bavaria.
The results of this study suggest that there is a need for
morbidity studies for various reasons - e.g. because of
the changes and improvements that have been achieved in
therapy, especially for childhood leukaemia, as a result
of which morbidity patterns might possibly differ from those
of mortality.
As with the mortality study, the morbidity study was not
limited to radiation effects only but did also include other
environmental factors relevant for leukaemia.

The purpose of our study is to prepare a map of leukaemia
in Bavaria and to find out whether there are regional
differences in morbidity and, if so, whether the environ-
mental factors influencing morbidity may be identified.

For epidemiological studies on the potential effects of
lowlevel radiation it is very helpful that there are consider-
able differences in the levels of natural radiation in different
regions of Bavaria. In addition an NPP is located in the
north-west of Bavaria which has been in operation for more
than 15 years. This is the longest time of operation of
an NPP in the Federal Republic of Germany, and it is equal
to the maximum latency period of leukaemia (according to
surveys on the Japanese atom bomb survivors).

METHODj_

Considering the fact a cancer register does not exist in
Bavaria, we decided to conduct a total survey. For this
purose, we sent questonnaires to more than 330 hospitals
(from more than about 750 in all Bavaria). These selected
hospitals are known or considered as those treating leukaemia.

- 2 -
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One questonnaire had to be filled for each case of first
diagnosis of leukaemia established during the period from
1976 to 1981.

Questions concerning the patient:
- Date of birth
- Sex
- Place of living
- Date of first diagnosis
- Type of let'r.aemia
- State as o" L5ec.31, 1981 (end of the period covered by

the survey)
- If died, date of death
- If died, cause of death
- If acute leukaemia, number of recidivation .

RESULTS^

Final results of our study cannot be presented yet because
we are still collecting data. (A procedure which has proven
to take much more time than initially expected).

jNCLUDED_R2SK_FACTORS

In addition to the question of environmental radiation,
literature was studied to find hints for further possible
risk factors. Sixteen were detected, most of which lie in
the personal history of the patients and therefore cannot
be entered in this study. However the following three factors
can be included in addition to radiation exposure:

- chemical substances, especially those in industrial regions
or regions with a high percentage of inhabitants occupa-
tionally exposed to benzene

- contact with animals, considered to be highest in agri-
cultural areas with animal farming, especially cattle
farming

POSSIBLE CONCLUSIONS;

Provided that we will receive a sufficient number of cases,
we will be able to draft questions for further investigation
with more etiological character.
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The effect of milk diet enriched with lactose and/or iron on

strontium-85 transfer and retention in rat's ileum

Nevenka Gruden

Institute for Medical Research and Occupational Health,

Zagreb,, Yugoslavia

The effect of milk diet, pure or enriched with lactose

and/or iron, on strontium-85 transfer and retention in the

rat's small intestine was studied. Five-week-old female albino

rats were fed different diets for three days. On the fourth

day they were decapitated. Radiostrontium transfer and intes-

tinal retention were analysed on a 4 cm long everted ileal

segment. The effect of experimental diets differed with regard

to transfer and retention of strontium-85 in the intestinal

wall. Comparison with control animals fed standard laboratory

food shows that all experimental diets (except cow's milk with

6 % lactose) enhanced the transfer of radiostrontium through

the intestinal wall from 14 to 38 %, whereas they impaired its

intestinal uptake from 6 to 23 %.

Introduction

Milk diet stimulates the absorption-transfer of some

ions from the intestinal tract (1-5) . The exact cause is not

known, but the high lactose and low iron content in milk may

have something to do with this effect. Namely, according to

some data lactose enhances absorption of some ions' (5-7),

while the stimulating effect of milk is eliminated by addition

of iron (2,3,8,9)„

Having in mind all this, and considering the role of

radiostrontium in internal contamination, we decided to study

the effect of milk diet, pure or enriched with lactose and/or

iron, on strontium-85 behaviour in the small intestine.
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Materials and Methods

Seventy five-week-old female albino rats with body weight

ranging from 7O to 100 g were divided into seven groups accord-

ing to the diet they were fed during a three-day period. The

groups were: (1) standard laboratory diet (SF) + drinking water

(control), (2) SF + 15 % lactose in drinking water, (3) paste-

urized cow's milk (CM), (4) CM + 6 % lactose, (5) CM + 15 %

lactose, (6) CM + 10 mg Fe/100 ml and (7) CM + 15 % lactose +

+ 10 mg Fe/100 ml. On the fourth day alX animals were killed

by decapitation followed by exsanguination. Two, 4 cm long,

ileal segments were cut out from each rat and the everted sacs

prepared according to the method of Wilson and Wiseman (1954)

(10). Each segment was washed, everted and tied. It was then

injected with 0.6 ml of the incubating solution, tied at the

other end and incubated in 2.5 ml of the same medium -equili-

brated with 0-- for 45 min. The composition of the standard

medium per litre was as follows: 135 mM NaCl, 11 mM KC1,

0.05 mM SrCl2 and 100 ml sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.4 (pre-

pared by titrating 0.2 M Na^HPO^. Strontium-85 was added as

the chloride to the outside medium in an essentially carrier

free form. The activity was adjusted to about 300 KBq

strontium-85 per 100 ml of the buffer solution. After incuba-

tion at 37 °C in 25 ml flasks using a metabolic shaking

incubator the sacs were drained. The activity of strontium-85

was measured in a 300 A aliquot inside and outside the ileal

sac and in the intestinal wall. The results were expressed as

S/M ratios for strontium-85 transileal transport and as

percentage of initial mucosal solution activity for intestinal

retention.

Results and Discussion

Table I shows the effect of milk diet, pure or enriched

with lactose and/or iron, on strontium-85 transfer and reten-

tion in the rat's ileum.

A three-day replacement of standard rat food by cow's

milk, either pure or enriched with iron and iron plus lactose
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(rows 3;6,7 in Table I) enhanced significantly the radiostron-

tium transfer. There was no significant effect, however, when

lactose alone was added (to either food or milk at a 6 or 15 %

level - rows 2,4,5 in Table I). This is surprising in spite of

the contradictory data about the lactose effect on ions

absorption (11-14) . According to Armbrecht and Wassermann

(1976) (15) 160 mM lactose (equivalent to our lower dose which

was of no effect - row 4, Table I) would increase by over

60 % the permeability of the absorptive intestinal cell.

Equally surprising is the stimulation of radiostrontium

transfer by iron. This iron-strontium relationship obviously

differs from the iron-other ions interaction (2, 16-18). An

impairment of calcium absorption has indeed been described for

iron deficient rats (19), but there are no such data for

strontium.

On the other hand all the experimental diets decreased the

content of radiostrontium in the intestinal wall. The two diets

with the addition of lactose at either concentration and the

one enriched with both lactose and iron (rows 4,5 and 7, resp.

in Table I) produced a significant effect.

The opposite effects of the same diet(s) with regard to

the transfer and intestinal retention of radxostrontium sug-

gest that two independent mechanisms take part in these proces-

ses. As the effects are of a long duration, i.e. they are

evident in the in vitro experiments a considerable time after

the pretreatment period in vivo, it is likely that the altered

diet causes some lasting changes in the intestinal mucosa,

possibly of histobiochemical nature.

Notwithstanding the in vitro character of our experiments

they suggest a necessary caution when iron enrichment of milk

is considered.
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Table I

Strontium-85 transileal transfer and intestinal content in

rats fed different diets

Transfer Intestinal content
(S/M±S.E.)** (%±S.E.)**

(1) SF 0.21 ± 0.01a 13.40 ± 0.90a

(2) SF + 15 % L 0,22 ± 0.01aC 12.02 ± 0.41a

(3) CM 0.24 ± 0.01bC 11.87 ± O.5Oad

(4) CM + 6 % L 0.21 ± 0.01a 10.34 + O.29bc

(5) CM + 15 % L 0.25 ± 0.02 a b c d 10.61 ± O.33b

(6) CM + Fe 0.26 ± 0,01b 12.62 ± O.35a

(7) CM + 15 % L+Fe 0.29 + 0.02bd 11.33 ± O.37bd

Rats were given different diets for three days and were
killed on the fourth day.

**
20 samples in each group

SF = standard lab. food; CM = cow's milk* L = lactose;
Fe = 10.3 mg/100 ml

a' 'Cf£Tfeans not sharing a common superscript letter in a
column are significantly different (P < 0.05).
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HAPTOGLOBIN (Hp) AND PROFESSIONAL IRRADIATION

Haptoglobin (Hp) is a hemoglobin-binding,serum

glycoprotein.In 1958 Polonovsky and Jayle described a " new

protein component" and named it haptoglobin /I/.Later,in 1947,

Jayle and Gillard discovered that Hp is not a single serum

protein/2/,and Smithies recognized three types of huio-n sera

which he termed Hp 1-1 ,Hp 1-2 and Hp 2-2,thus indicating their

mode of inheritance/?/.These three usual phenotypes and other,

very rere ones,HpO and Hp 2-1M,occur with different frequency

in ethnically different population/4/.

Serum glycoproteins are a stable part in the total

content of protsin and alteration in their plasma concentration

is a response to the stimuli produced by many forms of tissue

injury,acute and chronic inflamation,connective tissue disorders

and cancer/5/.Evidently due to grsat variety of such stimuli,

any change in these proteins has to be regarded as nonspecific.

Since glycoprotein; molecules are produced by the

liver parenchym cells,normal function of this organ is necessary

to regulate not only the serum glycoprotein levels,but also

regeneration processes as a whole/6/.
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v/ith regard to ionizing radiation it has been establi-

shed that single irradiation rises the haptoglobin level in the

serum of mice,rats and dogs,which increases with increasing

radiation up to almost lethal <loses/7»8/.

The subject of this paper is to find out whether Hp

responses to the ionizing radiation in the controlled occupat-

ional exposure.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Haptoglobin in the serum of 55 workers,employed at a

heavy water experimental reactor "HA",operating at a normal power

of 6,5 MW,using 2% enriched uranium fuel,was examined on

M-FARTIGEN HAPTOGLOBIN Immunodifusion plates of the Behring

Institute.

Maximum equivalent doses in the last eight years were

less than 20 mSv/a.

The control group consisted of 55 workers who had

never been exposed to ionizing radiation in their worklife.

Haptoglobin has been analyzed during preventive peri-

odical survey,i.e,under conditions which excluded illness

requiring medical treatment.

Statistical significance of the obtained results was
p

evaluted with the X. test.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Average age in both groups was 50^4-years,and duration

of the worklife 24,4±2 years with the reactor workers and

23,8^2 years in the control group.

As it can be seen in table I,with the reactor workers

haptoglobin in £he->sera increased in 23 cases (4-1,8<») and in

the control group in 6 cases (10,9#). X^OjlO and p=0,0001.

Such a significant difference in the population,under

similar physiological conditions has lead us to the conclusion,

that ionizing radiation,most probably,is a provoking factor

which increases Hp level in the sera even in controlled occupat-

ional conditions.
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Table I

HAPTOGLOBIN VALUES IN THE OBSERVED POPULATION

Hpg/L

A-
3,5
3-

25
2

1.5

Q5

•

w/M

m

h
EXPOSED

•

TO IONIZING

W//

RADIATION

7}
f normal

vaLues

CONTROL GROUP

normal
vaLues

CASES

The question to be answered is whether alteration of
the Hp means injury or is an aberrant modification of verious
protective mechanisms•

It might be helpful in monitoring population exposed
to ionizing radiation and organised repeated medical controls
with thouse that have enhanced level of haptoglobin.The aim of
that is to find out the first sign of the radiation injury and
to act in time.

CONCLUSION

Eaptoglobin, as one of the acute phase reactant proteins,
increases in the sera with workers exposed to ionizing radiation
even in the controlled occupational conditions.

291
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HMOREHAGIC MANIFESTATIONS IN SEMI-LETHALLY

RADIATED EXPERIMENTAL GOATS

Summary

This paper deals with the hemorrhagic manifestations during the
acute radiation syndrome in the experimental animals (goats) which could
be seen on the linear accelerator X-radiating energy of 4 MeV.

The hemorrhages have been followed by the adequate changes of the
picture. There have been found pathological and anatomical macroscopica-
lly visible hemorrhages, while microscopisally there have been found mor-
phogical equivalents of disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC).

Introduction

The studies of the acute radiation syndrome in bigger domestic ani-

mals have a great importance both frcm the point of view of veterinary

and sanitary measures as well as of radiation hygiene of animal origin

food. The significance of the researches in this field increases at the

same time the possibility of certain changes extrapolation during the

radiation disease from animal to human. Highly energetic X-ray radiation

from the linear accelerator is very appropriate for these researches be-

cause it is possible to achieve a comparatively homogeneous absorbed do-

se for the whole body. Besides, it provides to study successfully for

various purposes seme clinical symptoms of radiation disease in animals

of a large bionass.

Material and method of work

To perform the researches there have been used 15 goats of auto-

chthonous breed aged 2 years and of the accorded weight. After their

adaptation to the experimental conditions they were exposed to X-rays

from the linear accelerator of the maximum energy of M- MeV in dose of

2,6 Gy. The maximum variations of homogeneity in the absorbed doses have

been up to 20%.

293
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During the period of 30 days there have been observed some cli-

nical symptoms and hematological parametres. The animals, that died

or have been sacrificed, have been worked out in detail.

Results and discussion

The external clinical symptoms of the acute radiation syndro-

mes are characterized by the already known phases of radiation disease.

The hanorrhagic diathesis is expressed through petechial hemorrhages

in conjunctiva and in skin, as well as through nose bleedings together

with the symptoms of bronchopneumonia. With several animals there has

occurred diarrhea with blood traces in it.

The very first day after the radiation there have been observed

changes in blood picture, manifesting as leucopenia and thrombocytopenia.

The number of lymphocytes has been only 20% of normal value.

The trend of fall in number of leucocytes and thrambocytes has

continued during the further course of post-radiation syndrome, so that

on the 28 day leucocytes have reached 11% and thrombocytes only 4-%

of normal value, representing the main cause of general hemorrhagic diathe-

sis (Table 1).

The third day after the radiation is characterised by the appea-

rance of new (unripe) cells of the leucocyte origin in the differential

blood picture which points to the effort of hemopoietic tissue to com-

pensate the loss of cells from, the circulation by injecting the unripe

cells into circulation of the blood (Table 2).

Changes in number of erythrocytes and in hemoglobin value occur

about 1"+ days after the radiation which coincides with the occurrence of

manifested hemorrhages beginning between th 17 and 21 day after the

radiation.

Changes in the goats blood picture (x for the group)

Table.i. :.:".:.:.:..:

The examined x before Values per days after the radiation
parametres the radiation 1. 3. 7. 14. 21.' 28.
Henoglobin
mmol/L 7.28 7.06 7.18 6.59 6.06 5.59 5.71+

Erythrocytes

x 10 1 2/L 10.07 10.00 9.99 9.34 8.51 8.11 8.14

Leucocytes
x 109/L 9.58 5.95 3.92 2.94 1.58 1.33 1.05

Thrombocytes
x 1Q9/L 4-07 218 84 75 4-1 27 15
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The differential blood picture (x for the group)

Table 2

Kind of x before the Values per days after the radiation
cells' radiation ' I . 3. ''" 7. "'"14. " ' 21. 28.

Neutrophiles
non-segment

Neutrophiles
segment

Eosinophiles

Basophiles

Lymphocytes

Manocytes

New forms

0.

0.

0.

-

0.

0.

01

20

04

73

03

-

0.80

0.03

-

0.15

0.01

-' '

-

0.

0.

-

0.

0.

0.

69

04

20

03

04"

-

0

0

-

0

0

• o

.62

.04

.27

.02

.05" "

-

0.10

0.01

-

0.82

0.02

• 0.05" '

-

0

0

-

0

0

0

.10

.02

.72

.06

.10

-

0

0

-

0

0

• o

.12

.02

.78

.05

.03

The picture of general hemorrhagic diathesis can be found in all

animals that died or were sacrificed, while the frequency or localization

of hemorrhage can vary from case to case.

It has to be particularly pointed out that there occurred numerous

petechial and flowed hemorrhages in the subcutaneous tissue and muscula-

ture, subpleuritic and peribronchial hemorrhages, hemorrhagic edema in

lungs with parenehymal hemorrhages, as well as with catarrhal and hemo-

rrhagic inflammations. The hemorrhages are found subpericardially, suben-

docardially, in spleen capsule, in stomach and large and small intestines

mucous membranes and in intestinal subserous. The less attacked are: tra-

chea, gallbladder, kidney capsule and kidney parenchyma as well as mesen-

terial lymph knots.

The hemorrhages in parietal and visceral pleura have been present

in -their gravest form in almost 70% of animals. In gastrointestinal part

the hemorrhages have manifested in the form of ecchymosis in the least

percentage (10 to 12%), as suggillation of mucous membrane and wall (up

to 50%) and as diffuse infiltration of all layers of wall and surrounding mesen-

terial radix in 25-30% of cases.

As an outstanding patho-anatomical finding in heart there have

appeared hemorrhages which attack all layers of wall, while the most

seriously (in some cases) have been attacked the auriculae in the form

of diffuse hemorrlpgic infiltration. The dotted and ftowed hemorrhages

295
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have been found in all layers of heart wall.

The data obtained from the literature dealing with the pathogene-

sis of the hemorrhages in animals are rather poor (1 - *+). The expla-

nation of this occurrence is given by some other authors where the

symptomatology and hemorrhagic nvanif estations on organs were similar

while causes were different- The abundant hemorrhages particularly

in the respiratory and digestive systems followed simultaneously by

inflammation processes have been discovered in human material in he-

morrhagic fever. In all animals and in a great number of organs there

have been found damages of blood vessels walls and of their permeabili-

ty, as well as the disturbances in microcirculation with finding a

thromb in smaller blood vessels. The degenerative changes in cells of

parenchymal organs have been the consequence of vascular changes and

they are not specific for these diseases because they can be found in

other various pathological states (prothoracic shock of hypoxidosis).

The presence and finding of capillary thromb with the appearance of

hemorrhages, such as in these animals, confirms to a certain degree a

claim that the hemorrhagic syndrome is closely linl<red to the disse-

minated intravascular coagulation which is a result of the capillary

blood vessels endothelium direct damage, that would lead to the inc-

rease of thromboplastic activity in this phase of coagulation (5,6,7).

As regards to the hemorrhages, they are always preceeded by

1±rombocytopenia as well as infections and grave pneumonia, in fact by

the presence of bacterial endotoxins and toxic products from the tissue

decay which can change the systen. >f coagulation and the harodynamics

as well as the permeability of blood vessels. However, disregarding

the distinct patho-anatomical findings pointing to the loss of blood

during the existing hemorrhagic diathesis, the internal bleeding cannot

be considered the decisive cause of the radiation disease, actually

of the death of animal.

Conclusion

As a primary cause of the acute radiation syndrome, appeared
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from the ssirilethally radiation of goats by hard X-rays, there would

be the damage of hematopoiesis resulting in lyraphopenia, granulocyto-

penia and thrcmbocytopenia. On this basis, there can begin the acti-

vation of latent and subclinical infections of the respiratory organs

leading to grave pneumonia, as well as to changes in the intestinal

flora with the development of enteritics. The decay of cellular defen-

sive mechanisms leads from the intestines and pneumonically changed

lungs to the resorption of bacterial toxins and products of tissue

decay, to the intoxication. This state results in hernodynamic distur-

bances, increased permeability of blflod vessels and degenerative da-

mages of parenchyma, that finally, followed by voluminous bleeding,

leads to the death of the animal.
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Abstract

EFFECTS OF STIMULATORS HAEMATOPOIESIS AT TOTAL SINGLE AND
FRACTIONAL IRRADIATION IN EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The experimental study includes the investigation
of reactivity of some physiological radiosensitive systems
and pharmacotherapeutical effects of stimulators on the hae-
matopoietic tissue at conditions whole body gamma irradiation*
Albino rats were exposed either to a single dose of 6 Gy or
to fractional irradiation (3x2 Gy) applied in the course of
one week. The effects of the applied drugs on the postirradi-
etional haematologic reaction and reparatories, have been ob-
served in dependence on ordinary time in some phases of acute
radiation illness. It has been shown, that ordinary time of
antiradiation means in relation to some phases of the acute
radiation illness are from the greates importance for the
next postirradiation period, having in view that illness be-
comes worse or better.

1. INTRODUCTION

The basic purpose of this research was the investi-
gation of: the effects some drugs on the reactivity of some
radiosensitive systems in experimental animals exposed to
whole body gamma irradiation either to a single high suble-
thal dose or to fractional irradiation.

For evaluation of postradiational haematologic re-
action were used:

- the survival,

- clinical manifestations of the acute radiation illness,

- the determination of time begining of manifesting period,
recovery period, and period-of final recovery on the basis
of haematclogical reaction,

- effects of vitamine group B on postirradiationally haemato-
logical response.
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2o MATERIALS AND METHODS

Experimental animals•- The experiments were perfor-

med on white male rats weighing approximately 2oo g. The ani-

mals were isolated in a separate cage and kept under the usual

conditions of feeding and care until the end of the experiment.

Exposure conditions.- Irradiation was carried out us-
ing cobalt-6o gamma rays at a single dose to the whole body of
6 Gy and fractional irradiation (3x2 Gy) applied in the course
of one week.

Haematological reaction.- In the quantitative analy-

sis reactivity of the organism on irradiation the numerical va-

riations of leucocytes, erythrocytes, thrombocytes and other

-parameters were observed. Some of these parameters were used

for diagnosis and prognosis of the effects produced (1,2)*

Treatment with Plibex.-Plibex is given every second
day in quantity of o,l ml per animal begining first day or
tenth day after irradiation. Given content of plibex'R) is
following: thiamine-chloride o,2 mg, riboilavin o,o2 mg, niko-
tinamide o,5 mg, calcium-pantotenate o,o5 mg, pyridoxine chlo-
ride o,o4 mg and cyanocobalamine o,o2 ,ug.

3. BESDLTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 1 and. 2 represents the.quantitative changes
of leucocytes and erythrocytes in the peripheral blood at ani-
mals observed. The values are presented in relation to the ini-
tial mean value, registered one day before the irradiation and
this was assumed to be loo#.

It remains only for a summary of these findings to
be made here:

(1) It is evident that radiation caused a drop in the number

of leucocytes. The most expressive fall in the number of leuco-
cytes was registered on the first to 3rd day after irradiation.
Seven to ten days after the restitution commences.

(2) At single irradiated and treated animals with Plibex the
restitution of leucocytes was from 15 to 2o days after irradi-
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ation, but at irradiated-untreated animals the restitution of
the values on normal level was 3oth day.
(3) At fractional irradiated animals the fall of leucocytes was
earlier and profonded in relation on single irradiation and to-
tal numerical restitution had not occured by the 3oth day.

(4) The most expressive fall in the number of erythrocytes waa
registered from loth to 2oty day after irradiation.

(5) At single irradiated animals the total restitution had not
occured in the observed period of time. Treatment with Plibex
from 1 to 3oth day showed a beneficial effect on counts of
erythrocytes.
(6) At fractional irradiation during the observation period the
values of erythrocytes were higher in relation to single irra-
diation and the restitution on normal level was registered 3oth
day.
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The demand of the knowledge of thyroid mass was raised by the

claim for using thyroid gland (radioiodine) in the treatment o£

hyperthyroidism at the end of the late 1950s. Various groups

of authors offered several approaching formulas for mass determi-

nation where in addition 1D parameters to be assessed en scinti-

gram, empirical invariants originating from surg-jal and patho-

morphological examinations played also thei. role. These empirical

data and the selection of shapes approaching the geometric form

of the thyroid gland enabled the determination of the calcula-

tion formula suitable from the viewpoint of both numerical value

and dimension. In the previous decade, the ultra-sound imaging

method appeared in the diagnostics of thyroid gland. With ultra-

sound imageing the accurate assessment of the thickness of the

thyroid lobes - the so far considered "third dimension" -

became possible and by this means new calculation formulas have

been introduced. Recently, the range of examination methods were

extended further by gamma-cameras and the CT and emission GT

examination possibilities.

Parallel to the perfectuation of examination methods, the

knowledge on thyroid mass became necessary not only from the

viewpoint of the evaluation of radio-iodine therapy but from

environmental problems, too. Different assessments gave surpris-

ing results, i.e. normal sizes of thyroid gland show very great

divergence according to regions. This divergence among regions

of the United States, Iceland and the SFR produced values more

than the double. Considering such outstanding divergences the

question arose whether it could be explained by biological reasons

only (environmental effects, differences in nutrition,etc.) or

maybe systematic errors of the various measurement methodologies,

such as the used empirical formulas produced these differences.
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In our paper we wish to report on the determination of normal
thyroid mass in Hungary. While doing so, first and foremost the
sphere of applicability of the different mass determination for-
mulas has been made subject of critical examination. Empirical for-
mulas are not unequivocally sensitive to the change of the differ-
ent parameters of the thyroid gland, to this end,each expression
which deemed suitable was applied for the determination of the
thyroid mass of the individual in question.

The average density of the thyroid gland is 1,05 g/cm5,thus
its mass can be calculated in the knowledge of this volume. Cal-
culation formulas used by us are the follows:

a) Allen - Goodwin: (1952) i* B I
Kelly - Libbis (195^-)^ * f

b) Allen - Goodwin (1952) M _ . fj\ (2)
Himaka - Larsson (1955) " A

d) Shapiro: (1979) M = 4,oS2. «(h^
c) Barkinshow: (1958) M • *» [V^far * ^ "^ 8'U (3)

where
h - the length of the lobes in cm ( r - right, 1 - left)
*h. - the average length of the right and the left lobes in

cm
d - width of the lobes in cm
W - the average value of the thickness and the width quota
* p

A - area of the scintigram in cm~
k, and k^ - empirical invariants. Their values conform to
literary data: from 0,21 to 0,33 according to the author.
^ - 0,324-; k? - 0,21

Formulas (1),(2) and (3) permit the mass determination on the
basis of thyroid scan, in these the thickness of lobes, the "third
dimension" is considered only implicitly through empirical invari-
ants. The common character of the formulas is that thyroid masses
to be measured belong to sick population and these usually exceed
20 g. The application of formula (4) was made possible with the
introduction of ultra-sound and CT examination methods.

Based on comparisons made with phantom and surgically obtained
values the literature accepts elliptical model as the best suitable
for the calculation of the real mass of thyroid gland, at present.
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We completed our calculations according to all four formulas and

the mathematical means of values calculated with the help of for-

mulas (2),(3) and (4) was taken as a result.

The determination of thyroid mass was made in subjects sent

to the out-patients department of the 1st Medical Clinic,Semmel-

weis University, who proved to be enthyroid during examination,

their thyroid gland showing no morphological change at palpatation.

In the course of determination with scintigraphic method, 1,5 MBq

Ha I. was given/patient and measurements were performed under

standardized conditions. Parameters necessary for the calculation

were determined from the scintigram obtained by this means.

Our results reflect the processing of 103 cases. Among them in

22 randomely selected patients ultra-sound thyroid gland measurement

was also made for the determination of the depth, width and values

of the lobes. Furthermore, these average values have been used

for the calculation of the population's thyroid mass»

Table 1
Means (n=103) of parameters used for the calculation of average

mass values

Area of thyroid gland scintigram 21,14+ 4,5 cm

Length of the righ lobe 5,36+ 0,8 cm

Length of the left lobe 4,88+ 0,77 cm

Width of the right lobe 2,51+ 0,32 cm

Width of the left lobe 2,32+ 0,32 &n

i from ultra-sound measurement rjp 0,59+. 0,12

>lt °.59+ 0,1

Formula

_ (_}
(2)

(3)
(4)

Table 2
Calculated thyroid masses

5 (ft)

20,67

19,85

19,6

SD
10j4

6,59
8,42

6.34

n

103

Means of values calculated by (2), (3) and (4) formulas:

m = 20,04 + 7,12 g

Volume: 13 - 27 g
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•The mass of thyroid gland calculated with formula (1) in the

range of 15-25 g significantly differs from the real value.A

table has been compiled from available data as a function of

Table

Change of thyroid mass as

Age 20

Number of cases

Thyroid mass(g) 22.

- 29

15
5+9,1

5
a function of age

50 - 59

24

19,7+6,5

40

16

- 49

15
,0+7,5

We wish to extend our examinations further on. In po^ssion of a

proper amount of measurement data,we want to determine correla-

tions with the age and sex, separately.

Summary

From the viewpoint of nuclear medicinal radiation loading and

environmental protection it was deemed necessary to determine the

average value of thyroid mass, in Hungary.

In the first part of our work we supervised the in vivo me-

thods and their evolution for the estimation of thyroid mass pre-

sented in the literature. Methods were compared with each other

and with model experiments.On the basis of these results an em-

pirical formula was introduced and applying thyroid scanning the

probable mass of the gland could be determined accurately with the

aid of this formula.

Based on scintigraphic pictures of 105 euthyroid subjects the

distribution parameters of the normal thyroid mass could be assess-

ed .According to measurements,the value relating to the average

thyroid mass was m=20,04 +7,12 g(range: 15 - 27 g).
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EARLY ESTIMATION OF THE ABSORBED DOSE IN X-ffiRADIATED RATS BY MONI-

TORING OF SIMPLE INDICATORS OF HAEMATOLOGIC AND DIGESTIVE SYSTEM

REACTIVITY

Jernej B, Pavelic J , Levanat S and Deanovic £.

"Ruder Boskovic" Institute, Dept. of experimental biology and medicine
YU-41ooo ZAGREB, Bijenicka 54 (POB I0I6)

. Early non-stochastic damage of mammals exposed to panirradiation is r e -
flected in a complex chain of pathophysiologic reactions which are commonly
described as different radiation syndromes. Doses, commonly used in labora-
tory animal studies of acute, radiation effects, often reach the range of haema-
topoietic (HP) and gastrointestinal (GI) syndrom appearance.

Over a number of years a lot of biological responses of mammalian orga-
nism have been investigated in order to find out corelate to the absorbed dose.
Although postirradiational changes in body weight (BW) of different experimen-
tal animals: mouse(3,7,l) rat(2,8,l) guinea pig (1) and mongolian gerbil (5)
were studied, there was no attempt to use this parameter as an indicator of the
received dose.

Laboratory rat is relatively resistant to irradiation, with tresholds for HP
and GI syndroms being rather close together. In addition to common change in
whitw blood count (WBC) after irradiation, rat manifests a very pronounced
postirradiation oscillation in BV.

In this work we tested the suitability of two simple parameters (one r e -
flecting HP and the second one GI system reactivity) in order to get an early
estimation of"the received dose and a prognostic orientation for the animal's
outcome.

Material and methods

Male Wistar rats , weighting 25o-275 g were used. Animals were caged in
groups of six kept under controled environmental conditions, with free access
to standard pellet food and tap water. X-irradiation was performed in groups
of six rats in a rotating perspex cage. Standardly, filtered X-ray beam was ob-
tained at 22o kV, 15 mA and directed to the back of animals. Dose-rate at the
target-to-skin distance of 4o cm, was 82 cGy/min. Dosimetry was performed
with chemical dosimeters ("R. Boskovic" Institute) and a Victoreen ionizing
chamber.

Control groups (sham irradiated rats) consisted of 12 animals for the
weight control and 6 animals for the VBC.

All the parameters were checked immediately before irradiation or sham
irradiation, and then in regular intervals of 24 hours. Blood samplas for V/BC
and LC were taken in triplicate from the tail vein. Cells were counted in BUr-
ker - Turk chambers. Differential counts were determined by scoring at least
loo cells on May-Grtlnwald-Giemsa stained smears.
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Results

Results are presented graphicaly in two figures.

Figure 1 shows changes in BW, WBC and lymphocyte count (LC) in rats exposed

to six different doses of X-rays. Change in BW is expressed as daily percentual

difference from sham-irradiated animals in control group (i.e. from expected

value of BW). Animals in the control group were of similar weight as the expe-

rimental ones on the day "0", and gained about four percent of their initial BW

in three days.

Change in WBC and LC for each group is expressed in percentage of their

initial values before irradiation (day "0") since sham-irradiated control group

showed only slight oscillation during three days.

The radiation-induced progressive fall in BW becomes evident after 2.4 Gy.

Following the dose of 5.4 Gy as well as the higher doses, the slope of BW decre-

ase is practically the same in course of first two days (about 5% daily). Dose

dependency of BW fall appears not earlier than in the third postirradiation day.

LC shows almost total depletion already in the first day after 2.4 Gy. At

higher doses this depletion is complete. WBC demonstrate similar pattern of

changes but at slightly higher doses.

Figure 2 sumarizes changes of all three parameters on the 3 day after i r -

radiation. Here are presented all experimental groups with the whole range of

doses investigated. BW change on the 3 day shows almost linear decrease in

relation to dose from about 1 to 10 Gy (reaching the maximum of about 23%

loss). Changes in WBC and LC reveal a more pronounced decrease after lower

doses following parallel curves, with total lymphocyte depletion after about 4,

and leukocyte loss at about 5.5 Gy. Statistical analysis revealed significant

differences in BW between all groups in dose range of 3 to 12 Gy (presented in

fig 1) as well as for WBC between all groups until WBC depletion.
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25
1 2 3 0 1 2 3

DAYS AFTER IRRADIATION

Figure 1. Percentual change of BW, VBC and LC in twelve groups of rats after
six different doses of radiation during three postirradiation days. BV change is
calculated from the expected value ( i .e . including normal weight gain per day),
and VBC and LC in percentage of initial value before irradiation.
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Figure 2. Percentual change of BW, WBC and LC on 3 day after irradiation.
Presentation of dose-response relationship for all investigated groups.

Discussion

It is shown that all three parameters (BW, WBC and LC), investigated in

irradiated rats, are changing in relation to the absorbed dose. Still, there is a

marked difference in the dose range in which their changes are most pronounced.

In regard to lymphocytes, known as the most radiosensitive blood cells,

an abrupt fall of their count appears after relatively low doses, and then already

on the 2 day, an almost complete depletion follows. Changes in WBC parallel

well the curve of lymphocytes but the depletion of WBC appears on 3 day at

slightly higher dose level. This could be expected taking in mind that lympho-

cytes represent about 80% of the total WBC in rat. Because of mentioned paral-

lelism of changes, something wider range of dose response, and much simpler

counting, we consider total WBC count in rat as mors suitable for dose estima-

tion in the range of about 0.5 - 3.5 Gy. This is not in accordance with the

opinion of Zak et all . who performed similar investigations in mice (6).
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Body weight shows marked postirradiation decrease in relation to the

expected physiological values (and also if compared with values on the day of

irradiation) apparently in the whole dose range from 1 to 12 Gy. However,

reproducible estimates of the received dose in small groups (six rats) are

possible starting from about 3 Gy.

Finally it can be concluded that postirradiation changes in BV, V/BC and LC

of rats especially on the 3 day reveal a well expressed and reproducible dose-

-dependency in different but complementary dose ranges, being for WBC about

0 . 5 - 4 and for BW 3 - 1 0 Gy. Simultaneous determination of both HP and GI

parameters on third postirradiation day offers a simple and enough reliable tool

for early estimation of the dose received by the animals within a range from 0.5

to about 10 Gy. Moreover, these data could help in the prognostic assessment of

radiation disease outcome.

Abstract! Analysis of daily changes in body weight (BW), white blood count
(WBC) and lymphocyte count (LC) after panirradiation of rats with X-ray doses
from 0.5 - 12 was performed during first three postirradiation days. On the
basis of third day changes of BW and WBC it was possible to estimate the dose
received by each group of animals.
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ABSTRACT

The term fuzzy set was proposed by Zadeh in 196"5, to describe ambiguity
or fuzziness which can not be adequately expressed in terms of probability
distribution. In safety assessment there are many types of uncertainties,
which may be classified into two major categories: randomness and fuzziness,
or probabilistic and non-probabilistic. For systematic treatment of various
types of uncertainties, the concepts of fuzzy set theory or fuzzy logic may
be applicable. A fuzzy set is a set of elements whose boundary or limit is
not sharply defined but fuzzy. Between true "1" and false "0", any state
may be assumed in Fuzzy Logic. Possible application of fuzzy set concepts
in radiation biophysics, risk or safety assessment will be discussed. The
theory of Fuzzy Set is still in a developing stage, but its concepts may be
applied to various problems of nuclear safety and radiation protection. In
the target theory presented by Nishiwaki at the Induced Mutation Session of
the International Symposium on Genetics held in Tokyo, 1956t the biological
system of a living cell is compared to a complex parallel and series circuit
of switches which consist of gene-enzyme system.- When such a switching
circuit system is irradiated, the switches consisting of gene and enzyme are
considered to be disturbed or cut off randomly and the action field is assumed
to vary depending on the quality and type of radiation and the intra-cellular
biochemical milieu. In other words, the apparent size of the target may be
considered flexible and the boundry more or less fuzzy. The causal relation
between the initial damage and the effects may be considered a problem of
fuzzy inference. Fuzzy Diagnosis and Fuzzy Fault Trees are also discussed.

I. Introduction

In risk analysis or risk assessment problems, where biological or medi-

cal/societal or humanistic systems are concerned, we encounter a variety

of sources of uncertainties which may not be adequately expressed in proba-

bility or which are due to ambiguity in our cognition or perception of

objects. For systematic treatment oi this type of uncertainty, the concept

of fuzzy set was developed and is applied to construct system models, which

may take into considerations such an ambiguity. There are many types of

uncertainties involved in risk analysis or risk assessment, but they may be

divided into two major classes; the uncertainty due to randomness and that

due to fuzziness. Conventional methods of treating the uncertainty are to

apply statistical nethods of estimation which are, in turn, based upon the

concept of probability. Even in the case where the source of uncertainty is

of non-statistical nature, formal application of statistical methods of
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analysis is often done to deal quantitatively with the uncertainty by tacitly

accepting the premise that uncertainty - whatever its nature - can be equated

with randomness. Most of the works in risk analysis or risk assessment have

"been done using such methods. It has been known that much of our real world

is more or less fuzzy and a variety of ambiguities are found in our daily

languages. The concept of fuzzy set or fuzziness due to imprecision of

meaning seems to have been in the past implicitly or explicitly in some studies

and analyses of psychological, social or political problems or of medical

and biological systems. However, the traditional scientific method of in-

vestigation using mathematics is to try to eliminate fuzziness in the model

to be built rather than to accept the fuzziness as it is perceived. For

coping with the analysis of very complex systems or medical or biological

systems and to deal effectively with fuzziness in such systems, it has been

felt that the mathematics of fuzzy or uncertain quantities, which are not

describable in terms of probability distributions, would be necessary. It may

be considered that much of the logic of human reasoning is not the classical

two-valued or multi-valued logic but a fuzzy logic, a logic with fuzzy truths,

fuzzy connectives and fuzzy rules of inference.

II. Ordinary Set and Puzz?r Set

The fundamental concept in mathematics is that of a set - a collection

of objects. The classical ordinary set theory is based on two-valued logic.

The term fuzzy sat or subset was proposed by Zadeh in 19^5 to describe

ambiguity or fuzziness in human cognition and interaction with the outside

world. A fuszy set is a set of elements whose boundary is not sharply defined

but fuzzy. That is, the transition betxreen membership and non-membership of

the elements to a given attribute or set is gradual and an element can

"more or less" belong to the set, in contrast to the classical ordinary set,

in which membership of the elements can be characterized by a characteristic

function with a binary form such as "1 or 0" corresponding to "yes or no" or

"true or false" in the two-valued logic. Some intermediate values could be

assumed in multi-valued logic. The theory of ordinary set may be considered

a special case of the theory of fuzzy set. Any value or state between "1 and

0" or "true and false" or "yes and no" may be assumed in fuzzy logic for

various degrees of membership and represented by a membership function in

fuzzy set theory.

The concepts of fuzzy set may be considered an extension of those of the

classical ordinary set. Some of the basic definitions may be introduced,

(A and B, fuzzy subsets, U A and U g membership functions ) :
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Equality A — t>
Inclusion A — B
Union A U B
Intersection A H B
Complement A

Probability of Fuzzy Event: The probability P(A) of a frizzy event charact-

erised by a fuzzy set A in n-dimensional Euclidian space R may be expressed

by the follwing integral: J>A =J^T1/UAO<>dl'P = EC/U'A)
where X^\ is the membership function associated with the fuzzy set A. P the

probability measure and the operation S the mathematical expectation. The

possibility distribution is introduced in the fuzzy set theory as distinct

from the probability distribution. A high degree of possibility does not

necessarily imply a high degree of probability. A low degree of probability .

does not necessarily imply a low degree cf possibility. However, if an event

is impossible, the probability is bound to be zero and it is improbable.

III. Possible Application to Target Theory

Various target theories have been proposed in the past as a working hypo-*

thesis to explain biophysical actions of radiations. In the target theory

presented by Hishiwaki at the Induced Mutation Session of the International

Symposium on Genetics held in Toiyro, 1956, the biological system of a living

cell is compared to a complex parallel and series circuit of sviitches which

consist of gene-enzyme system. IJhen such a switching circuit system is

irradiated, the switches consisting of gene and enzyme are considered to be

disturbed or cut off randomly by direct or indirect effects of ionizations

and/or excitations. The action field is assumed to vary depending on the

quality and type of radiation and the intra-cellular biochemical milieu. When

the action field is large with the high. LET radiation, multiple switches may .

be simultaneously destroyed by a single hit and a single hit curve with an

apparently large target size may be obtained. In this case, the dose-response

curve may be approximated by a simple exponential curve. When the action

field is small with the low LET radiation under anoxic condition, multiple

number of independent hits on a multiple number of tarret switches may be

required to produce an observable effect, and a sigmoid dose-survival curve

with a multiple number of small targets may be obtained. In case the distur-

bance of a certain target switch or switching system produce a certain

mutation while the disturbance of another switch or switching system makes

the mutation effect not to appear, a more complex dose-response curve, which

may be convex upward with a maximum response range or point at a certain dose,
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nay be obtained. The action field is assumed to include not only the range

of action of the ionizations and excitations directly produce!} "by radiation,

but also the range of action of the active radicals indirectly produced by

radiation* Since the active radicals diffuse with time to react with target

molecules, the size of the action field may be larger than the range of direct

action but the boundary may become fuzzier with diffusion of active radicals.

Since the boundary of the action field is fuzsy, the apparent size of the

target, which may be determined not only by the actual size of the sensitive

target but also by the size of the action field, may be considered to change

with conditions of irradiation and the apparent boundary of the target may

also be considered more or less fuzzy. The causal relation between the

initial damage and the end-effects may be considered a problem of fuzzy

inference. However, from the analysis of dose-response curves, some infor-

mation may be obtained on the structure and organization of the target

switches or switching systems in the living cells or organisms.

IV, Safety Assessment and Fazzy Diagnosis

Failure diagnosis is essential for safety assessment of the plants.

The principle of automatic diagnosis of plant troubles for safety control may-

be simulated by an electric circuit with switches. The switches a_. ** a

denote n causes of trouble. When i—th term is the cause, the i-th switch is

closed, a. = 1. The term without trouble takes the value 0. The symptoms

are indicated by the lighting of the lamps b. <** b . When the symptom of the

j-th term appears, the j-th lamp lights up, b. = 1. The relation between

azxxse and symptom is represented by the electric circuit. When j-th symptom

appears due to i-th cause, r. . = 1, otherwise 0.

Let R "be n X m matrix with elements r. . and a, b row vectors with ele-

ments a. f b. respectively, then the casual relationship may be expressed "by
-̂ J

a o 3 = b, where "o" denotes the operation: y ( ^ A r f ? ) 5 ^ ; \/; WOO, /\;VM,

Diagnosis means reverse operation to obtain "a" from "b" and "R"« If we assume

a, b, R fuzzy sets and instead of a binary switch a variable resistance switch

a. = \+» 0, variable resistance in the fuzzy relation circuit r. . = 0 « l and

also variable brightness of symptom indicator lamp b. = 1 <•* 0, it may be

called fuzzy diagnosis. Various safety control problems for the failure

diagnosis of nuclear plants have indicated the type of imprecision rather

than randomness that is prevalent in complex systems. Terano, et al (1977)

applied the notion of fuzzy logic to failure diagnosis of automobiles and

diesel engines, Shahinpoor and Wells (1980) reported on application possibili-

ties for fuzzy failure analysis and diagnosis of reactor plant components and

areas.
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V. Puzzv Fault Tree Analysis

In the Reactor Safety Study, fault trees and event trees are used to

obtain models by which the probabilities of major accidents are expressed as

functions of the probabilities of other events such as equipment failures

and human errors. These probabilities seem to be treated as random variables

sometimes without rigorous tests. If the chance of occurrence is extremely

small and multiple repetition under the same condition is difficult, the term

possibility may be more appropriate as distinct from probablity. There are

also difficulties in estimating the joint probablity of dependent failure

events of the complex systems.

Fuzzy fault tree analysis, which is used for complex soft systems by

Terano, et al . (198I), may be applied to the analysis of other complex

systems. It may be almost impossible to construct a complete fault tree by

examining all possible events. I t is proposed to group Them together to form

macroscopic events which will be defined subjectively and fuzzy. A fuzzy

fault tree consists of subtrees as shown in Fig. 1. The resultant fuzzy

event Q is associated with n's causative fuzzy events P.(i=l,,«.,n) each of

which is a conjunction of fuzzy events P. .(j=l,. , , fm.). The degree of fuzzy

relationship Pi. is given by a fuzzy number in [0,1] as shown in Pig. 2. The

top event is the one for which analysis is to be made and the basic events

are the source causes. The first step to analyze a fuzzy fault tree is to

calculate the degree of occurence of the top event from fuzzy relationships

and fuzzy grades of occurrence of the basic events using logical connectives.

It may be important to indicate the range of uncertainty or fuzziness properly,

otherwise the truth value of the result would be small.

T : very high, "l : high
"3 : medium % : Ion
T : very low

Fig. 1 Subtree of fuzzy fault tree
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